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by Randy J. Stine
ATLANTA Working as on-site engineer for L,earfield Sports in 1991, Gary
Kline had the task of wiring Indiana
University head basketball coach Bobby
Knight for an interview. Sounds simple
enough, until one considers that Knight
had just emerged from the shower and
was in astate of undress.
Kline was faced with attaching awireless microphone to anaked and famously
ill-tempered basketball coach.

18

ANALYSIS

Florida LPFM
Blooms in
The Keys
by Naina N. Chernoff

BIG PINE KEY, Fla. In the far reaches of the 110- mile stretch of islands
known as the Florida Keys, a local
church has built what it says is the first
low-power FM station in the region.
WGGP(LP), which stands for "Where
God's Grace is Present," began transmitting a 100-watt signal in late June from
the three-acre grounds of the First Baptist
Church.
The religious broadcasting station
Engineering destiny
joins
a group of about 30 holders of
"I'm standing there with the lavaliere
LPFM licenses or construction permits
microphone, and we have just moments
with temporary authorizations to be on
before we go live for his talk show, and
the air across the nation. With more than
he's all wet."
300 CPs in total issued by the FCC since
So Kline had to get creative. As the
Gary Kline
last year, first-time broadcasters are
coach sat down in achair, the engineer
learning how to create community-based
gingerly rested the mic on Knight's ample stomach.
low-power radio stations.
"By that time he had thrown on apair of pants, at least," Kline said, laughing.
What sets WGGP apart from the othWhile he doesn't count the Knight incident as acareer highlight, Kline said it's a
ers is not its location, say church offigood example of how engineers are expected to think on their feet.
cials, but their planning and execution.
Kline has improvised his way to the post of corporate director of engineering for
After receiving its construction permit on
Cumulus Broadcasting, where he oversees technical aspects of operations at the
June 1, the station began broadcasting in
group's approximately 260 radio stations in 60 markets.
less than amonth. The rapid build-out,
"Ultimately, my responsibility is to keep our stations on the air. Ido it with the
See LPFM, page 8
See KLINE, page 6 I>
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NAB: Authorize
IBOC Now
WASHINGTON NAB believes the
FCC should endorse Ibiquity Digital
Corp.'s AM and FM in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting systems immediately. The trade association has suggested the commission authorize interim AM
and FM IBOC transmissions, so that the
agency and broadcasters "fully understand the benefits and tradeoffs of IBOC
technology for the AM and FM bands prior to IBOC standardization and the establishment of final service rules."

NAB stated, "Immediate interim authorization will allow broadcasters, receiver
manufacturers, ancillary (data) service
providers and others to further study the
performance of IBOC DAB in a realworld environment as IBOC products are
readied for the marketplace."
After the interim period, NAB
believes, the FCC should adopt Ibiquity's
AM and FM technology as the single
technical standard for digital broadcasting
in this country and develop appropriate
service rules.
AM IBOC daytime service rules
require further evaluation, but need not
delay action to immediately authorize

interim AM and FM IBOC operation,
NAB stated, while nighttime AM IBOC
should be studied further.
AM broadcasters who support rapid
IBOC authorization include Susquehanna
Radio Co., Journal Broadcast Corp.,
Greater Media, Inc., Cox Radio, Inc.,
National Public Radio, Infinity
Broadcasting Corp. and Clear Channel
Communications, according to NAB.
To commenters who question AM
IBOC service as "not as problem-free as
new band service, limited by skywave
interference concerns, incompatible with
analog AM stereo operation, etc.," NAB
responds that IBOC can transform AM,
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but it must happen now, or else it's likely
to never make the transition.
-As an example, -NAB quoted from the
comments of Journal Broadcast Group,
stating that while Journal believes the AM
service should be full-time, it encourages
the commission to endorse AM IBOC for
daytime while night testing occurs, stressing that " immediate endorsement will
encourage receiver manufacturers to
include AM IBOC in their first-generation receivers."

Ibiquity Testing
On WOR(AM)
NEW YORK Buckley Broadcasting's
WOR is slated to be a test station for
IBOC digital AM radio. Buckley said
WOR would be the first AM station in
New York City to broadcast adigital signal, with tests to begin this month. The
average listener would not notice any
difference in WOR's signal, according to
the station.
Ibiquity must do additional tests for
AM IBOC at night for both groundwave
and skywave conditions. The National
Radio Systems Committee has recommended FM IBOC for day and night use,
but has endorsed the AM system only for
daytime use so far.
WOR employs adirectional transmitting antenna and is in the test protocol to
See NEWSVVATCH, page 10
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Arbitron Works to Smooth Out PPM
by Leslie Stimson
COLUMBIA, Md. Arbitron officials
say they've fixed some technical anomalies of the Portable People Meter and
made improvements requested by engineers participating in PPM trials in
Philadelphia.
New devices to monitor the status of
the PPM encoding process were to ship
to the 45 radio stations, 11 TV stations
and 25 cable networks participating in
the trials in early August (see related story, page 27).
Arbitron is using a proprietary psychoacoustic critical band masking technology to encode a station's audio. The
encoding is placed between 1and 3kHz
in the spectrum in a way that makes it
inaudible to the listener, according to the
audience measurement firm.
Is It on?
Typically, the Arbitron encoder is
installed near the end of the audio chain,
but before the audio processor. To differentiate stations, each encoder transmits a
unique code that Arbitron programs into
the device before delivering the unit to
the station.
The program material to be encoded is
applied to the input of the Arbitron
encoder, which continually analyzes the
frequency and amplitude of the input signal using DSP technology.
The signals are received and may be

uous feed of the status of the encoding
reported by the monitor, Forr said.
Arbitron's goal is to make these monitors available to every station encoding
its signal for the PPM.
Another technical issue Arbitron
believes it has solved is the so-called
headset effect, in which the encoding
process was audible in some instances.
Robert Patchen, Arbitron vice president of research standards and practices,
said that of 47 radio stations encoding,
jocks from three stations noticed the artifacts in their headphones. Last year, some
told Radio World they were distracted by
the noise.

Software upgrades
Arbitron said an encoding software
2 upgrade has fixed the problem and that
g. the artifacts, though heard in some
e
, .
It jocks headphones, could not be heard
.S over the air.
-Ês
The encoder bypass function now
.2 comes with a key, acomfort factor for
engineers who were worried that station
An Arbitron employee demonstrates the PPM
employees might accidentally brush up
docking procedure at the 2001 NAB Radio Show.
against the old button used on the unit
and turn off the encoding process.
Knowing that stations may face using
said David Fort. Arbitron's director of
decoded by adecoder or aPPM.
PPM technology as they also transition to
Engineers had asked Arbitron for a U.S. encoding operations. One is an LED
in-band, on-channel digital audio broadon the front panel of the monitor that
way to know whether the encoder is
casting, Arbitron and Ibiquity Digital
turns from green, indicating that encodoperating, saying the light on the encoder
Corp. are discussing how their two sysing is OK, to flashing red, when encodwas not always areliable indicator.
tems can be compatible.
The new monitors are installed in the
ing is not present. Further, aset of relay
Though the PPM encoder comes with
contact connections available via arear
return air feed of astation. They will be
both analog and digital versions of the
panel connector can be incorporated into
set up to alert the station if the monitor
software, Arbitron said it is talking to
astation's existing air-fault alarm system.
fails to see the PPM encoding in the staIbiquity to develop atest plan, for lab tests
Also, aserial port can be connected to
tion's signal.
See PPM, page 5
astation's computer system for acontinThis alert is provided in several ways,

FY '02 Regulatory
Fees Rise 9%
The FCC is increasing regulatory fees nearly across the board for fiscal year
2002. Congress has required the FCC to collect $218.7 million to recover the
costs of its competition, enforcement, spectrum management policies and
informational activities for the fiscal year. This is just over $ 18.6 million, or
9.3 percent, more than Congress told it to collect for 2001.
Stations must pay the fees for any licenses or authorizations that were transferred or assigned on or before Oct. 1, 2001. In cases where the service license
or authorization is assigned or transferred after that date, the payment is still
due, and the agency suggests the party that holds the license on the due date
pay the fees.
Stations must pay the fees in the period Sept. 10-25 so the FCC can process
them over several days.
Radio fees range from $500 for aClass A AM station serving apopulation
of fewer than 20,000 to nearly $5,000 for a Class B, C, C1or C2 FM that
serves apopulation of more than 1million.
Noncommercial stations and RPUs used in conjunction with noncoms are
exempt from annual regulatory fees. EAS licenses for auxiliary service facilities also are exempt.
Fiscal 2002 fees not included in the chart are AM construction permits
($370), FM construction permits ($ 1,500), FM translators and boosters ($ 320),
and broadcast auxiliary stations, including RPUs and STLs ($ 10).
For more information, call ( 888) 225-5322.
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If These Old Walls Could Speak ... ""m"e"'
Popular Washington Post columnist Bob
Levey recently took areader's question
about the decorum of office decorations.
The reader wondered whether her "helterskelter" style — comic strips and kids'
drawings — might be looked down upon
by her bosses, as though she had shown up
not dressed for success. Perhaps Monets
and Renoirs would be more suitable.
Levey replied with alist of his own
office decorations, ranging from bumper
stickers to photos of Buffalo Bob and
Howdy Doody. "Your walls belong to you,
not Renoir:' he wrote.
This prompted me to wonder, what do
your walls say about you?
What do mine say about me?
In addition to the stacks of paper, story
schedules, Post-It notes, reference books,
old issues and assignment sheets you'd
expect to find on the desk of an editor,
here's what Isee as Ilook around my
office in Falls Church, Va.:

Capitol and Washington Monument as
seen from the Lincoln Memorial;
VA Gary Larson "Far Side" calendar
(August: Moby Dick smashes his little red
car into another vehicle only to realize he
has just rear-ended Captain Ahab);
VA framed copy of my column in
March 2000 about the late Jesse Maxenchs;
VA framed copy of my column from
last fall, saluting the victims of Sept. 11;
VA framed copy of a1997 letter from
Jim Quello, then an FCC commissioner;
VA poster with the entire text of the
play "Romeo & Juliet";
VSeven photos of my three-year-old
nephew, and several of other family
members;

VA poster of William Shakespeare on
my office door;

VMy beloved leather WI-IN belt
buckle from Jim Nedelka, proudly
visible on ashelf;

VA dramatic black-and-white photo by
Vollunar Kurt Wentzel from the 1993 art
show "Washington by Night" at the
Corcoran Gallery of Art, showing the

VA photo of me presenting aframed
article to Andy Butler, then president of
the SBE;

e/Two photos of myself and my
"bride" from arecent production at
Classika Theatre, in which Iplayed a
reluctant Russian bachelor in the Nikolai
Gogol play "The Marriage";
VA black-and-white photo of myself
and my three siblings in the guise of a
faux rock band called The Rude Dogs;
VA photo of myself (hrrun, that might
be atrend) accepting an award from the
regional Associated Press for aradio
series Iwrote in the mid- 1980s;
VA crayon drawing made by my girlfriend showing us living in ahouse with
two cats, two kids and atennis court;
VA plastic, futuristic six-inch police
officer atop my computer, agift from an
actress after my stage debut in 2000 (the
cop is holding apen that Istuck into his
hand in place of his spage-age ray gun);
VA postcard showing the Eiffel Tower,
half-built, from 1888;

Robert Geckler of
Ecumenical
Communications in
Terryville, Conn., wins
aHenry Engineering
PatchBox in the Radio
World Reader's Choice

Radio
otRs'cti

VA photo of myself in Ireland by a
welcome sign reading, "Fáilte go dti Ath
Dara," which Ithink means "Welcome to
Adaire" but probably means "This way to
men's room";

-PATOIIBOX

VPhotos of the sales crew at Bradley
Broadcast Sales circa 1995, and of me
with acustomer at aRadio Systems booth
circa 1988;

STEREO OUTPUT

Sweepstakes.
PatchBox is apassive stereo "output
43>
multiplier" that can eliminate the need
for DAs and patchbays. It takes the stereo
output of amixer and creates 11 stereo
outputs to feed to other equipment. It
gives the user five balanced outputs on
XLR and 1/4-inch TRS connectors, plus six unbalanced outputs on RCA connectors.
Outputs are stereo and can be used simultaneously. The balanced outputs are at unity
gain; unbalanced outputs are at - 10 dBV. PatchBox requires no power, and adds no
noise or distortion to the original signal. List price: $ 195.
Sign up for achance to win at www.rwonline.com.
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VA letter from the late Steve Allen;
VA black-and-white poster of mid-town
Manhattan in 1945 by Andreas Feininger
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
V Several "Cool Stuff" Award trophies
and plaques;
VA 12-string Jasmine guitar, in its case
on the floor;

Paul J. McLane
VA tiny piece of KDKA's old tower,
sold as afundraiser for Children's
Hospital of Pittsburgh, on my desk;
VA photo of the production studio at the
former WEGX(FM), aMainte station in
Philadelphia, from my days selling and
helping to design studios at Radio Systems;
VA photo of tennis starlet Anna
Kournikova;
VA considerable stack of books to
review and to read;
VAn autographed photo of Cousin
Brucie Morrow;
VAnd photos of my best friend and his
wife, as well as Orson Welles, Audrey
Hepburn, Edward R. Murrow, Don
Williams, Patrick Stewart, James Doohan,
Aaron Copland and aCurtiss P-40N
"Warhawk" airplane.
Conclusions?
A stranger could see that I'm in radio; I
love architecture and the theater; Iact and
Iplay the guitar; Ithink the pen is mightier than the sword; Ihave my heroes in the
fields of journalism, broadcasting and
"Star Trek"; Itreasure my friends and
family; Ifawn over my fabulous nephew; I
have an eye for the ladies; and Ithink abit
much of myself.
Tell me about your unusual office decorations and what they say about you via
e-mail to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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VA baseball, on my desk;
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Test More AM IBOC Antennas
by Mario Hieb
Iwas working as the frequency
coordinator of the 2002 Olympic
Winter Games when Iparticipated in
my first National Radio Systems
Committee AM in- band, on-channel
conference call. Ilistened quietly in
my office, contributing nothing to the
conversation.
My phone would ring frequently
with requests for spectrum. Every time
Itook acall, Iput the NRSC sub-committee on hold and each time inadvertently treated them to a medley of
Olympic "music-on-hold."
After realizing my faux pax and
overcoming the embarrassment, Icontinued to listen to the discussion. One
of the participants asked about the
effects of transmission system reactance on the AM IBOC system. The
reply was, "We're not testing for that
right now." That comment stuck in
my mind.
AM is critical
Nine people gave presentations at
the IBOC implementation session at
this spring's NAB 2002 convention.
Four of them specifically covered
directional antenna transmission system bandwidth requirements for
AM IBOC.
None of the four presenters agreed
on what the bandwidth requirements
should be, but they agreed that,
because of the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing sidebands, bandwidth requirements are more critical
for AM IBOC than for analog AM.
It seems that when you have impedance bandwidth problems with analog
AM, you lose the high end of your
audio. But when you have the same
problem with hybrid- mode AM IBOC,
you lose bits and, at some point, the
digital signal.

PPM
Continued from page 3

and later station trials, to see specifically
how stations using IBOC can encode.
What about the other form of digital
radio, satellite-delivered? An Arbitron
spokesman said whether Sirius Satellite
Radio or XM Satellite Radio choose to
encode is not a technical issue, but a
business decision.
"If they choose to encode, we can do
it," he said. Presumably, they might
choose to encode when their audience
grows, sources said.
Arbitron also is looking at how to
increase the battery life of its PPMs. That
will become more of an issue if stations
in more markets use the technology and
PPM wearers travel.
Battery life of the meter is about 27
hours, said Patchen. When it reaches that
limit, the PPM shuts down when its battery dies, and some data can be lost.
Arbitron said there is enough memory in
the meter to store about aweek's worth
of data. Executives are pondering having
portable battery chargers manufactured.
Whether the PPM is commercialized
in this country is an open question.

problems manifest themselves.
To me, the conclusion that the antenna systems had no detrimental impact
on IBOC performance seems abit of a
stretch.
Curiously, the report later states,
"While these test stations provide a

To respond to the commentary, an
Ibiquity representative said that the
only bandwidth requirement for the
hybrid-mode is flat response +/- 5 kHz
from carrier. He also said that some
directional arrays would have trouble
with AM IBOC.

The conclusion

that the antenna

systems had no detrimental impact on
IBOC performance seems a bit of a stretch.

"If you only need +/- 5 kHz," Ilater
asked an Ibiquity representative, "then
why do you have OFDM subcarriers
out to +/- 15 kHz.?" He agreed that
the IBOC system required more
bandwidth.
The NRSC report states that, " No
detrimental impact on IBOC performance or durability was observed due
to the transmitting antenna system
employed," which Iassume means that
the NRSC concluded that non- directional and directional antenna systems
performed equally. This conclusion was
based on the testing of four major-market AM stations.
Only one of the test stations used a
non-directional antenna system. The
tests were conducted on the four test
radials of each station. They were chosen for their proximity to grounded and
ungrounded conductive structures,
adjacent channel interferers and power
lines, and not for pattern maxima and
minima where system bandwidth
Arbitron hopes to know by the end of the
year whether research partner Nielsen
Media Research will contribute funding
for the project. Owen Charlebois, president of Arbitron's U.S. Media Services.
said, "We believe the PPM is too expensive as aradio-only service. We need participation from Nielsen."
Until it has that answer, Arbitron cannot address abig issue for stations, the
cost of the PPM vs. the cost of the traditional diaries.
If the project is ago in this country,
Arbitron said it doesn't need every station in a market to encode, but it does
need "acritical mass" to make the project
worthwhile, Charlebois said.
Philadelphia would be the first PPM
market, likely by the middle of next year,
followed by an additional four of the top
10 markets in the next 12 to 18 months, he
said. Arbitron hopes to have stations
encoding in 100 designated market areas,
which would be 170 Radio Metros, by the
end of 2008.
If Nielsen's answer is no, Arbitron
would try to commercialize the PPM
overseas. It plans to start a650-person
trial in London in October. Arbitron has
plans to test in Latin America, and tests
are possible in Canada this year, the ratings firm said.

e

good cross section of various conditions, they of course represent a very
small percentage of the AM stations in
the U.S. and cannot be employed as the
only means of verifying IBOC digital
service area." Just what will the IBOC
digital service area be like and how do
we predict it, Iwondered?
In fairness to Ibiquity and the NRSC,
the AM IBOC system could do wonderful things for AM radio. But AM trans-

mission systems are complex and esoteric, and each is unique in its performance. Ibiquity needs to- conduct rigorous tests based on real- world
transmission systems and not just
50+j0 ohm laboratory dummy loads.
While at it, take a hard look at the
AM IBOC test methodology. Rather
than conducting tests with a multitude
of interference sources, limit the degradation source to one and study its
impact on coverage. Also, using FCC
AM coverage contours for digital radio
is like comparing apples to oranges.
The NRSC should do as digital television has and develop revised contours
and interference criteria based on the
characteristics of digital modulation.
Don't know enough
We're on the road to adopting adigital AM standard about which we don't
know that much. Before we consider
adopting the proposed AM IBOC system, we need to know what the minimum antenna system criteria are to
achieve digital service on par with present-day analog service.
Consulting engineers as well as transmitter and phasor manufacturers need to
be able to market their systems as "AMIBOC ready." Station owners need to
know if, in addition to purchasing AM
IBOC hardware and paying licensing
fees, they have to shell out additional
money to fix antenna systems.
Reach Mario Hieb, CPBE, CBNT,
via e-mail to mario@xmission.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view to radioworld@imaspub.com.•
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lawsuits in early 2000 forced it to sell
off some assets. The Atlanta -based
Cumulus now has 260 stations in
60 mid- size and smaller U.S. media
markets.
Kline joined Cumulus in the fall of
1999 and originally did alot of automation system installs and audio processing for its stations.
He officially became corporate director of engineering for Cumulus in
January of this year. He had been acting
in that capacity and running his own
consulting engineering company since
Baun's departure in October of 2000.
Kline is responsible for day-to-day
technical and special project expenditures and reports to Cumulus Media Inc.
Executive Vice President John Dickey.
"I don't have a large staff like afew
of the other group engineering directors
do. So Ihave to get out and do most of
the travel myself. I'm usually on the
road from Sunday night through Friday
night," Kline said.

Continued from page 1

help of a great engineering staff at the
station clusters," Kline said.
Kline, 37, was born and raised in
Queens, N.Y. Early on he seemed destined to become abroadcast engineer.
"I played with electronics and took
apart radios at my grandparents' house
as akid. As Igot older Icould actually
put them back together. They were happy about that," he said.
Young scientist
Kline played with an old Teac reel-toreel deck his father owned. He even put
together a mock demo tape on 8- track
tape. Then he was told about a ham
radio club at the Hall of Science in New
York. Kline joined at the age of 12.
"That's where Istarted to learn about
current, voltage and tubes in a radio.
That really formalized my beginnings in
electronics."
Kline got his first glimpse of aradio
station at age 14 or so when he called a
New York radio station to report signal
interference.
"I called WYNY(FM) and told them
there was classical music in the background. Their chief engineer called me
back afew days later and said they had
discovered bleed-over from an STL. He
thanked me for pointing out the problem
and invited me for a station visit,"
Kline said.

In 1983 Kline was working at what was then WXUS(FM), Lafayette, Ind.
under my belt going to college."
Kline chose to attend Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Ind., in
part because of its electrical engineering
program. But he heeded the advice of
his father when selecting amajor.
"My father was acivil engineer, and
he always told me, ' Gary, go into business. Be the guy who tells the engineers
what to do.' So Ichose business as my

At about age 12, Kline was afinalist in a New York City science fair.
After seeing radio studios for the first
time in his life, he was hooked.
During the summers of his sophomore and junior years in high school,
Kline received National Science
Foundation grants to attend college.
"I spent seven weeks in the summer
of 1980 studying digital and analog
electronics with college professors at
Ball State University and got college
credit for it," Kline said.
The next summer he was invited to
study solar- energy engineering at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.
Kline says the summer studies gave him
an advantage when he graduated high
school in 1982.
"I don't know if Iwould go through
all of that again, because it was alot of
work; but I'm glad Idid. Ihad a great
deal of electronics experience already
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major," Kline said.
Kline worked for Purdue University
radio station WBAA(AM) his first year.
He announced and learned about equipment by watching the station's veteran
engineers.
"I also worked for my dorm's radio
station. Each dorm had its own radio
station with turntables, acable modulator and maybe a couple of cart decks
...whatever they could scrounge up to
work. Ieventually became program
director for my dorm's student- run
WLAY. Iloved it."
His first professional radio experience
came at what was then WXUS(FM) in
Lafayette, Ind. "Iworked the midnightto-9 a.m. shift Sunday mornings. And
yes, that included running ` Powerline,"
Kline said, referring to the long-running
Christian radio program from the

Southern Baptist Convention Media
Technology Group.
Before graduating with a degree in
business management in 1991, Kline
had helped build radio stations in
Indianapolis and worked several summers as a vacation relief engineer for
NBC Radio and ABC Radio in
New York.
"My schedule during school was
incredibly busy. Iwas so immersed in
radio ... Iwas also working on several
projects in Colorado. It slowed my
schooling down, and didn't help my
grades all that much, either," Kline said.
He joined University Broadcasting
while in school and went to work fulltime for the Indianapolis-based broadcaster upon graduation.
"The day after Igraduated, Iwas in a
car on my way to Fort Collins, Colo., to
build some studios as the group's director of engineering," Kline said.
The company, now known as Artistic
Media Partners, owned stations in
Colorado and Indiana.
Kline especially liked the opportunity
to travel.
"I still think the travel is the best part
of my job at Cumulus. That's good,
because I'm on the road just about every
day," he said.
The engineer left Artistic Media
Partners in 1994 to work for a realestate development company as business
manager, only to rejoin the broadcaster
in 1998 as group technical director after
missing radio badly.
In 1999, Kline received an e-mail
from Terry Baun, then director of engineering for Cumulus. It would set his
ensuing career path. It's a message
Kline still saves on his computer.
In part Baun wrote, "We are thinking
about hiring another corporate-level person, perhaps to plan and manage buildouts/consolidations and perhaps be our
processing guru. Any interest there?"
Kline said he was immediately
intrigued. "It felt as if Iwas working
myself to death ... building new studios
while working around the clock with
very little help. I was ready for a
change."
The Cumulus Broadcasting job
offered plenty of opportunity for travel.
The company owned more than 300
radio stations before aseries of investor

Studio builds
'l still get akick out of visiting radio
stations and seeing what their studios
and transmitter facilities are like. And
believe it or not, even though Ienjoy the
new studios we build, Iam especially
fond of older studios that remind me of
the ' 80s," he said.
Kline said Cumulus has seven regional directors of engineering who are
responsible for their own stations and
typically stations in several neighboring
states. In total, Cumulus has 60 to 70
engineers.

'When we
spec transmitters,
every one we buy,
we consider IBOC.'

"The majority of our stations have at
least one full-time engineer. Many of
those are backed up by local contract
firms," he said.
Cumulus just completed new studios
in Houston, is building a new studio
complex in Harrisburg, Pa., and has
plans for new studio facilities in
Mobile, Ala.; Topeka, Kan.; and
Eugene, Ore. Kline said the studio projects will be digital facilities with digital consoles. However, he said the company has not standardized on consoles
or other critical studio components for
buildouts.
"I like to keep an open mind for new
products or other vendors. I'm always
open to new concepts in design and
technology."
The fact that Cumulus owns automation software provider Broadcast
Software International plays no role in
his decision-making when it comes to
choosing an automation system, he said.
Cumulus originally announced plans to
standardize its stations with BSI
See KLJNE, page 7
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Kline

one we buy we consider IBOC. We
make sure the transmitter has enough
power for combiner loss and that we
leave enough space in the buildings to

7

company would have to examine each
market to determine return on investment before giving IBOC the go-ahead.
"I expect you'll see some of the big-

Continued from page 6

automation software products after
acquiring the company in 1999, but later
said it would move away from standardization (RW, May 8).
"We choose an automation system
based on the needs of the market. That
can vary. Sometimes we simply move
over existing systems if it is in usable
shape," Kline said.
Planning for new studio and transmitter projects includes consideration of
future conversions to in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting,
Kline said.
"When we spec transmitters, every

'I still get a kick

out of visiting radio

stations and seeing what their studios
and transmitter facilities are like.'

allow for IBOC equipment in the
future," he said.
Kline declined to discuss specific
IBOC plans for Cumulus. He said the

ger market groups spending money on it
in the next year. Some people Iknow are
already setting money aside for conversion. I'm just not sure when it's going to

happen for us. We'll wait to see what the
consumer radio manufacturers roll out."
Kline is proud in particular of the
Cumulus Broadcasting mission statement, which includes the following:
"We strive to create the next-generation
radio broadcasting enterprise, based on
great people and technological excellence that will provide high- quality,
local programming choices for our listeners."
It's the "technological excellence"
part that gets Kline excited.
"That means alot to me. Itell all of
my guys that (Cumulus) takes what we
do very seriously and that they recognize the contributions of the engineering
department," Kline said. "My goal is to
make sure each of our markets has the
best technical facilities possible."•

Kline Peers Say ...
Gary's been agreat mentor and has
taught me everything Iknow about
engineering. He's afirst-rate engineer
and is non-stop radio. For Gary, it's
all about engineering and getting the
job done. We have a friendly
competition going when we work
together on projects to see who can
outperform whom. He's hard to beat.
— Michael Gay
Manager Engineering Services
IT Telecom Division
Purdue University
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During the 13 years he worked for
us, Gary kept Artistic Media's stations
ahead of the technology curve. Gary
has always seen where radio is going
from atechnology standpoint.
Our stations were voice-tracking
10 years ago, and WAZY(FM) was
one of the first stations in the country
to have aWeb site. He's impatient to
implement new technology to the
low-tech business of radio.
—Art Angoui
Chairman and CEO
Artistic Media Partners
BLUEBOX

Gary is one of the most energetic
and enthusiastic engineers I've
encountered. Whenever Cumulus
needed ahigh level of expertise to roll
out aproject, Gary was the logical goto guy.
He has aparticularly good ear for
audio processing and interfaces
extremely well with the programmers
he works with. He also knows how to
read abalance sheet. All of these
skills make him ideally suited to be
working in today's consolidated radio
industry.
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erized music and event- scheduling
program.
Many LPFM stations have opted to

LPFM
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Sexton attributes WGGP's build-out
pace to the extensive planning he and
other church members have done over the

Continued from page 1

according to the pastor and station manager, Charles Sexton, was aresult of the
congregation's work for the past two
years.
In 2000, about a year before the
church applied to the FCC for afrequency, Sexton made plans to start constructing atower on the church grounds, knowing it would take some time for island
officials to approve abuilding permit.
Big gift
After receiving amajor gift of $ 10,000
for the tower from afamily that belongs
to the church, the church decided to start
building it even prior to receiving the
FCC's go-ahead for the station.
Using the talent of some congregants
who have construction experience,
Sexton and agroup of church members
dug a 16-by- 16-foot hole for the footer,
poured the concrete and erected the tower
according to a state-certified blueprint
provided by tower manufacturer Rohn
Industries.
For three months, Sexton said, members worked during weekends to construct the three-pole, freestanding tower,
which had to meet rigorous wind-resistance standards because the island sits in
ahurricane- prone area.

First Baptist will

offer free half-hour

spots to other churches in the area on
Sunday mornings.

use automation equipment due to the lack
of employees to staff studios 24 hours a
day, said Jim Trapani, president of JT
Communications. According to FCC
rules, LPFM stations are required to produce up to eight hours per day of local
programming, which can include songs
selected by staff and managed by
automation.
Programming
Sexton said the station broadcasts a
mix of contemporary Christian music,
ranging from "audio adrenaline," abrand
of " head- banging" Christian music
directed at teenagers, to Gathers, aclassic
hymn format.
Besides music, Sexton said, the station
transmits live broadcasts of the church's
Sunday morning and evening services.

past decade. When he became pastor of
the church 11 years ago, Sexton brought
the idea to the church leadership, which
DIGITAL
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readily endorsed it, but then had to wait
many years before it was implemented.
"When we understood that the FCC
was opening windows, the fact that we
were in the last window was discouraging," Sexton said.
Things have moved relatively quickly
since then, he said. The church did not
face any competition for afrequency on
the island, which has a population of
around 5,000. He said Big Pine Key is an
affordable place to live for the area's
working-class community compared to
Key West, 25 miles to the south.
Sexton struggled to find time for himself while building WGGP.
Trying to pastor achurch and head up
astation, he said, "It's kind of like doing
two full-time jobs." ie

Many Americans
'Get' Sat Radio

MINNEAPOLIS Less than ayear after satellite radio hit the market, and before one
of the two services was available nationwide, many Americans already were aware of
satellite radio.
That's according to astudy by market research firm IpsosReid. About 100 million
people age 12 and up have heard of XM Satellite Radio or Sirius Satellite Radio.
Roughly three-fifths, or 59 percent, of the 100 million are men, mostly in their 20s and
30s, according to the research firm.
"Whether the currently strong awareness levels will translate into subscriptions for
both XM and Sirius remains to be seen, but certainly the pump has been primed," said
Ipsos-Reid's Matt Kleinschmit. About 1,100 respondents participated in the survey,
which can be seen at www.ipsos-reid.comitempo.cfm.

Europe to Allocate More DAB Spectrum
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WGGP(LP) Equipment List
"We had it inspected by the county
and there were no modifications that had
to be made," Sexton said. "Anyone along
the coastline of Florida requires astrong
tower."
The custom-built tower was among the
equipment bought by the church. Sexton
estimates that it spent close to $50,000,
funds raised mostly by its members.
Most applicants are spending less than
the half of that; and the pastor admits the
church's budget is uncommon in the
LPFM world.
"It could have been done cheaper,"
Sexton said. " But you get what you
pay for."

Later this summer, First Baptist will offer
free half-hour spots 7-11 a.m. on
Sundays to other area churches to use for
their own broadcasts.
"We want to make the station available
to all denominations," the pastor said.
The station doesn't plan to seek on-air
underwriting despite having to raise
$70,000 to $ 75,000 each year for its
operating costs, Sexton said. The church
plans to provide the radio station with
$120 each month at first, and most likely
will increase the amount in the future,
Sexton said, adding that WGGP itself
will need to raise the remainder.
"We don't want to tie up our time with
underwritten programming," he said.
Professional advice
"We want to leave time for music and
The church chose to use the services
community outreach. We're striving to be
of an engineering consultant to purchase
listener- supported."
and install the station equipment inside
Sexton has other programming plans
the church.
for WGGP. After receiving a license,
First Baptist hired JT Communications
which Sexton hopes will be come this
in Ocala, Fla. The firm helped it purchase
year, he plans to purchase asatellite sysa single-bay antenna, transmitter, mixer,
tem to obtain syndicated Christian proprocessor and various types of studio
gramming, including " Focus on the
equipment, including microphones, stands
Family" with Dr. James Dobson and
and an audio processor, Sexton said. The
Larry Burquett's "Money Matters," a
antenna is 50 feet from the studio.
Christian-based financial planning proJT also provided arefurbished stereo
gram. The church has hired a part-time
generator, a30-watt exciter for the main
announcer for the daytime and is considtransmitter, and Automatronix, acomput- ering whether to hire another next year.

MAASTRICHT, Netherlands The European Conference for Posts and
Telecommunications will allocate an additional seven blocks of L- Band spectrum
across Europe to terrestrial DAB.
The World DAB Forum, which represents companies and organizations from various sectors of the radio broadcasting industry in 25 countries, was pleased. This is the
third such allocation of spectrum to the Eureka- 147 DAB system.
The group reached its decision at a planning meeting in Maastricht in the
Netherlands.
"The extra L-Band (spectrum) now available will create more opportunities for digital broadcasting services and will pave the way for competition, particularly in densely
populated areas," said WorldDAB President Annika Nyberg.
Overseas DAB supporters hope that in 2005, a revision of the Stockholm Plan,
drawn up in 1961 to organize and plan frequencies across Europe and northern Africa,
will address the issue of extra spectrum for terrestrial DAB in Band III.

Affordable Portables Touted in U.K.
LONDON This month, portable Eureaka-147 radios that cost the equivalent of
about $ 150 should be available to listeners in the United Kingdom.
VideoLogic's Pure Evoke- 1was set to go on sale through independent retailers.
Unlike apredecessor that sold for asimilar amount last year, this is not alimited edition, subsidized, product, according to the company.
The Digital Radio Development Bureau is supporting the Evoke- 1launch with an
on-air radio campaign and point-of-sale material for stores promoting the product and
DAB listening in general.
The first batches of radios were to be available in London by the end of July, and
stocks were expected to roll out across the country in August.
The radio also can be used in Spain, Scandinavia, Singapore and Korea. It uses a
Frontier Silicon chip and third-generation DAB technology and comes with an auxiliary speaker output, headphone socket, line out, power input, telescopic aerial and aerial connector. An optional matching speaker turns it from mono to stereo.
For information visit www.videologic.co.uk.

XM Reaches 136,500
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio ended the second quarter of the year with
about 136,500 subscribers.
Although most of those listeners came through aftermarket retail sales, XM expects
receivers installed by carmakers eventually will make up the majority of its purchases.
General Motors is expanding factory installation of XM to 23 additional models in
the 2003 model year.
"Our focus is now shifting to making XM part of the sale of GM vehicles as well,"
said XM President/CEO Hugh Panero. "In preparation for availability at dealers beginning later this summer, XM is now being factory-installed in 25 models of GM cars,
See DIGITAL NEWS, page 10
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help answer questions as to how AM
IBOC will perform with skywave interference. WOR also was chosen as a test
station to help answer questions about
how the digital portion of an AM signal
will react in the "concrete canyons" of
New York other major cities.
Thomas Ray III, corporate director of
engineering for Buckley Broadcasting/
WOR, said, "Itake great pride in having
our radio station be part of the development of one of the biggest technical
advancements in radio broadcasting since
FM stereo in the 1960s.
"WOR has been apioneer since being
one of the only radio stations on the air in
the United States in 1922. We have been
part of the development of the profanity
delay, were pioneers in the development
of the AM directional transmitting antenna, and were one of the major players
during radio's 'golden era' by forming the
Mutual Radio Network."

Adelstein on
His Way?
WASHINGTON There may be afifth
FCC commissioner confirmed soon.
The Commerce Committee sent the
nomination of Jonathan Adelstein to the
full Senate for avote to fill the open commissioner seat on the FCC.
During a non-contentious nomination
hearing in July, the nominee said he
believes there is acrisis in the telecommunications industry due to the market
downturn.
"If confirmed, Iwill work to enhance
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NEWSWATCH•
competition, promote universal access and
efficiently manage the public spectrum?'
NAB supports the nomination of the
Democrat, a 15-year Senate staffer and
longtime aide to Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D.
Though the president intended to nominate Adelstein in February, the nomination was not sent to the Senate until July
because of negotiations among Senate
leaders over this and other nominees.
Although Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
former committee chairman and now its
ranking Republican, has been blocking
the nomination over disputes with senators over an FEC nominee, during the
hearing he seemed eager to get the commission slot filled.
"This is not an obscure agency," said
McCain.
At presstime,. it was unclear when the
Senate would vote on the Adelstein nomination. When pressed, Adelstein said he
could not talk to the press until after his
confirmation.
Adelstein was nominated to fill out the
term of former commissioner Gloria
Tristani, who left in September 2001 in
order to run for aseat in the Senate from
her home state of New Mexico.

Infinity, ABC Extend
Arbitron Pacts
NEW YORK Infinity Broadcasting
Corp. and ABC Radio have extended
their contracts with Arbitron for audience
measurement data.
The one-year extensions give the radio
groups access to measurement data up to

the release of the Spring 2003 survey. The
groups and Arbitron held off on inking
longer extensions until the ratings firm figures out if it can commercialin- the Portable
People Meter in the United States, and if so,
what the cost would be to stations.
"As we make progress in our market
trial of the Portable People Meter and in
our joint venture discussions with Nielsen
Media Research, we will be better able to
articulate the value proposition for the
new ratings service," said Arbitron
President/CEO Steve Morris.
"This contract extension is specifically
designed to provide the time we need to
give our customers the information they
have requested in our continuing discussions for the long-term renewals of their
ratings contracts."

Mays Blasts
Back at Labels
Clear Channel Communications
President Mark Mays estimates his company receives $ 10 million to $ 13 million a
year from independent promoters — but
the money is not related to airplay.
In a July interview with the Los
Angeles Times, Mays said Clear
Channel has encouraged record companies to stop the payments. But some
labels fear that if they stop payments to
independent promoters, their rivals
would have an edge in getting airplay,
the report said.
"The record labels are sitting here with
avery old business model that is going to
be difficult to reinvent. And they're lashing out instead," said Mays.
Referring to Sen. Russ Feingold's
bill to curb such promotion practices
and limit consolidation, Mays said
involving Congress essentially is asking
lawmakers to step in and prevent the
record companies themselves from writing checks to independent promoters.
Mays says labels have no business
"screaming about radio consolidation?' In
radio, he said, the top 10 companies
account for 44 percent of industry revenues, whereas the top five record companies control 85 percent of theirs.
DIGITAL
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FCC Nominee Jonathan Adelstein testifies as Senate
Majority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., looks on.
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with an aggressive rollout plan encompassing household names such as Buick,
Cadillac, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Pontiac
and GMC."
XM said Pontiac is offering free XM
radios to those who buy a 2003 Grand
Am, Sunfire, Aztek or Bonneville
through November.
Isuzu dealers offer XM radios to buyers
of its Axiom and Rodeo models. XM and
rival Sirius Satellite Radio will be available
as options this fall on six Infiniti and Nissan
2003 models as well as on future Audi and
Volkswagen models.
XM gained about 60,000 subscribers
in its third quarter since launch, most
from retail sales at Circuit City, Best Buy,
Tweeter, Radio Shack and other retailers.
The satcaster remains on track to end the
year with an anticipated 350,000 subscribers, Panero said.
Distributor Gulf States Toyota planned
to offer XM as adealer-installed option
on all vehicles sold at its 141 dealerships

RTNDA: Women,
Minorities Lose
Newsroom Jobs
WASHINGTON
There are more
women and minority news directors, but
there has been adecrease in the percentage of minority and women in radio news
overall, according to the Radio-Television
News Directors Association.
The results of RTNDA's annual survey
show that minorities hold 8 percent of
radio news jobs, down from 10.7 percent
in 2001. Minorities make up just more
than 5percent of news directors, up from
4.4 percent in 2001, and they hold 3.8
percent of general manager jobs in radio.
Also, women hold 32.5 percent of jobs
in radio news, down from 37.4 percent in
2001. In radio, the percentage of women
news directors rose to 22.3 percent from
21.9 percent in 2001; women hold 11 percent of general manager jobs.
"It's good news that women and
minorities are increasing their numbers in
management ranks," says Barbara
Cochran, RTNDA president. " But the
decline in total staff percentages is a
cause for concern. We will continue to
watch these numbers closely and help
news organizations diversify their staffs."
There are two possibilities as to why
the minority percentages are down from
last year, says Bob Papper, the Ball State
University professor who conducted the
research with colleague Michael Gerhard.
"First, last year's data could simply
represent a statistical anomaly. We're
always at the mercy of those who return
the survey, and last year's sample could
have over-represented the minority population," Papper said.
"Another possibility is that the downturn in the economy has hurt minority
numbers. As minority journalists moved
up in market size, stations were unable to
replace them. That could lead to an overall drop in percentage."
RTNDA published the RTNDA/Ball
State University Women & Minorities
Survey in the July/August issue of
Communicator. Visit www.rtnda.org/
research/womin.shtml.
beginning in July. Gulf States is one of
two independent Toyota distributors with
exclusive rights to distribute Toyota vehicles in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Louisiana and Mississippi.

CFO for XM
XM Satellite Radio has named former
Comcast executive Joseph Euteneuer as
chief financial officer and executive vice
president.
Euteneuer will oversee XM financial
operations as the company seeks to
expand its service. He served as executive vice president and CFO of a subsidiary of cable TV firm Comcast,
Broadnet Europe; prior to that he was
Comcast's corporate controller.
During his tenure, Comcast subscribers grew from 1.3 million in 1988 to
8.5 million in 2001; revenue grew from
$500 million to $9.7 billion in the same
period.
— Leslie Stimson

Seven Hot Signals - One Great Console
Pictured Above:
E. Curtis Johnson,
Program Director
Pamela Whitmire, aka - ' PK the Redhead'
Air Personality
Dave Case,
Chief Engineer

P.K.: Well, unlike some previous boards that I've used — I
never have to beat on this console to get it to work. My
music just always sounds great on it. And the board's features are great. Our engineers wired it so that I've got lots
of extra sources on my Binputs so Ican use my air studios
to do production. And, they've got the remote keys on the
right hand side of the board wired for EAS and even the
back door intercom, which is really convenient.
The built-in talkback system is excellent, too. It really saves
time and it's really fun to use it to annoy my co-workers in
the other studios.
The console layout is uncluttered, with everything where
I'd expect it to be. It makes it really easy for me to train
part-timers on the board. Oh, and ILOVE the squishy push
buttons.
Dave Case: Two years ago when Ibegan this build-out I
had abig decision to make. Iwas going to be able to throw
out ahodge-podge of old consoles and buy all brandspanking new boards. Iknew that Iwanted to standardize
on one manufacturer, and budget was definitely an issue —
but still, which should Ibuy?! Frankly, Iwas all set to go with
another brand that Iwas more familiar with until Dan
Braverman, President of Radio Systems, asked if he could
stop by. Boy was Isurprised when he arrived with one of his
18 channel consoles almost literally under his arm.
While Iwas previously aware of Radio Systems' older RS
series line of boards, Ihadn't seen the Milleniums before.
And within ahalf hour of Dan's presentation we were sold
on the console's construction, features, specification and
looks. Of course, two hours later Dan was still talking, so
finally we had to take him out to lunch to get him to shut up.
In the end, we bought and installed thirteen 18 and 12
channel Millenium consoles, and now 2years later, Ican
honestly say that we've never regretted our decision.
These consoles are really unusually well featured and
optioned for inexpensive consoles. Every board is equipped
with 4extra mix- minus outputs, which are probably more
than we need. This freed the TEL bus up for any special
phone mixes that Ineed, and it's nice to have some extra
outputs if Iever need them for additional connectivity in
the future.

I'd like to be able to comment on the serviceability of our
Radio Systems consoles, but Ican't. That's because since
they've gone on the air, they really haven't needed any!
Aside from some initial shipping problems, which the
factory fixed for us right after delivery, I've got some
consoles that Idon't even think we've opened up a
second time since they've been installed.
We were also able to use Radio Systems' StudioHub wiring
system for this installation — which was really alifesaver.
We were really under the gun time wise, and StudioHub
made the entire 13 studio complex and engineering area
go together quick and easy. Another real time saver was
that with all the inter-studio cables being CAT- 5, we were
able to utilize local telephone and network crews to install
this wiring. And those guys are much easier to come by
than degreed broadcast engineers, who you don't need
with StudioHub.
Oh yeah, and one more thing. Ilove the fact that all the
illumination in these boards uses high- brightness LED's.
Thank God that with over 150 console channels in my
plant — Ihave yet to have to replace even one light bulb!
E. Curtis Johnson: Mainly, Ilike the looks of the Millenium
consoles. Ithink that my disc jockeys have to look at a
board and say, "you know what - these look good." They
have kind of asoft touch to them, so it's not like dealing
with apiece of hard plastic. And they look cool with the
track lighting.
The ergonomics on them feels right. They're the right size.
Some boards try to cram too many things in which means
the faders are too close to where the buttons are. When
push comes to shove, you end up pushing the wrong
button. Here, everything's just right!
There's very little maintenance on them. Of 13 units we
bought, I've only seen one on the bench, and that was for
only acouple of minutes. The bottom line is, in 2 years
of using these boards Ihave never had adisc jockey be
unable to do his or her job—because these boards
always work.

retake.
601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com
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Lightning Strikes; So Do Thieves
Radio World, August 14, 2002

by John Bisset
John Stortz of the Moody stations in
Florida protects his VRC-2000 remote
control from the southern lightning by
using an Optilator from Stormin'
Products, available through most broadcast equipment vendors.
This device interfaces your remote
control to the telco world by isolating the
copper phone line through afew inches
of fiber-optic cable. The risk of lightning
damage, coming in from the phone line,
virtually is eliminated.

Recently, however, John's Optilator at
WKES(FM) failed. Talking to Mr. Optilator,
John Pencore, at Stonnin' Products, John
learned of asituation that can occur. He
passes it on to Workbench readers.
The WKES remote control normally is
used only to call out alarm conditions.
Because there are few alarms at this site,
the call-out feature is used rarely. There is a
rechargeable battery on the line side of the
Optilator, which must be charged while the
phone is off-hook. If the battery discharges
too much, there will be no dial tone passing
through the Optilator.
To overcome the problem, the Optilator has a
black, recessed switch on
the telco end of the unit
that can force the device
to connect to the phone
line. Pressing and holding
this switch for about 20
seconds will recharge the
battery enough to get a
dial tone and place acall.
If this works, leave the
Optilator connected to a
phone that is off-hook for
about 20 minutes, and the
battery should recharge.
We thank both Johns for
this tip. This occasional
maintenance procedure is
asmall price to pay for the
protection this device
offers dial-tç remote control systems.
* * *

Hg. 1: How are your coaxial grounds?

How are your coaxial
grounds? Fig. 1shows the
proper method of attachment. Note how the
ground kits sweep down

Past columns are archived at www.rwonline.com/referenceroom

from the coax toward the ground plate.
Ican't begin to tell you how many Isee
that loop or connect "up"
only to loop back down
to ground. Remember,
the purpose of the ground
kits is to provide an easy
path to ground. Lightning
will seek the easiest path
to ground; the sweep
from the line down to the
ground plate in the photo
whieves this.
Note also that the
ground wire leading
from the ground plate is
protected by apiece of
PVC pipe (see arrow).
Thanks
to
Jeff
Caudell, Harrisonburg
market engineer for
Clear Channel, for sharing how it's done right.

transmission line at aCitadel tower site
in Spokane, Wash. Thieves hacked off
about 250 feet of line from a 10- foot
spool of Andrew 3-inch Heliax, acrime
that cost the station about $ 14,000 in
materials and crew time.

* * *
While we're on the
subject of transmission
Fig. 2: Crushed line like the one on
line, Fig. 2 shows what
the left can cause VSWR problems.
can happen when line is
Keep lines clear of climbing pegs or ladders.
not mounted properly on
atower. Looks like the line on the left was
The station's misfortune brought some
used as aclimbing step!
hard-earned suggestions from EntercomCrushed line, as seen here, can affect
Seattle's Clay Freinwald to the SBEyour voltage standing wave ratio —
PDX newsletter of SBE Chapter 124 in
VSWR — or reflected power; and the
Portland, Ore. One of Clay's stations
higher the frequency, the bigger the effect.
recently was hit as well; several hundred
Protect cables by mounting them propfeet of 3- and 5-inch line was stolen.
erly to the tower, keeping them clear of
Some was retrieved when an alert
climbing pegs or ladders.
policeman spotted atruck with apiece of
the line sticking out of the back. But,
* * *
Clay writes, the owners did not get all of
it back; and what was retrieved had been
Radio World's online NewsBytes
cut into 8- foot lengths. Scrap- metal
recently carried a story about theft of
See WORKBENCH, page 14
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ERI won the contract from Clear
Channel to supply antennas, combiner,
tower and tower erection services for the
Sandridge Tower project in Dayton, Ohio.
The director of engineering for Clear
Channel in Dayton is Jeff Bennett. He said
this will be achallenging project.
"The Sandridge Tower is alarge structure which must be placed on asmall parcel of land. It will be within 14 feet of an
existing 540-foot tower, alongside awarehouse and an industrial office-building
complex. The existing 540-foot tower will
remain in use until the new tower/antennas
are completed."
The project will permit four stations to
collocate, consolidating from other tower
locations. An ER! Cogwheel style antenna
will allow Clear Channel Class B FM stations WMMX, WTUE and WLQT to share
afacility. A separate ER! 1084DA panel
antenna on the tower will be a major
upgrade for WXE,G.
Target completion: late summer. ...
Sirius Satellite Radio is among those
using MaxxStream products from
Waves Ltd. for digital audio streaming
requirements.
MaxxStream integrates audio encoding
supporting multiple encoders' formats and
bitrates simultaneously with audio capture, processing, archiving and transmission. Sirius installed 15 MaxxStream
M200/4 systems for its broadcast studios
and transmission facilities in New York.
They let Sirius support audio conditioning
on 60 stereo channels. Jake Glanz is assistant director of broadcast engineering at
Sirius. ...
Netia won the contract to fit out the
facilities of Sporting News Radio in
Chicago with aRadio-Assist 7digital audio
system.
The network has 430 affiliates. ...
Also in that city, Multicultural

Broadcasting of Chicago chose Ram
Broadcast Systems to design and build
on-air and production facilities in Zion, Ill.
Ram will build the studios at its facility in
Wauconda, Ill., then ship and install them at
WPJX(AM).
Rick Dees, syndicated personality at
KIIS(FM) in Los Angeles, uses Zephyr

Workbench
Continued from page 12

dealers will pay about 40 cents per pound
for line — with the jacket on.
In the end, Clay had his line transported to the scrap yard and got acheck for a
few hundred dollars.
After that experience, Clay offers the
following suggestions: If you have transmission line on the ground, keep the
spools in a locked yard with an alarm.
Keep the spools covered with a large
tarp. But, better yet, keep the spools out
of sight, if possible.

* * *
We've had afew tips recently about
jumper and test cables.
The time spent on making up an assortment of cables is always appreciated
when you're under the gun to get something tested in ahurry.
Joe Schloss of KICD(FM) in Spencer,
Iowa, suggests taking the step further. He
writes, "It costs next to nothing!"
Take an assortment of DB connectors
— male and female DB-9s, - 15s, -25s
and - 37s. Get some existing jumpers
from your workbench and cut them in
half. Solder the jumper to each mating
male/female pair.
The adapters will give you an easy way
to hook aVOM or other device to aDB
port to pick up atemporary audio feed.

Xstream, according to
Telos Systems. Jerry
Burnham is the station's
special projects engineer
in charge of Dees' personal studio and remote
equipment
Separately, Talk America Radio Networks completed amajor new studio
complex in Newark, NJ.,
and is using Telos talkshow systems there.
Talk America is the
source of programs
including Bruce Williams,
Doug Stephan and Barry
Farber. TWO-x-12 ISDN
talkshow systems and a
dozen Zephyr Xstream
ISDN Transceivers are in
place. Jerry McDonald is
assistant engineer and
See WBW, page 16

Rick Dees and Jerry Burnham
hoist their Zephyr Xstream.

* * *
If you're planning to
attend the NAB Radio Show
in Seattle next month, build
an extra day into your schedule to drive up to Bellingham,
Wash. There you will find the
American Museum of Radio
at 1312 Bay Street.
Fig. 3 will greet you as
you enter the museum. It's a
late- 1930s Wurlitzer Juke
Box, Model 258, and it
would make Dick Clark
proud. It plays only 78-rpm
records and holds 24 tunes.
What's unique about the
design is that the tone arm is
fixed and the turntable moves
up and down vertically, bringing the record up to the stylus,
then lowering the record to its
appropriate location after
playing. It's ingenious, and
Fig. 3: The American Museum of Radio in
the jukebox still works.
Washington state includes this Wurlitzer Juke
The museum features an
Box that plays 78s using afixed tone arm.
abundance of radios, early
vacuum tubes, meters and
amplifiers. Admission is free, donations
neer and contract engineer for more than
are appreciated. Note that the museum is
30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for
open Wednesdays through Sattrdays from
Harris Corp. Reach him at (703) 323-8011.
11 a.m. to 4p.m., and by appointment. For
Submissions for this column are
information call ( 360) 738-3886 or go
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertionline to www.americanradiomuseum.org.
fication credit. Fax your submission to
It's another reason to "see you in Seattle."
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
John Bisset has worked as achief engijbisseteharris.com. •

With the largest, most detailed symbols
library and powerful, easy- to- use tools,
Stardraw Radio is the award winning
software package that lets you design,
document, engineer, price and present
your systems faster, better and more
professionally than ever before.

TARDRAW RADIO CREATES
• Engineering schematics
• High detail rack layouts
• Sales presentations
• Custom panel layouts
• Architectural layouts
• Bills of materials and Excel reports

• All the tools you need - no other
design software required
• Thousands of high quality
product symbols

Get it right first time

Stardraw Radio, because it's about time
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every month
• New feature every month

with Stardraw Radio

• So easy, even a salesman can use it
• So powerful, even an engineer will

for your free demo visit
wwvv.stardraw.com/radioworld
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• So professional, your customers will
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Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever seen. But, beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats
the heart of atrue warrior! Harris' BMXdigital by Pacific has everything you need to win the digital revolution.
Whether it's the number of output buses, mix- minuses, off-line mixes, stereo sends, direct IFB's, monitor

Wedigital

inpdts and outputs, inter-communication paths or logic interface, BMXdigital offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog and digital signals without reconfiguring,
swapping, or even removal from the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and reconfiguration of set-ups for various day parts, and built in
connectivity to routing switchers, digital storage systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of Ownership by design, Harris' BMXdigital's true cost of installation, operation and maintenance is markedly
lower than other consoles.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS

Legendary BMX Reliability is what you expect in aHarris console by Pacific.Tne table pounding of your resident

AUTOMATION

shock jock won't faze this beauty.
Harris' BMXdigital by Pacific. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.

www.broadcast.harris.com •

1.800.622.0022
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Certification, Benchmark of Skill
by David Carr, CPBE
RW provides space for commentary
from the Society of Broadcast Engineers
as aservice to the industry.
In past years, the FCC required that a
broadcast maintenance engineer obtain
a Radiotelephone License. An engineer
could obtain a Third, Second or First
Class Radiotelephone License by taking
different- level exams administered by
the FCC.
These levels were sequential; a person could test for the Second Class only
if he had obtained aThird Class license
and so on. The higher the class of
license obtained, the broader the scope
of maintenance that person was allowed
to perform.
These licenses could be renewed
every five years by submitting documentation attesting to an individual's
satisfactory job performance in the field
of broadcasting.
Later, the FCC deleted the Third
Class License and combined the Second
and First Class into the General Class
License. The General Class License
required no renewal; it was granted
for life.
Untested
There were two basic problems with
this system of licensing. First, an engineer could renew his license without
any verification that he was maintaining
his technical skills, so arenewed license
did not necessarily attest to the engineer's current skill set. Second, once the
General Class License was granted in
perpetuity, verification of technical skill
was completely lost.
Later, the FCC deleted the requirement for the broadcast engineer to be
licensed. The commission stopped testing altogether.
During this time, the Society of
Broadcast Engineers recognized the
need for aprogram that would attest to
a broadcast engineer's competency.
This need gave rise to the program of
certification in 1975. Broadcast pioneers Jim Wulliman, Ben Wolfe and
John Wilner created the SBE
Certification Program.
The following objectives of the
Program of Certification were established:
• To raise the status of broadcast engineers by providing standards of professional competence in the practice of
broadcast engineering and related technologies.
• To recognize those individuals who,
by fulfilling the requirements of knowledge, experience, responsibility and
conduct, meet those standards of professional competence.
• To encourage broadcast engineers to
continue their professional development.
To accomplish these objectives, the
program was established and has at its
core four classes of Certification. They
are Certified Broadcast Technologist
(CBT); Certified Broadcast Engineer,
which carries two designations to show
expertise in radio (CBRE) or television
(CBTE); Certified Senior Broadcast
Engineer, which similarly carries two

designations for radio (CSRE) or television ( CSTE) expertise; and Certified
Professional Broadcast Engineer (CPBE).
Although many more classes of
Certification now exist, these four remain
the center of the Certification Program.
While the Certified Broadcast
Technologist does not carry a work
experience prerequisite to take the
exam, it does establish a starting point
to gauge an individual's knowledge.
Testing is not the only way candidates
may earn the CBT designation. SBE
also recognizes other means of establishing an individual's competency. A
valid General Class License or AmateurExtra Class License can be substituted if
the applicant also has two years of

broadcast engineering experience.
The candidate testing for Certified
Broadcast Engineer must have five years
of experience in broadcast engineering
and must demonstrate mastery in the
technical field. The candidate testing for
Certified Senior Broadcast Engineer
must have 10 years of experience in
broadcast engineering and must demonstrate mastery in the technical field.
Seasoning
The Certified Professional Broadcast
Engineer requires that an applicant have
at least 20 years of professional broadcast engineering or related technologies
experience and hold a valid SBE
Certified Senior Broadcast Engineer or

state Professional Electrical Engineer
license.
It is this engineering experience and
mastery that the Certification Program
was set up to verify. This level of professional competence, recognized by one's
peers, often is used by managers to evaluate ajob applicant. An increasing
See CERTIFICATION, page 17

WBW
Continued from page 14

recording studio consultant. ...
Cumulus Media was the first organization to go on the air this spring with
Wheatstone D-4000 digital consoles. The
"significant" order included 12 consoles,
both D-4000 and D-5000 models, for
Cumulus projects in Harrisburg, Pa., and
Mobile, Ala.
Separately, Auditronics named RDA
Systems and its on-line division
SystemsStore.com as anational dealer for
its line of audio broadcast consoles. Rick
Dearborn is president of RDA....
Performance Racing Network, asubsidiary of Speedway Motorsports Inc.,
signed an affiliate marketing agreement
with PGA Tour Radio, adivision of Santa
Rosa Broadcasters, LLC.
Santa Rosa Broadcasters is the exclusive
radio licensee for the PGA Tour.
Performance Racing Network will market PGA Tour Radio programming to its
affiliates....
Dielectric said Cumulus Media signed
aPreferred Customer Agreement under
which Dielectric will be Cumulus' preferred supplier of antennas, transmission
line and RF systems for its 254 stations.
Cumulus is the No. 2 U.S. radio group
owner based on number of stations. ...
The Motor Racing Network picked
Broadcast Electronics to automate its network serving 700 affiliates.
The network, which covers NASCAR
racing, said it entered an alliance with the
supplier that builds upon the AudioVault
automation engine as its base for liveassist race coverage and show production.
MRN is using acustomized AudioVault
for its master studio in Daytona Beach,
Fla., and three others for mobile production
trucks. The system had to be rugged
enough for the network's semi-truck studios used at various speedways. ...
Mayah Communications said Radio
Free Europe purchased its Centauri
3001 model for live IP transmissions
from remote studios in Moscow, Kiev,
Bucharest, Bratislava and Sarajevo.
Manfred Hanspeter is director of the
Telecom and Network Department of
Radio Free Europe.

MRN chose Broadcast Electronics to automate its network.
"Six devices at the main studio in Prague
will handle the incoming connections via
V-SAT in Layer II mono. ISDN connections act as afall-back solution," he said.
"One key argument for us is the wide range
of compatibility with existing ISDN audio
codecs."
Kostow Greenwood Architects, aNew
York designer of media facilities, was awarded the design of CNN's New York Broadcast
studio, to be located at AOL Time Warner
Center at Columbus Circle.
The 240,000-square-foot facility will
house CNN's New York on-air broadcast,
broadcast production and post-production
facilities and is scheduled for completion
in 2004. AOL Time Warner Center will
house the bulk of CNN's New York operations. KGA will design the broadcast studios, production and editing rooms, the
newsroom and personnel offices, as well as
common areas....
JT Communications wired, installed
and provided training for the first station to
be issued alow-power FM construction
permit in the Florida Keys.
First Baptist Church of Big Pine Key,
Ha, was the client. The contract included
aJT Communications FMT300 transmitter and an Automatronix computerized
music and event scheduling automation
system....
Codec supplier APT is part of a
rebuilding program at Serbian radio station Radio Televizija Srbije, or RTS.
APT said the station lost most of its
technical assets to NATO bombers and

anti-Milosevic protestors, and is trying to
transform itself into a national public
broadcasting system.
"The transformation is being spearheaded by anew board of directors, which was
appointed by the new Serbian government
after Milosevic was ousted from power in
October 2000:' APT said in astatement.
"This includes journalists and independent
professionals ... many of whom were
actively opposed to Milosevic."
Milan Orlic, chief technical director for
RTS, told the supplier, "We are still trying
to rebuild the studios and transmission
facilities and we are back on air broadcasting more than 100 hours of programming
aday. But there is much to be done and
very little money with which to do it."
RTS bought adozen codees from APT
to transmit stereo signals via multiplex
to the radio station's main switching
rooms....
Worldspace purchased 100 TC
Electronic DBMAX compressor/limiters. The satellite broadcaster uses the
processor in Singapore, Johannesburg
and London to perform A to D conversions while controlling the level of audio
uplinked to the satellites. Worldspace supplies service to Africa, the Middle East,
Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as a
service to our readers who are interested in
how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should e-mail information
and photos to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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•Presentation of asignificant paper on
abroadcast engineering topic;
•Publication of atechnical article in a
national broadcast periodical;

appointed officer or committee member
in SBE or other technical society;
•Attendance at local, regional or
national technical conferences;

Continued from page 16

number of firms are stating " SBE
Certification" as preferred or required of
candidates. The Certified Broadcast
Technologist has shown an understanding of broadcast engineering and demonstrated his interest in providing arecognized benchmark of this skill.
The Certified Broadcast Engineer,
Certified Senior Broadcast Engineer
and Certified Professional Broadcast
Engineer are seasoned professionals.
These certification classes do not measure entry-level engineers. They measure well-developed engineering professionals who have not only been in the
business for years but have maintained
their level of competency throughout
their broadcasting career.
To obtain certification, applicants
must answer questions that are continually
updated by
the
National
Certification Committee. The question
pool is reviewed regularly by the
Committee to remove outdated questions and to add questions on new technologies. This attests to the fact that
recently-certified engineers are familiar
with the latest rules and practices.

An increasing

number of firms are

stating SBE Certification' as preferred or
required of job candidates.

•Active membership and participation in SBE or other national technical
society;
•Participation as an elected or

•Attendance at factory schools or instation schools;
•Successful completion of homestudy courses in broadcast engineering

•Other activities involved in the
broadcast engineering field.
The credits must be earned in no less
than four categories.
Although other classes of certification were added later, the Certified
Broadcast Technologist, the Certified
Broadcast Engineer, the Certified
Senior Broadcast Engineer and the
Certified Professional Broadcast
Engineer remain at the heart of the
Certification Program because they recognize a broadcast engineer's technical
competency in our profession.
David Carr, CPBE, is a member of
the SBE's National Certification
Committee and apast chairman of that
committee. He is director of engineering for Telemundo Group Inc.
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Retest
Certification is valid for five years,
after which an engineer can retest at the
same level, test at ahigher level or provide proof that he has maintained his
technical competency.
For the CBT level, one must meet a
service requirement to recertify at the
same level. For the other levels, asystem
of points was created to measure an individual's experience. The Broadcast
Engineer must earn 20 points during the
previous five years. The Senior Broadcast
Engineer must earn 25; the Professional
Broadcast Engineer must earn 30.
There are 10 categories in which
recertification points can be earned:

MARTI can make your next remote broadcast a breeze.
With products designed and produced with
cutting edge technology at a MARTI price.

DIGITAL CELLCAST
The digital version of our popular Cellcast transmitter is the easiest to use - lighter, more rugged
and capable of remote broadcasting from virtually
anywhere in the world. Just turn it on and go!

•Employment in the broadcast engineering or allied field;
•Successful completion of an accredited course in broadcast engineering;

Radio Operator's
Book Updated
Last year, the SBE Certification
Committee received approval to create anew handbook and certification
for radio operators. A previous edition
was released several years ago but
never updated.
Recognizing the need for such a
resource, particularly with the success
of the " SBE Television Operator's
Certification Handbook," it was
decided to start from scratch and create an all-new text and exam.
While the FCC Rules have changed
regarding transmitter operators, radio
stations still need aconvenient way to
train and educate new board operators
and station operations personnel.
The author of this project is Ron
Bartlebaugh, CBNT, director of engineering for the WKSU stations in
Kent, Ohio. The book will be available later this year. Watch for its
release on the SBE Web site at
www.sbe.org.

STL-20C
The easy to tune STL-20C
delivers more power,
reliability and better cooling.

WART ,

•

SRPT-40A
The SRPT-40A is highly reliable and feature
packed. Now, the exact frequency can be dialed
in from the front panel, from 430 MHz through
480 MHz, making it easier than ever to use.
Other frequency bands available in 2002.
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc. MARTI is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc
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dragged into a rack enclosure of your
choosing, atask made simpler with the
snap- to- grid feature. Within the Rack
Layout view, you can switch from
front, side and rear views of rack
equipment.
How many times have you assemway that links work in Stardraw. You
bled a rack full of equipment only to
cannot display text, such as wire numdiscover you can't close the back door
bers on links. Also, links don't "stick"
once the XLR connectors are installed?
to symbols, meaning that if you need to
move symbols as the drawing progressOK, don't answer that, but with
Stardraw's side view clearance feature,
es, you'll need to re-do all the links to
that mistake should be a thing of the
relocated shapes. Stardraw.com's
developers are working on these fea- past. With the click of a button, the
manufacturer's recommended front and
rear clearances for a piece of gear are
shown on the side view in dotted lines.
If trouble looms ahead, you can order a
deeper rack or right-angle XLR connectors and avoid an 11th-hour crisis.

Stardraw Gets Symbolic for Radio
Documentation Software Has Library of 10,000
Symbols; Vendor Plans to Enhance Radio Content
by Tom Vernon
Radio broadcasters have long been
in need of their own documentation
software. The ongoing consolidation of
broadcast facilities and potential for
thousands of digital transmitter
upgrades ensure that most engineers
will be busy documenting construction
projects for some time.
At the same time, systems integrators and equipment vendors need a
quick and easy way to generate proposals, price lists and other documents.
New software from Stardraw.com may
make designing and documenting radio
installations quick and easy, and perhaps even fun.

scale drawings of 19- inch standard
electrical
and
custom
panels;
"Pictorial Schematics" offers an environment where artistic representations

Runlists
With the drawing tasks done, you
may want to finish your documentation
chores by creating cable runlists or
other reports. Stardraw contains a
library of MS Excel templates which
will generate reports from the information in your design.

usuoUSE—

*Ma
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Drag and draw
Stardraw Radio made a splash with
its debut at the spring NAB convention, winning a Radio World " Cool
Stuff" Award. Still, the company is an
unknown among broadcasters.
The company and its software have
been around for seven years. The basic
Stardraw core graphics program is sold
with different shapes for other users
including stage and theatre lighting,
pro audio installations and AV.
Customers can purchase Stardraw

emeet1 11::,1

Stardraw.com

Although still
in a maturation phase,
The Rack Layout template lets the user create scale
drawings of equipment racks and their contents.
tures, and hope to have sticky links and
callouts for text by the end of the year.
While there is a large library of
symbols that come with the program,
few are radio- specific, and there are no
computer or IT symbols. Stardraw.com
has provided symbols from its pro
audio version of the software, so you'll
get familiar product lines like Tascam,
ElectroVoice and Crown; but our test
version had no symbols for broadcastspecific gear.

This tool lets you make scale drawings of
19-inch panels using the symbol library.
Radio and a one-year subscription to
the Web- based update of symbols and
new software features for $ 2,000 —
soon to be $ 3,000 after the introductory period. After the first 12 months,
users pay ayearly fee of $500 for Web
access to the additional symbols and
new features.
Your first step when working with
Stardraw Radio is to select one of the
four environments and an appropriate
library of symbols.
The names of the environments are
self-explanatory.
The " Block
Schematic" template allows you to
draw schematic single- line representations of systems without regard to
scale; "Panel Layout" lets you create

of systems can be produced, usually
for the purpose of presentations; and
the " Rack Layout" template lets you
create scale drawings of industry-standard 19- inch equipment racks and
their contents.
The Block Schematic view will be
familiar to users of Microsoft Visio.
Here you'll work with alibrary of symbols on the left side of the screen, which
you drag onto the drawing surface. Once
symbols are located on this surface,
inputs and outputs can be connected
together. There are tools to fine-tune
your drawings so symbols line up exactly, and links are neat and symmetrical.
Those who are accustomed to MS
Visio may be disappointed with the

Radio symbols to come
This situation will be changing
soon, as Stardraw.com is working on
symbols for Cisco's IT equipment as
well as Wheatstone and Broadcast
Electronics gear. Discussions are
underway with more than 50 broadcast
manufacturers, so the symbols situation should improve in the coming
months.
In the meantime, the company provides an extensive library of generic
shapes for amplifiers, limiters, speakers, mics and rack enclosures. You also
may elect to create your own symbols.
Having worked out ablock diagram
of equipment and connected inputs and
outputs, you'll probably want to assign
wire numbers or other text to the links.
At present, this is a slightly awkward
task executed through the edit attributes button. You can have wire numbers
automatically increment, but you must
click on each link to make it happen.
Assigned numbers and text aren't visible on the screen, but do show up in
the reports. More on that later.
With the click of one button, your
block diagram can be envisioned as
rack-mount equipment, with consoles,
speakers and other non- rack gear
excluded. Equipment easily can be

this robust design
and documentation
product should appeal
to chief engineers,
equipment manufacturers and contractors.

Simply click on the report you want
and wait a few moments while Excel
starts and the data is inserted.
Available reports include cable schedule, cost summary, installation summary and weight summary. If none of
Stardraw's report templates suits your
fancy, you can modify them or design
one of your own and add it to the
menu.
Stardraw Radio offers a versatile
array of print options. If a to- scale
print is too big to fit on one page, it
automatically will tile the drawing
across as many printed pages as
required. You can selectively print different layers of a drawing, a nice feature if you want to create prints for different contractors installing power,
computer and audio wiring.
If you'd like to have a third party
such as Kinko's print larger pages, you
can either print to file and give them a
disk, or have them download the free
Stardraw Viewer.
Compatibility with other drafting
and documentation programs is important, and if you already have a large
number of Visio or CAD files,
Stardraw can work with them. The
See STARDRAW, page 22

Great Software from BSI
BSI produces Simian digital automation, but did you know that we have awhole family of products for Radio?
WaveCart, Stinger, Speedy, Skimmer and WebConnect can all work together to make your station function professionally and sound
amazing. In addition to the software that we have created, we offer partner products like AudioScience sound cards, Natural
Broadcast Systems traffic and billing software, Syntrillium's new Cool Edit Pro 2.0 and various other hardware accessories.
Any and all of our programs are available on our website for download. So install our software and play with it for as long as you
want. Once you've decided that it's the software for yoJr station, give us a call or order online.
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instant audio player

Speedy 4.0
CD-to- PC recorder

Over 5000 users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software really is.

Broadcast
Software
International

888-bsiusal www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

$ 199
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Chedwick: Radio's Ignored Pioneer
by Ed Weigle
In the 55 years lie's been Pittsburgh's
"Daddio of the Raddio," Porky
Chedwick has become a radio legend,
as familiar to four generations as
Pirates, Steelers, Iron City Beer and
Heinz Ketchup.
For
two
years,
the
annual
"Porkstock" summer oldies festival
drew thousands. He's hosted more than
7,000 sock hops — that's seven thousand — since first spinning his 78s at
social gatherings around the city's
racially integrated suburbs in the 1940s.
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and

LX-5105

The tY-"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand-Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
•Self-setting time code
readers
•5", 12" & 16" models
•Sweep & Step second
hand modes
•Lighted Dial and Rack
Mount options
•Time Zone Offset
•3Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com
310-322-2136

FAX 310-322-8127

142 SIERRA ST, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA

Museum included him among its roster
of legendary disc jockeys in 1996,
although it fails to tell his complete story. He's been honored by U.S. Rep. Ron
Klink on the floor of Congress as an
oldies pioneer.
The importance of Chedwick's accomplishments in the dawning days of rock
and roll far transcends the Steel City.
Still, more than half acentury later, the
history books continue to exclude him.
Craig " Porky" Chedwick blazed a
dual trail by establishing a foundation
for what Alan Freed would call rock
and roll four years later. The trails were
musical and racial. Chedwick was the
first DJ to present a program of R&B,
gospel and jazz by black artists within
earshot of amajor East Coast city.
The "dusty discs" he featured also
made him the first bona-fide oldies DJ
in America. The trend he started, days
after launching his career at WHOD in
Homestead, Pa., on Aug. 1, 1948, gave
rise to a still- thriving, billion- dollar
industry of record labels and station formats dedicated to meeting the demand
for rock nostalgia.
Influence
In fact, years later, when promoter
Richard Nader organized his first rockand-roll revival concerts — essentially
the catalyst for the ' 50s music craze of
the 1970s — he cited his influence as
his hometown hero, Porky Chedwick.
Chedwick had been apopular public
address announcer at local school athletic events and asports stringer for the
newspaper in his native Homestead, just
up the river from Pittsburgh. He learned
that asmall, daytime-only radio station
was debuting in the suburb to present
ethnic and foreign- language programming to Pittsburgh's vast immigrant
blue collar population.
He was given a five-minute sports
commentary program on Saturday afternoons, then convinced station management to allow him to play records from
his collection.
His music was so well- received that
the sports portion was dropped and his
"Masterful Rhythm, Blues and Jazz
Show" was expanded to five hours, seven days a week. It eventually occupied
the afternoon weekday slot as "The
Porky Chedwick Show."
With only 250 watts of power, the
station's signal was sufficient to garner
Chedwick a large following. Unlike
most other white R&B pioneers, his
first efforts in the fall of 1948 were in
broad daylight.
He recalls that in his impoverished
steel-working neighborhood, blacks and
whites and other ethnic groups lived
side by side, secluded from much of the
prejudices known beyond their tedious
world. As the second of 10 children, he
took it upon himself to look after the
kids in his extended neighborhood family. He offered them refuge through the
records he'd been collecting.
"I was mainly looking for the gospel
sound and down-home rhythm and
blues," he says now, " the songs that
spoke of the problems of poor people.
That was my music."
In the ' 30s and ' 40s, " race" or
"sepia" records were banished to back
shelves and often simply given to Porky

by record store owners who couldn't
sell them.
"I used to have to blow the dust off
them before Icould play them. On the
air Icalled them ' dusty discs,' and the
Porky Chedwick sound was born."

responded to the "Pied Piper of Platter"
with such fierce loyalty, one can only
look back in wonder.
The fact that he didn't even have
1,000 watts behind his signal until 1960
makes it all the more extraordinary.
When he'd open the microphone to
shout over the record, " Blow your horn"
during a wailing sax solo, Pittsburgh
would respond with acacophony of carhorn blasts.

Porky Chedwick
That " sound" established the rich
R&B-based repertoire of uniquely
Pittsburgh oldies, most of which never
felt the regular kiss of aturntable stylus
anywhere else on the planet.
Scores of these records may have
been forgotten because they were
released only on 78-rpm discs, which,
by the time radio began to embrace
black records, were being phased out in
favor of the more-durable 45s.
By 1949, when the black independent
labels heard of his success with old catalog material, they inundated Porky
Chedwick with new records. He
launched many recording careers and
established Pittsburgh as amajor industry testing ground for R&B. Still, oldies
would always dominate his playlist.
Nothing could ever make " The
Bossman" play arecord he wasn't confident his "movers and groovers" would
"dig" — areputation that served in his
defense when payola witch- hunters
came knocking in 1960.
From his WHOD "Spinner Sanctum,"
situated by the Ohio River, the sounds
of Roy Brown, Wynonie Harris and
Hank Ballard — and their oftenprovocative lyrics — reached young
white ears in that part of the country.
In 1956, "The Station of Nations,"
WHOD, abandoned its ethnic manifest
and assumed a country format, with
Porky's show the only exception to the
twang. The station became WAMO, an
acronym for the rivers Allegheny,
Monongahela and Ohio. Two years later, it underwent its most revolutionary
change by switching from "hillbilly" to
R&B, with an entirely black air staff.
All except for Porky, that is.
His youthful legions — most of
whom thought he was black —

Once, while excitedly breaking anew
record, he exclaimed, "This is on fire!"
Within minutes, sirens blaring, the
Homestead fire brigade stormed the studio, responding to hundreds of phone
calls from listeners insisting the station
was burning down.
Police weren't amused, either, when
Porky told his listeners to stop whatever they were doing and start dancing.
The resulting traffic mess from kids
getting out of their cars to dance in
tunnels and on parkways took hours to
clean up.
At a remote broadcast under the
marquee of the Stanley Theatre in
Pittsburgh in 1961, more than 10,000
kids crowded the streets, with another
estimated 50,000 in transit. The resulting gridlock prompted Mayor Joseph
M. Barr to come to the site to request an
end to the broadcast.
In 1964, WAMO moved to downtown Pittsburgh. "The Platter Pushin'
Pappa" remained the top draw at the
station through the end of the decade
and was named by Esquire Magazine
"Pittsburgh's Top DJ of 1965."
Benefit of others
His radio presence remained constant
for most of his first 40 years, including a
1972 weekend overnight stint at legendary KQV(AM). While critics lambasted him for corrupting kids with his
"evil music," his private crusade against
juvenile delinquency, alcohol and drug
use earned the accolades of Sen. Estes
Kefauver.
He established youth baseball teams
and took several boys out of juvenile
court and had them placed in his
custody.
See CHEDWICK, page 25
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Thumbs Up

Easy to use
./ Good user documentation/help
./ Generate reports with ease
,/ Excellent printer support
./ CAD-compliant

Thumbs Down
Not many radio shapes yet
,/ No IT shapes yet
.7 Can't import/export directly
from Visio
./ Links don't stick to symbols
I Can't place text on links
Price: S3,000/year plus
5500 annual fee after first ye

walk through this introduction brings
the novice up to speed quickly. The
informal writing style ensures that you
don't take things too seriously. The
manual is spiral- bound, so it lies flat
on the table, anice touch.
Stardraw Radio offers a robust
design and documentation environment
that should appeal to station chief
engineers, equipment manufacturers
and contractors. Through some clever
software design, it has managed to create a program that combines the simplicity of Visio with the power of
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AutoCAD.
The product still seems to be in a
maturation phase, and issues such as
adding smart links between shapes, the
ability to add text to links, and developing arobust library of symbols need
to be addressed.
Stardraw Radio requires aPC with a
Pentium processor running Windows
BUSINESS

.For information visit www.stardr
or call the company in New
(212) 672-1

98SE, ME, 2000 or XP. The program
requires 25 Mb of space on your hard
drive, and the symbols need another
150 Mb of real estate. 16 Meg of RAM
is required.
Tom Vernon is a multimedia consultant working in Philadelphia.
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The program also helps you to draw single-line representations of

Robust
The implication for broadcasters of
this openness is that a drawing can
really be the front end for more-elaborate monitoring and control schemes.
Software mavens who want to delve
into the innards of Stardraw to make it
do cool things may be interested in
the software developers kit, due later
this year.
Included with the Stardraw CD is a
213-page manual that includes reference material and asix-part tutorial. A
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program is CAD-compliant, importing,
editing and exporting FCD, DWG and
DXF files. You also can save files in
GIF, TIF, PNG and JPEG formats.
Sadly, there is no direct route from
Stardraw to or from Visio files; users
must first save in a CAD format to go
either way. All is not lost, however.
Through afeature called inline editing,
you can run Visio ( or any other application) as aclient within Stardraw.
While Stardraw currently reports to
MS Excel, plans are underway to make
it report to XML, adding flexibility to
the program. The object model for
Stardraw can be accessed from any
development language including VB,
C++, Javascript, Python, VBScript
and others.
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This is asample cable schedule created
in Excel from the information in Stardraw.

"Our market is one one of the most competitive markets in the world.
We need an edge to win new clients and Associated Broadcast
Group's high rate of success makes the difference."
-Todd Murray, KRAiB, Los Angeles
"

Full Creative
Production,
Specs and Copy that
will absolutely increase
your bottom line.

zroadcast group is the red card in
ependable servica is one of their
trademarks."

RelL1(;.C),. °D

Get the Creative Edge tor your
station at an affordable price.

-11

Hall, VP, ABC Radio Networks
"When Ineed atop-notch majormarket solnd, Associated
Broadcast Group is the only
call Iieed to make."
-Al Connors,
WQLD, Montgomery

¡011-FIEF

888-112-8224
for demee and are infornutfon tied

www.associatedhroileast.am- ,.
ASSOCIATED BROADCAST GROUP
1-1:31ES

Expect to hear the name DigaSystem
more often in coming months.
In the ever-competitive U.S. marketplace for digital audio management systems, there is a new business partner ship.
Harris Corp.'s Broadcast
Communication Division has signed a
nonexclusive reseller agreement with
Digital Audio Video Integration and
Development ( D.A.V.I.D.) Systems
Inc., manufacturer of the DigaSystem
digital radio operating system.
Relationships among manufacturers
of such systems and their resellers tend
to be the subject of scrutiny because the
systems are considered a "backbone"
product for radio stations and because
contracts for such systems can involve
large dollar amounts in today's consolidated environment.
Harris, a manufacturer, dealer and
installer of radio products and systems,
Marty Martin
has had relationships with several system vendors in the past.
Little more than a year ago, Harris announced a relationship with
Computer Concepts. Asked the status of that relationship in light of the
D.A.V.I.D. deal, James Hauptstueck, manager of resale products for Harris
Broadcast said, "It's fine."
"Harris has wonderful relationships with a number of HDD companies,"
said Hauptstueck. Among them, he said, are 360 Systems, ENCO and
Computer Concepts.
D.A.V.I.D. is based in Munich and has an office in Warrenton, Va., run by
Marty Martin. It claims 7,500 workstations in the field, mostly in Europe;
but it is relatively unknown in the United States.
It appears that Harris was attracted by the company's expertise in large, ITstyle systems and its experience with distribution and content management via
wide-area networks — the kind of systems being installed now that radio
groups are bigger and more spread out.
A main selling point of the DigaSystem is its scaleable, modular open
architecture that lets broadcasters access digital audio files over a LAN or
WAN with content management capabilities. A big appeal, according to
Harris, was its Web-enhanced capabilities.
"I don't think there's anyone out there that's going to beat this team,"
Martin said of the partnership.
— Paul J. McLane
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ettling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.
Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintaining clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and
forward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only " broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.
With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature .... asound that you'll never want to get rid of.
Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.
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SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
Aphex is aregistered trademark of Aphex Systems

Buttons auto-load from the log as spots
end. At the end of astop set, ajingle,
liner, memo or CD title appears
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Spot Box is complete.
It comes with a
production rack
computer including
"cart" recorder,
multi- track editor.
CD ripper and
importer from
most digital
systems.
Several Spot
Boxes can
be networked
together
to play
the
same
spots.
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Announcers want away to play spots with the
simplicity of carts, but without flutter, hiss, broken or
missing tapes. Thousands of jocks are uncomfortable
with computers, mice and keyboards in the air studio.
Scott's new Spot Box is the answer: 40 buttons to
instantly play commercials, jingles and sound effects.
Spot Box buttons look like colorful 1inch-wide LCD
displays from cell phones.
Four buttons left to right show the sponsor name, end
cue, length, voice, cut number and logged time for
spots. The advertiser name is also on an LCD at the
top of the unit.

Spot Box connects to your traffic computer and autoloads logged recordings. Cuts can also load by 10-key
or by name from alphabetical Cart Walls.
Traffic gets areport showing exact times, names and
numbers for every aired spot. Most billing software can
import this report for automatic affidavits.
Spots play to four separate console faders for perfect
level control, or they can combine to one if desired.
A timer counts down as spots play. You start other cuts
or use Scott's Cruise Control for an auto-start of the
next spot from the log.

Scott also offers Hot Box, with 400 sets of 40 Instant
Play buttons or Scott Studios' Music Box for music and
spots from hard drive. Go to www.SpotBox.Info on the
Internet, call Scott toll-free for afree demonstration, or
see it at the Seattle NAB Radio Show in Booth 801.

Seeee Stadia4
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FEATURES
when he was eight, his health is excellent. Jeannie, his wife since shortly
before his illness, has taken the reins of
his business affairs. His return to WAMO

through Pittsburgh and a large national
community of early rock-and-roll stars,
who gave abenefit concert to help pay
his medical bills.

Continued from page 20

Fate would not reciprocate where his
own family was concerned. He would
lose two daughters as infants and one of
his three sons at age 16.
According to him and to many
Pittsburgh record dealers of that time.
Chedwick was never motivated by money, and his lack of business acumen and
reputation for being too kind kept him
at the mercy of charlatans, who
absconded with most of the profits generated from the numerous record
albums and other projects to which he
lent his name and likeness.
"I made amillion dollars, but Inever
saw it," he says, with only a hint of
regret. He never enjoyed the benefit of a
six-digit salary like many better-known
radio luminaries who came after him.
He didn't even make union wages for
most of his career.
In 1991, ayear after surgery to remove
alarge, benign brain tumor, he declared
personal bankruptcy. He continues to live
from sock hop to sock hop.
Chedwick moved on to several other
suburban stations after leaving WAMO
in 1984, a casualty of a new era of
radio, where " personality" was no
more understood by young program
directors than the non-traditional,
regional oldies, which made his show
what it was.
His illness in 1990 sent ashock wave

Source, XRN
Launch

When he'd open

the microphone

to shout ' Blow your horn' during a sax solo,
Pittsburgh would respond with a cacophony
of car-horn blasts.

after nearly eight years, his inclusion in
The Rock Hall and the "Porkstock" honors have sparked anew life for the Porky

Today, at age 84, in spite of slightly
diminished hearing and the uselessness
of an eye injured in a slingshot mishap

•
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Chedwick legend in Pittsburgh.
He's heard Saturday afternoons on
WAMO and Sunday nights on
WLSW(FM) in Connellsville.
Still, far too few people realize what
Chedwick's trailblazing achievements
have meant to aglobal audience.
Scholars should take acloser look at
Porky Chedwick, one the last living
radio pioneers of the roots of rock and
roll. It is intolerable that a man who
was one of the first to perpetuate the
music of an era should be one of the
last to be given credit. Without him, no
radio history book can be complete.
Ed Weigle is a voiceover talent with
Nick Sommers Productions in Englewood,
Fla. He creates and voices all radio spots
for World Wrestling Entertainment and
other live event tours..
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AUDIO \
FROM ANY
ENGINE MAY
BE USED IN
ANY STUDIO

/UP TO
3CONSOLES
PER ENGINE
WITH BUILT
IN ROUTER

New Network
A new radio network is up and running. The Source Entertainment has
teamed up with Excelsior Radio
Networks ( XRN) to co- produce, distribute and market the newly created
"The Source Radio Network."
The network — providing programming and prep service content to hiphop stations — is available to radio stations nationwide.
For more information contact
Excelsior Radio Network at ( 646)
254-9159.

REMOTE MIXING
ROUTING AND
MAINTENANCE
FROM ANY
NETWORK PC

NRB Sets
'03 Show
For Nashville
The National Religious Broadcasters
has set the dates for its 2003 convention
and exposition.
NRB 2003 will mark the 60th annual
show. Events are scheduled for Feb. 811 in Nashville.
The theme for the 2003 show is
"Changing World — Unchanging
Message." Events include educational
sessions; an array of programs, producers and services for Christian communicators; networking opportunities; and
the opportunity to "recharge your spiritual batteries as you join with over
5,000 Christian broadcasters in celebration of the mighty work God is doing
through mass communications."
For more information visit www.
nrb.org.
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Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the audio in your facility. Logitek has the
solution. The heart of our system is arouter- based digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing. routing and return
feeds your studios require plus awhole lot more. Add to this our full line of console control surfaces, router control heads
and PC- based control programs and vou will find asolution that is just right for 'ou. Why choose between aconsole and a
router when you can have both for the price of one? Call today. 800-215-5870 or visit our website at www.logitekaudio.com.

Logitek

ZS

Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818-840-6749
sasaudio.com
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ANALYSIS

Will PPM Deliver What It Promises?
Tests of the Portable People Meter Show Potential,
But Some in Broadcast Industry Call for More
by Susan Ashworth
Eliminating the need to keep track of
radio listening hours with time-consuming diaries was one of Arbitron's
major goals when it began developing
and testing the Portable People Meter
listening tracking system in 1992.

As much as

expensive, isn't adequately tracking listening hours and could be too ephemeral
to be successful in the real world.
Recent round
Though Arbitron has published
details on what it called a " very successful" round of recent PPM tests in

industry while simultaneously looking
for apartner to help bring an affordable
PPM system to the U.S. radio market.
"Customers seem to have a strong
positive reaction to the idea of metering
radio in this way, ( though) we know we
have lots of questions to answer," said
Owen Charlebois, Arbitron president,
U.S. Media Services.
With an investment of $ 100 million
in the newest pager- like measurement
device, Arbitron in 2000 began U.S.
testing of the PPM technology at closely watched trials in Wilmington, Del.,
and Philadelphia.

Three hundred meters were passed
out in the initial Wilmington deployment, followed by 1,500 meters when
the trials were expanded to include the
entire Philadelphia DMA.
Many, but not all, of the latest test
results seemed to argue in PPM's favor.
To Arbitron's delight, the first three
months of tests from 46 stations in the
Philadelphia DMA seemed to address a
problem that has hounded radio stations
and advertisers for years: finding away
to gathet more-accurate listener data.
The results released in May found
that cumulative audiences were significantly higher for all radio stations compared to the diary method for the same
listening period, with second- and
See PPM, page 32

we moaned and groaned

about the diary system all these years, at
least we know that devil.
— A Wilmington PD

In the decade since, Arbitron's other
major goal for the PPM has been to keep
the much-debated ratings system afloat
amid comments that the technology is too

the Philadelphia Designated Market
Area ( DMA), the organization has
agreed to set up an additional test to
secure the confidence of the radio

Stations Lay Plans for
Sept. 11 Anniversary

Elements of Arbitrons PPM

FM Simplified

by Ken R.
It may have been the saddest day in our country's recent history, but it also
brought out the best in many Americans. All who lived through it will remember
Sept. 11, 2001.
For radio and TV broadcasters it was ashining hour. Music stations found themselves suspending normal programming in favor of letting listeners express their
feelings on the air. News and talk personnel worked around the clock updating
reports, performing ad hoc public services and donating time and money. Our world
changed on that day and many broadcasters can be proud of their contributions.
As the one-year anniversary of "9-11" approaches, most stations regardless of
format will be commemorating those events in some way. Radio World talked to

"David- II" - $ 2000
A SIMPLE, YET REMARKABLY
COMPETITIVE FM
PROCESSOR/GENERATOR
Even 'Goliath' audio processing can't make you
Number One in your market. Market share is
dictated by attention to demographics and selection of aformat and air personalities. Your station's
'signature' is not its 'sound,' it's embedded in its
programming.

See COMMEMORATION, page 30

Each day, the world over, hundreds of "DavidIl"
users prove that astrong, clean, non-fatiguing
sound is the best companion to successful programming. With rock-solid PWM processing and
digital-synthesis baseband coding, "David- II" more
than holds its own against complex and far more
expensive FM alternatives. Contact your preferred
supplier for ademo at your station.
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The Codec that Delivers
15 kHz Over Dial- Up Lines

Flagship POTS Codec
with Microphone Mixer and
ISDN Expandability

The Comrex BlueBox is apowerful, yet inexpensive POTS
codec. It combines ahigh-speed modem with adigital audio codec
to produce 15 kHz audio from astandard dial-up line. For asuper
economical price you also get field upgradeability and acellular
hands-free interface to send high-quality audio over wireless
services. And at just 1.5 lbs.. it won't weigh you down! It offers one
mic/line switchable input, one headphone output and one line level
output on XLR, providing direct connection to mies and headphones
or amixer. A - 10 dbu tape input allows connection to aminidisc or
DAT player. Other features include: internal peak limiter: data Port
allows connection to GSM phones to deliver enhanced audio over
GSM wireless services; cellphone jack which allows connection to
the hands free port on most mobile phones. Place your order now to
assure delivery before the game.
BLUEBOX

For microphone mixing and future expandability, you'll want to
order ;he more advanced Comrex Matrix. It offers two microphone
inputs and optional ISDN and GSM wireless phone operation. The
highquality 15 kHz POTS codec allows for easy conversion to
ISDN aperation using Layer III or G.722 with an optional slidein
modula. Besides real-time transmission, the Matrix also includes a
store end forward feature so that 15 kHz audio cuts can be sent in
"non-real" time, which can be useful when acircuit won't sustain
adequate data rates for modem transmission. Features include: 2
mic inputs ( one is mic/line switchable); headphone output; line level
output on XLR providing direct connection to mics and headphones
or mixer; - 10 dBu tape input.

Call for Price

MATRIX

List $ 3,700.00

Call for Price

MATRIXISDN

List 1850 00

Call for Price

Prices Too Low - --e
to Advertise
Call for Price

ComPack conLects your audio
elecom line - ce I. PBX. analog. d
otc. It's perfect for remote broad
or interviews over any phone co
ComPack also functions as asi
interface for your beltpack int
providing afull duplex. alwa:%
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Fully Featured 4- Input
Remote Mixer
The popular Marti GX-500 provides all the
functions you need for great-sounding remotes
through adial up phone line (or optionally
through amodel specific cellular phone interface).
Its robust mixer section features 4XLR microphone inputs and 2auxiliary inputs, and
4headphone jacks. Other features inc:ude:
rechargeable batteries, second phone inc capability; auxiliary output ( line or mic level". Optional
microcellular interfaces available for most cellular telephones.

Rely on Telos Zephyr
to Transmit the Highest
Quality Audio
ll you can connect to ISDN from your remote facility,
this is the best way to send audio back to the station.
Zephyr Xstream MPX ( model #9502) is Telos' new ISDN
transceiver with the utility of adigital four-channel stereo
mixer, all in arugged, portable chassis. Transmit and
receive 20 kHz stereo audio to and from asingle location
over asingle ISDN line ( or two mono channels to and
from separate locations). The fullfeatured stereo mixer
offers 4mielline switchable inputs ( main mixer stage feeds
codec directly), selectable AGClimiter processing presets,
and built-in 48-volt phantom power for two mic inputs.
Other features include: G.722, G.711 and MPEG Layer-3
and Layer- 2coding for compatibility; MPEG4 AAC coding
for CD-quality audio; MPEG 4AAC-LD coding for high
audio quality with low delay: 10Base-T Ethernet port al-

lows remote control and streaming of MP3-coded audio over a
LAN, WAN or the Internet.
Zephyr Xstream MX ( model #9602) is afull-featured rack mount codec
with mix ng capabilities similar to the Xstream MPX.
Zephyr )(stream ( model #9402) is the studio rack mount codec without
the mixirg capabilities. It offers analog and AES/EBU I/O with independent sample
rate converters; 10Base-T Ethernet port; and headphone jack.
9502 portable ISDN codec with mixer

List $4,85

Call for Price

9602 rack- mount ISDN codec with mixer

List $4,8E;

Call for Price

9402 rack- mount ISDN codec without mixer

List $ 4,35

Call for Price

GX500

L;st

Call for Price

Lowest Priced 15 kHz POTS Cod E
'
This brand new Tieline Patriot POTS codec features high stability
precision modem technole/ and rugged construction. Its claim to fame
is 15 kHz bi-directional audio at bit rates as low as 24 kbps, low 100 ms
delay. and intelligent gain control ( average volume peak control plus
compressor/limiter automatically keeps audio levels under control).
Other features include: celleone mini jack; min/line switchable XLR
input; stereo RCA input summed to mono; balanced XLR output;
headphone jack; audio level indicator; remote controllable from
the studio: anc much more.
TLF100
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More Remote Products on Sale at www.bswusa.com
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Koss makes great low cost headphones. This lightweight, sealed-ear
TD61 delivers great sound, provides
good isolation te help prevent feedback, and is very affordable. Get
them in our exclusive 5- pack for
less than $ 18.00 each.

,

JK Audio's rugged RemateMixSport is a
combnation audio mixer, himdphone amplifier,
telepnone hybrid and PBX : nterface all in one.
The mixer features 3XLR microphone inputs
•
one swir:chable to line level 1. 3headphone
jacks. 111 - headphone cue iiput, XLR or
phone mix output, built-in monitor speaker,
,alkbach microphone, and VU meten
RempteMixSport operates 36 hours on
:veo 9-vc It batteries or use the included AC adapter.

Incredible
Value 5- Pack
Headphones!

TD61 PKG

$
798"

REMOTEMIXSPORT

JK Audio
(5Microphones
Onl
y $9900
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SPECIAL!
5Interview Mics Only

4."
TI.M.500

frern these
very well built, very inexpensive mks! Includes ahard case for each,
and an on 'off switch. An unbelie%able deal!
Iht•

Top- Selling
Telephone Line Mixer
Telephone Mini- Mixer
Tisis po,nahle telephcne interface is perect for
pecordir 7, or sending audio via the telephone. The
Gent -le-Mier-total funcLons as a" mini mirer" with
avar et. cf inputs and outputs for mic, headphon, recorder and other audio equipment. The
battery opera -.od interface replaces the hardset of
the te .q)hone ta permit. high-quality audio feeds
while skrilta aeousiy rnonitoring the return audio.

MICPOTEL1

This portable, battery- powered mixer is a
wiz for sending and recording telephone audio.
Simply plug the telephone handset cord into the
TLM500 along with astudio quality microphone
and headphones. Features: mic and line inputs;
low battery indicator; peak reading LED and
headphone amplifier. Includes AC adaptor.
TLM500

$239"

SENNHEISER

Cest Value Broadcast
leadset Under $200"

or•

eete.

rhe MD 280 sperfect for broadcasting in
gh-nc iseenviro Intents. The headphone pads are tightsealed around the ear and the noise-compensating
icroprave rejecs external noise. Features easily reneat Le. singlo-sidec co led cable; hard-wiped XLR ano
• co amec ..ors Headphone frequency response 8Hz
25 kHz: i
npedance 300 ohms. Microphone frequency
sponse1.0 Hz to 13.5 k:-Iz; impedance 20( ohms.
HMD290

L,sr'249;•;>.5

$189"

uper Comfortable Beyer DT290
The low- profile lightweight design makes the DT290 perfect for long hours
use_ More importantly, the high-quality cvnamic microphone offers excellent
ilation from s.nbient roise. The cable terminates in a1/4" connector for the headones and XLR connec.or for mic. Headphone frequency response 10 Hz to 30 kHz;
peclance SO chills. Microphone frequency, response 4.) Hz to 12 kHz; impedance 200
ms. We've special ordered the DT290 with factory hard- wired connectors!
DT290 ,••-;- 2
-.
77

$229"

°der 1.800.426.8434 or Go Online

-. 1/.111(1

You can also purchase multi-colored windscreen 5packs
for your Benringer microphones f'or only $24.00!
XM2000tSPKG

$99 00

WS912PACK

'
24"

25 ft. Mic Cables
Quality, low- loss 25 mic cables at
agreat prie. Complete your new
mic package with this
5pack!
M25PKG $ 4900

$259"

$9900

C
5Cables
„./.411LOnly
.
'49"

Microphone
Mute Switch
Quick, hit the cough button! The Cough
Drop from ProCo is asimple mic mute offering clean, reliable performance with nearly
any balanced or floating low impedance
(1501) nomina)) microphone or signal source.
COUGHDROP

$35"

BEHRINCIE

Audio Tester
This audio tester
accepts XLR, mono and
TRS phone ( 1/4", 1/8", TT), RCA and MIDI. The LED display shows which
input pin is connected to which output pin. Separate shield and phantom
power LEDs indicate proper shield connection and phantom power presence.
The CT1D0 indicates shorts and opens, as well as acontinuity check. A test
tone generator ( 1kHz and 440 Hz) is also included.

cri oo $39 99

Sale Expires 9/30/02
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Commemoration
Continued from page 27

programmers and consultants to discover how they plan to pay tribute to the
people who lost their lives on 9/11.
WDBO(AM) is an Orlando, Fla.,
news/talk operation. Program Director
Kipper McGee said his morning hosts
would travel to "ground zero" in New
York City to broadcast live from 5 to 9
a.m. on Sept. 11. Thirty-year station veteran host Jim Turner and his sidekick,
retired police officer Jim Bishop, will be
on hand to cover events in the area.
Station tributes
"We're also planning aseries of interview segments with our street reporter,
Mike Synan," McGee said. "We'll have
some pre-produced material and we may
do our station imaging differently on that
day as well."

McGee said his station will carryy
news specials from both ABC and CNN
radio networks.
"A lot depends on what happens
between now and Sept. II," he said.
"We'll be doing some remembrances, but
our primary focus will be on the future,
how we're rebuilding and how people's
lives will be changed by the events."

one sign a big banner with their names
and messages, which we'll bring to
New York with us. Our morning team,
Jeff Pigeon, Terri Stacy and Steve
Simpson, will be making the trip, and
we're also sending Greg Garrison,
another air personality."
WLNG(FM), Sag Harbor/Long Island,
N.Y., has been an oldies station since
1963. President Paul Sidney will take a
different approach.
"My feeling is that I'm so upset about
it that Idon't like to see everyone overdramatizing it," said Sidney. " Imight
have our guys play 'God Bless America'
by Kate Smith and the Dis certainly have
the freedom to make their own statements; but we're not going to be running
specials or anything."
•Holland Cooke, news/talk specialist
for Cleveland-based McVay Media, said
one potential stumbling block to handling the anniversary concerns the
changing staffing levels at many AM
stations.
"These stations were caught shorthanded by this big news story, and I'm
afraid that in radio as in life, too many
people have gone back to business as
usual, and barely managed clusters will
miss the boat," said Cooke.
"The promos say ' your information
station,' but many so-called news/talk
stations are just wayports for syndicated
long-form shows. The GMs just wish the
AM would go off in a corner somewhere."
Cooke said owners of news/talk AM
stations could make better profits if they
would staff their stations properly and
work to earn the right to call themselves
service providers.
"Does your station have plans for the
next horrible news day? The smart ones

The more you can do

to mirror

what your listeners feel, the more in touch
your station will sound.

—Jim Richards,
Vallie-Richards Consulting
Brendan Hurley, marketing director
for WASH(FM) and WBIG(FM) in the
nation's capital, said his stations will try
to coordinate efforts with the Pentagon
to provide brief biographies of those
who were killed at that site, perhaps
highlighting one victim each hour. He
also said this effort could extend to the
rest of the Clear Channel properties in
his cluster. While details were not firm at
press time, plans will be updated at
www.washfm.com and www.big100.com.
Infinity Broadcasting's news outlet in
Philadelphia, KYW(AM), will send a
crew to New York. Maria Corsaro, marketing director, said air talent Tony
Hanson, who reported from New York
last September, and reporter Mike Dunn
will make the trip. The station also plans
to run ahalf-hour pre-produced program
centered on the events of the day.
Stations farther from the events of
9/11 also will have apresence.
"Prior to sending our people (to New
York), we'll be holding a lunch at
Monument Circle here in Indianapolis,"
said Ashley Harris, promotional director of WIBC(AM). "We'll have every-

heard the blast; but unfortunately, for
many, nothing has changed," he said.
"Are there pillows and blankets at your
station? Do you have abunch of people
you can bring in? The smart guys do."
Listener concern
Cooke warned programmers that
replaying audio actualities Sept. II could
cause listener concern if not handled
appropriately.
"Don't let people mistake it for another attack. Produce it with music or indicate in some way that it is archival
audio:' he said.
Jim Richards, president of VallieRichards Consulting, reminds stations
that commemorating these events
must be handled from the listeners'
perspectives.
"We let our listeners hear alot of other
people on the air, talking about how they
feel and where they were at the time:' he
said. "The more you can do to mirror
what your listeners feel, the more in
touch your station will sound."
Many of Richards' client stations will
use pre- produced tributes, play the

national anthem each hour and air patriotic songs with testimonial drop- ins
inserted between the vocal lines.
"The important thing is not to let it
sound too sad:' Richards said. "Make it
positive, talk about the heroes, not just
the tragedies."
Walter Sabo, CEO of Sabo Media, said
that there is no cookie-cutter answer to
the question, "What should stations do to
commemorate Sept. 11?"
"It depends on the demographics
you're going after, the city you are in
and other factors," he said. " But you
might want to talk to some of the New
York firefighters on the air. Talk to
civilians who have lost loved ones and
ask them what the year has been like
for them."
Definition
Sabo said a big underexplored story
involves the 12-18 year olds.
"For those kids, this is their Kennedy
assassination. It's their Challenger explosion. It's amoment that will define their
lives forever. Their perceptions of what is
safe and what is not safe, what the government did right and what they did
wrong, will become profound markers

Holland Cooke
for that generation."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
writes frequently for Radio World.
What is your station doing to commemorate Sept. 11? Tell us at
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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'Changing the Dial'
Entertainment Weekly turned its
attention to radio in a recent issue,
with an article about the impact of
satellite radio. The magazine also published comments by music stars about
their views on our medium:
Wanna make a rock star shut up?
Ask him or her about radio. Still, afew
brave musicians shared their thoughts
on the current state of FM.
Bonnie Raitt — "I'm for diversity
and not having everything coagulated
into one corporate monster. The same
thing that's going on in Washington is
happening in radio, and we ought to
break it open."
Rob Thomas ( matchbox twenty) —
"Years ago, Frank Zappa [said] he foresaw the music business changing and
how he saw radio changing. He predicted
that one day there
would be abig Clear
Channel thing that
owned all these different stations — and
that's correct."

school hip- hop stations but one to
showcase songs from four or five
years ago. Then you have satellite
radio. You have more competition,
which is how it's supposed to be."
Art Alexakis ( Everclear) —
"Sometimes Ithink radio is really sad
and pathetic, and sometimes Ithink it's
horrible. No, sometimes Iget very
depressed listening to radio, and then
sometimes Ilisten to certain songs and I
think it is going to be okay. Ithink of
bands like the Strokes who are getting a
lot of play. I'm amazed, and Ithink it's
very cool:'
Sir Elton John — "Ilisten [to radio]
when I'm in Atlanta. Ijust find it too
categorized. It's either pop, hard rock
or alternative. Ilike radio to play
everything. Ihope it will change
because it's so boring."

.11J
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Ludacris — " It's
definitely becoming
too corporate, but
that's what the whole
music industry is —
apolitical game. You
have to learn how to
play the game; it's a
business. It's about
knowing the right
people and having
the kinds of sons
everybody in the
audience is looking
for. Music catalogs
are getting a lot bigger — especially in
hip- hop. Now you
have hip- hop that's
15 years old. So you
not only have to
come out with old-
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iMediaLogger
lô'g5r) definition: The most complete, affordable, and easy-to-

use automated audio recording solution available.

iMeciaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional and
outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including
reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with asingle computer workstation.
This award-winning product, allows you to:
-simultaneously record up to 16 stereo or mono audio sources
cr streams using multiple bandwidth and compression formats
-MP2, MP3, Window Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM
-2ccess your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built
in web browser interface
-schedule time or closure based recordings
-remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system
The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself -and your
station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMediaLogger, you
will never have to change atape again.

Wm oar of If» NAB 2000
Radlo World Cool Stuff Award

To learn more about iMediaLogger,
visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501
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third-favorite stations experiencing the
largest increases.
This occurred because the PPM captures all radio listening time, even those
minutes that people wouldn't traditionally write down, said Thom Mocarsky, vice
president, communications, Arbitron.
"It's easy to remember the station
you listen to the most," he said. Secondand third-favorite stations experienced
increases because the PPM was tracking
all stations listened to, not just those on
the top of the listeners' minds.
"PPM records all stations listened to,"
not just someone's favorite station, he said.
Reporting
The PPM also reported higher totalday average quarter hour audiences than
the diary for persons in the age groups
of 12-17, 18-24, 25-34, 35-44 and 4554. But the diary revealed higher audiences for persons aged 55-64 and 65plus. PPM audiences were equivalent
for women 12-plus, but were lower than
the diary for African-Americans.
In terms of hour-by- hour audiences,
the PPM reported lower 12-plus audiences for morning drive, the so-called
PPM " morning gap"; but it showed
equivalent or slightly higher audiences
than the diary in other dayparts.
Persons 55- plus account for most, if
not all of the difference in the morning
gap, Arbitron said. Arbitron speculated

that the 55- plus audience may be
rounding up their average listening
hours at that time of the day, though
more research needs to be done to
finalize an answer, Arbitron said.
As compared with the traditional
diary results, total day AQH ratings were
higher on average for 16 of 46 stations,

R AACTrIC
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Number of stations
Demographic

PPM>diary

PPM = diary

Persons 12+

14

26

Men 18+

15

26

Women 18+

12

21

Persons 12-17

22

15

Persons 18-34

15

21

Persons 25-54

18

20

Persons 35+

13

25

8

Average # of

16

22

8

the same for 22 stations and lower than
the diary for eight stations (see Fig. 1).
To make these conclusions, Arbitron
compared the test PPM data from the
survey period of March 28 to April 24
to traditional diaries collected in the
same period. The most recent figures
also include comparisons to Arbitron
radio estimates for the Philadelphia
metro for the winter survey period of
Jan. 3to March 27.
More detailed findings are available
at www.arbitron.com.
A number of stations involved in the
PPM tests have expressed concerns
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casts, some jocks noticed asmall delay
in their headsets.
"I did amorning show the very next
day after the system was installed at
our station, and it sounded like our traffic guy wasn't working his mic close
enough," the Wilmington PD said. "We
shut off the ( encoding) box and the
problem went away."
Arbitron said it has since rectified
the problem.
Other concerns involve the relatively
small number of PPM participants in
the test.
"The 300 meters in Wilmington

Concerns
An ad- hoc committee of station
group owners was organized in midJune, led by RAB President and CEO
Gary Fries, to share concerns about the
PPM testing methodology.
"There are many ramifications to
using the PPM technology, some positive and some that could be negative,"
Fries said.
"But before the industry jumps into
(embracing PPM technology), we want
to evaluate more extensive results and
have a little more voice in shaping
(the process)."
According to Fries, the first step
involves testing in additional markets.
He said Philadelphia could present a
unique situation that might not give
reliable data, he said.
The ad-hoc group also is calling for
additional side-by-side tests between PPM
data and traditional Arbitron diaries.
See PPM, page 34

People Meter System
R

"SHOP 'YOUR HomprowN MERCHANTS"

TECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

6

represent only 25 percent of what normally we would see in returns on
diaries," the program director said.
"There are still so many unknowns.
As much as we moaned and groaned
about the diary system all these years,
at least we know that devil."
Other broadcasters, however, see the
PPM as aboon for the industry.
"It's a fabulous technology," said
Jerry Lee, president of WBEB ( FM) in
Bala Cynwyd, Pa. "It picks up listening
automatically and will be great
for showing cause and effect in
advertising."

Arbitrons Portable

How Many of Your Local Merchants
Are Losing Customers to " Out-of-Town" Stores??

BALSYS

PPM<diary

stations

(You'll kick yourself if your competition gets this first. )

•BOTH SERIES - $699

about both the methodology Arbitron is
using and the technology, citing specifically the "in-studio headset effect."
"It was like adigital delay," said one
program director based at a station in
Wilmington.
Though Arbitron said the encoding
system would not affect on- air broad-

Changes in AQH Audiences

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
RI
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Haven't been paying close attention for the last few years? The Portable People
Meter system consists of four components:
• Encoder— An encoder installed at the programming or distribution source inserts
an inaudible identification code based on psychoacoustic masking into the audio
stream. This added sound energy creates afingerprint that corresponds to aspecific
series of digits that in turn identifies the specific source of the encoded signal.
• Portable People Meter — The PPM is a pager- sized, 4-cubic- inch, 2.6ounce device that consists of an audio transducer, digital signal processing circuitry to analyze input for code detection, memory chip, rechargeable battery
and motion detector. The PPM unit is worn by aconsumer to detect and record
the inaudible codes in the programming to which the consumer is exposed.
• Base Station — Each evening, the survey participant places the meter into a
stationary base station to recharge the battery and to send collected codes to a
household collection device, known as a hub. Respondents are awarded points
based on the time that
the meter was actively
in motion throughout
the day. Points and
other data are displayed on aLCD messaging screen.
• Household Hub —
The hub collects the
codes from all the
base stations in the
survey household and
transmits them to
Arbitron overnight
via a standard phone
connection. The hub
also has an LCD
screen for instructions and problem
diagnosis.

call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

— Susan Ashworth
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Charlebois Pleased With Tests so Far
Owen Charlebois, president of
Arbitron U.S. Media Services, spoke
with Radio World about the most recent
PPM test results and the future of the
technology for the radio industry.
RW: What are your perceptions of the
PPM tests at this point?
Charlebois: Like Wilmington (Del.) and
Manchester ( England), the technology
has performed the way we had expected
— that broadcasters can encode their
signals, that arandom sample of respondents will actually agree to carry these
devices around, and that they will comply with what we ask them to do. We're
pleased with the tests and the data so far.

agap until 8:35 a.m. or so.
If you look at the cume in early morning, there doesn't seem to be as much of
a gap in the cume hour-by-hour when
you compare PPM vs. diary as there is
with average quarter hour (AQH). That
suggests that it's a TSL-driven gap as
opposed to acume-driven gap.
RW: Where do things stand with Infinity,
which had made overtures that it might
pull out of the PPM tests?
Charlebois: Ican only say we continue
to negotiate with Infinity. We are working
as hard as we can to get the contract
agreement renewed.

RW: Some have said the technology may
be better suited to TV than radio. Your
perceptions?
Charlebois: Iwould heartily disagree.
The fact that it's audio-based makes it perfectly suited to both radio and television.
RW: What is the next step for Arbitron?
Charlebois: To keep working on the
methodological aspects, to answer the
questions that we're getting, to continue
our tests in Philadelphia, and to working
to form ajoint venture with Nielsen.
— Susan Ashworth

Owen Charlebois

RW: What are your thoughts on some of
the concerns raised by the newly formed
ad-hoc committee?
Charlebois: Ibelieve the most important
issue for them is not what PPM is doing,
but the fact that we haven't been able to
quote aprice for PPM.
In my opinion it's probably the most
important issue standing at the moment
— more important than early morning,
more important that exposure vs. listening. We are trying to work as quickly as
we can to provide our customers with a
business proposition.

'Our older
baptor Two fills
in for THAT- 2
when wireless
phone is the
only way to go

respondents have
among the highest
carry-around rate of
any demographic.'

•

,

THAT- 2 is everywhere_
iroviding 1FB feeds and
downloading interviews _
RW: What can you tell us about the
"morning gap" concerns raised by some
in the industry?
Charlebois: If you look at PPM vs. diary
on hour-by-hour listening across the day,
what you see are two curves that look
remarkably similar in every daypart
except for early morning.
The "morning gap" is something that
the radio industry has focused on a lot.
It's important to remember that gap is
very much demographically given on persons 12-plus but when you separate out
younger people 18-34, particular those in
25-54, what you see is the two lines converge almost completely. Where the gap
is coming from is from persons 55-plus.
RW: And to what do you attribute
that gap?
Charlebois: The first thing people think is
that older people are not complying with
PPM, that perhaps there is arejection of
the technology. That's not the case.
Our older respondents have among the
highest carry-around rate of any demographic. For certain people, when they're
reporting their listening in the diary. they
tend to report what they do on average,
and tend to round their listening, whereas
PPM captures tuning in much finer increments. It will pick up 8:08 a.m. to 8:23
a.m., for example, and then there will be
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The committee has expressed concern about other issues, including the
potential price tag for the technology as
well as the "morning gap."
"There are just a lot of questions,"
Fries said. "We need to have more confidence that we've looked at all aspects
and avenues before the radio industry
moves ahead."
Charlebois has welcomed the committee's comments, agreeing that "one
of the most important issues is that we
haven't been able to quote a price for
PPM," Charlebois said. "We haven't
got abusiness proposition to be able to

August 14, 2002

GM JOURNAL
talk to our customers yet."
However, the two sides seemed to disagree on the question of testing in additional markets. The issue was to be addressed
when the organizations met in late July.
Arbitron also is hoping to form a
joint venture with Nielsen Media
Research, which is using the same PPM
technology to track television ratings in
the Philadelphia market.
According to Jack Loftus, senior
vice president at Nielsen, the company
hopes to make a decision about forming ajoint venture with Arbitron before
the end of the year.
"We are now evaluating the difference
in the data between the PPM and what
Nielsen's meter diary is reporting," Loftus
said. "When we finish (thatprocess), we'll
decide how best to proceed."

Charlebois stressed the importance
of such ajoint venture, adding that two
criteria must be met for PPM to be a
success.
"The first is that Nielsen has to be a
participant for the commercialization of
PPM" due to the relatively costly
process of deploying the technology
nationwide, he said. " Secondly, we
need financial support and participation
from our customers ( as well as
the industry)."
Arbitron also is focusing on the international marketplace, talking with
broadcasters in Latin America, Europe,
Asia and Australia about the technology.
Susan Ashworth is former editor of TV
Technology, sister publication to Radio
World, and is a contributing technology
writer/editor based in San Francisco.

workshops tours
exhibits technical papers
educational events

e

Arbitron Agrees
To Further
PPM Test
VAIL, Colo. Arbitron has agreed
to conduct a second PPM test in
Philadelphia as aresult of talks with
radio executives. There may also be
afurther PPM test in amarket with
ahigh number of Hispanic listeners.
Additional PPM tests were a
major focus of the Arbitron Advisory
Council meeting held here in July.
In addition to receiving results
from recent tests in Philadelphia, an
ad- hoc group made up of radio
group owners and industry executives were able to ask questions,
share concerns about the technology, and hear Arbitron's responses.
The council has been vocal in its
issues, laying out aseries of steps it
hopes Arbitron will follow to give
the radio industry more time to evaluate PPM implementation.
Parallel panel
After the meeting, Arbitron
agreed to one of the group's
requests and decided to expand its
PPM trial. Arbitron will equip anew
parallel panel of approximately
1,000 listeners in the Philadelphia
area with the PPM technology.
When the new trial would begin
remained to be decided.
Arbitron is also considering
adopting one of the council's other
requests: organizing a study in the
one of the top 25 Hispanic markets
that would better track that population's listening levels. But setting up
this test depends on whether Nielsen
Media Research joins Arbitron to
form ajoint venture to commercialize the PPM in this country.
The radio executives also asked
that the ratings firm study listeners'
lifestyles to better determine their
listening habits in mornings and to
determine how reporting varies
between the PPM and the diaries.
These steps are crucial, the council said, because "reported audience
levels and respondent behavior must
be fully understood before any
potential benefits to our business
can be discussed and evaluated".
While acknowledging that the
PPM methodology holds significant
promise for radio audience measurement, the council said the available
data leaves far more questions asked
than answered regarding respondent
behavior, respondent audience levels
and the radio industry's business
processes.
Arbitron consistently has said it
is willing to listen to the council's
concerns. After announcing its plans
for a second Philadelphia market
study, Arbitron President and CEO
Steve Morris said the company welcomes the continued involvement of
radio customers in the PPM development process. "We are confident
that any expansion of the trial would
further demonstrate the validity of
PPM, paving the way for industrywide acceptance of our new audience measurement system."
— Susan Ashworth
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What Webcasters Must Do Now
Labels
Change
Their Tune?
by Craig Johnston

by Craig Johnston
Once again, Web Watcher's mother has
been reading his columns, dominated by
the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel
and Librarian of Congress' determination. She asks: " Isn't there any good
news?" Actually, there is.

"Bingo!" Web Watcher thinks that's
what they shouted in late June at
Listen.com, when the Web streamer
successfully completed negotiations on
a licensing agreement to offer songs
from Vivendi Universal's Universal
Music Group.

The long-awaited determination of
Internet radio copyright royalty rates
and procedures from the Librarian of
Congress in June started the clock ticking for compliance.
While speculation swirled that arescuer would arrive on a white horse
(perhaps Congress, perhaps the courts),
as of mid-July the first statutory license
payments to copyright holders will be
due Oct. 20.
(Webcasters do not have to use the
statutory license. They have the option
of negotiating directly with copyright
holders for the right to play their music
over the Internet. But Congress, accurately predicting the contentiousness
between the record labels and
Webcasters, put provisions for the
statutory license into the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act.)
Rates and rules
The Librarian's decision can be
thought of as having divided Internet
radio's recent timeline into three parts:

•From Oct. 28, 1998, the effective
date of the governing Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, through
Aug. 31, 2002, the day before the
effective date of the Librarian of
Congress' determination. Fees for this
period will be due on Oct. 20, 2002.
•From Sept. 1, 2002 through Dec. 31,

2002, during which the rates and rules
of the Librarian's determination will
continue to apply. Payment periods are
monthly, with payments to be made on
or before the 45th day following the
end of a month. ( For instance,
September 2002's fee will be due on or
before Nov. 14, 2002.)

The licensee

device, those persons collectively constitute asingle listener.")
The Librarian set the fees at seven
one- hundredths of a cent per performance for commercial licensees,
including commercial terrestrial radio
stations, and two one- hundredths of a
cent per performance for non-commer-

has the choice of paying

fees based on actual records of performances,
or estimating listeners and recordings played
based on a formula prescribed by the Librarian.

• Hum Jan. 1, 2003 forward, for
which a newly empanelled Copyright
Arbitration Royalty Panel will recommend new rates and rules.

Copyright fees for music played over
the Internet are determined "per sound
recording, per listener," which is collectively referred to as a " performance." ( A listener is defined as a
machine, not aperson. As stated in the
Librarian's determination, " if more
than one person is listening to a transmission made to a single machine or

cial licensees.
The licensee has the choice of paying those fees based on actual records
of performances, or estimating listeners
and recordings played based on a formula prescribed by the Librarian.
In either case, the Librarian stipulated that the receiving agent is obligated
to provide a form, most likely a database template, with which to file this
information; but at press time, that
agent, SoundExchange, did not have
such materials available.
See NOW WHAT? page 36

Fi 500 FlipJack
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FEATURES:
Sean Ryan
That means Listen.com now can offer
music from all five major labels and a
slough of lesser- known labels on its
Rhapsody online music service.
And that may be good news for more
than just Listen. Company CEO Sean
Ryan told Web Watcher, "In general, the
labels, in the last six months, have started
to change their tune really significantly."
-They're starting to look at the digital
music business as one that isn't necessarily acannibalizing factor, but is looking
like it will be an incremental factor, or a
necessary factor, because the physical
business is under such pressure that they
need to find other revenue."
Ryan said he also thinks the labels
look at legitimate digital music outlets as
See WEB WATCH, page 38
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Now What?
Continued from page 35

Using the Librarian's formula for
estimating the number of performances,
an Internet- only Webcaster plays 15
sound recordings an hour, an AM or FM
broadcaster simulcasting his programming over the Internet plays 12 sound
recordings an hour, except in the case of
a news, business, talk or sports station,
which plays one sound recording an hour.
The streamer can use those numbers
to come up with his fees owed, or use
his actual sound recording playlist to
calculate his fees owed. The licensee
still has to come up with his Aggregate
Tuning Hours in order to have a "number of listeners" to multiply the
Librarian's suggested " number of
songs" per hour.
Crunching numbers
The appropriate number of sound
recordings is multiplied by the
Aggregate Tuning Hours to determine
the total number of performances.
Aggregate Tuning Hours are defined in
the determination as "the total hours of
programming that the Licensee has
transmitted over the Internet during the
relevant period to all end users from all
channels and stations that provide
audio programming consisting, in
whole or in part, of eligible non- subscription transmissions."
In other words, if a Webcaster sent
streams to 10 different PCs or other
Internet listening devices for one
hour, that would equal 10 Aggregate
Tuning Hours.
Once the number of performances is
multiplied times the applicable (commercial or non-commercial) copyright
rate, there is one additional step. An
additional 8.8 percent of the copyright

fee is added to pay for ephemeral
recordings. Ephemeral recordings are
incidental recordings made to hard drives in the process of Webcasting a
stream over the Internet.
In summary, the first job of the
Webcaster using the statutory license is
to calculate the number of " performances" for the period from Oct. 28,
1998 through Aug. 31, 2002, using
either actual listening and sound
recording play figures, or using actual
listening and the Librarian's suggested
sound recording play figures.
That number of performances, multiplied times the appropriate copyright
fee ( seven one-hundredths of acent for
commercial Webcasters), is the amount
due to the copyright holder's designated agent on or before Oct. 20, 2002.
The Librarian set aminimum rate for
statutory licensees of $ 500 per year.
Payment of the fees is to be made to
the designated agent, Sound Exchange,
which will disburse the fees to the
appropriate copyright holder.
Payment of these fees does not absolve
Internet radio operators for responsibility
to pay music composer and publisher
fees to the respective agencies.
Almost as onerous as the fee for
Internet music play were the recordkeeping requirements proposed by the
CARP. In aseparate announcement, the
Library of Congress announced that, on
an interim basis, these requirements
would be greatly simplified. At press
time, the interim requirements had not
been announced, nor was there aschedule to do so.
Those who opt for the statutory
license also agree to comply with a
number of rules that prevent preannouncement of upcoming sound
recordings to be played, and limit the
number of recordings by a single artist
that may be played during a specific
time period.

Four New Stations Ranked in
Top-25 Arbitron Webcast Report
Several new stations made the top 25 in the Arbitron June Webcast ratings.
WFXZ(FM), Live365 - KSBJadmin, WWDC(FM) and WOXY(FM) all made their debuts on the
Webcast channels list. Virgin Radio maintained its top channel ratings spot. Jazz FM UK came in at
No. 2while WQXR-FM ranked No. 3. New to the rankings, Sea- Comm Media's WFXZ-FM was ranked
No. 12. Live365 continued its dominance at the top spot in the network ratings, not shown. Clear
Channel Worldwide ranked No. 2, while ChainCast/StreamAudio came in at No. 3.

ARBITRON VVEBCAST CHANNEL TOP 10 RATINGS REPORT
JUNE 2002
Chanii, i
1Virguti Radio

URL (
Corporate Affiliate)
www.virginradio.co.uk (SMG plc)

2Jazz FM UK

www.jazzfm.com (Clear Channel
Worldwide)
www.wqxr.com (New York Times)
www.king.org (Classic Radio, Inc.)
www.radioio.com (Radioio.com)

3WOXR-FM
4KING-FM
5Radioio

7Radio
Margaritaville
8KPLU - Jazz
9KNAC.COM

1. The station multiplies Aggregate
Tuning Hours (802,854) by the number

ClasSical
Classical.
Album Adult
Alternative
Variety

702,600
501,200
445,100

Adult
Contemporary
Jazz

316,700

Album Oriented
Rock
Contemporary Hit
Radio

303,100

314,800

247,200

ARBITRON

"Despite rough market conditions for Webcasters, thousands of online stations continue to stream
their unique brand of entertainment," said the CEO of research firm MeasureCast, Randy Hill.
"Internet radio may be sailing troubled waters, but it is staying afloat"
The company's June Internet Radio report showed some 4.3 million people listening to Web radio
stations measured by the company, roughly the same number recorded in May, and 400,000 more
people than measured in April.
The company provided audience data for 1,346 stations in June. Those stations streamed 37.6
million hours of entertainment, down slightly from May; the company said the drop was due to the
summer holidays. For the fourth month in a row, Virgin Radio took the top slot in the MeasureCast
Top 50 Internet radio stations ranking, with 1.6 million hours. MusicMatch placed five stations in the
Top 50 ranking, giving it the No. 4 spot in the MeasureCast Top 10 Internet Radio Networks chart.

THE MEASURECAST TOP 10 INTERNET RADIO NETWORKS
JUNE 2002
Rank

Total TSL I
(in hours)

Network

URI,

I

Clear Channel
Worldwide

www.clearchannel.com

7,095,923

Caine
Perseus'
907.282

2

Warp Radio

www.warpradio.com

3,049,476

273.295

3

Radio Free Virgin

www.radiofreevirgin.com

3,043,893

438,296

4

MUSICMATCH,
Inc.

www.musicmatch.com

2,571,912

5

Internet Radio Inc.

www.intemetradioinc.com

2,301,373

535.050

6

Virgin Radio

www.virginradio.co.uk

2,219.409

316,516

7

StreamAudio

www.streamaudio.com

1,595.331

144,557

8

SurferNetwork

www.surfemetwork.com

1,240,746

64,697

9

ABC Radio Network

www.abcradio.com

812,054

169.310

10

Standard
Broadcasting

No Web site

759,178

37,760

Not
available

THE MEASURECAST TOP 10 INTERNET RADIO STATIONS
JUNE 2002

rRami,

'fowl TSI.'
(in hours)

('suriPers.ns .

Station

Format

Owner/Network

URL

i

Virgin Radio/I215
AM & 105.8 FM
(London, UK)

Hot Adult
Contemporary

Virgin Radio New
Media

www.virginradirscrtuk

1.630,546

241.237

2

lazz.FM/102.2 FM &
100.4 FM
(London)

Jazz

Clear Channel
World Wide

www.jazzfm.com

1.197.148

206,401

173,275

1

WQXR-FM/%.3
(New York)

Classical

New York Times

www.wqxr.com

704,259

4

MUS1CMATCH
Artist Match
(Internet-only)

Miscellaneous

MUSICMATCH

www.musicmatch.com

508.139

5

RADI010
(Internet-only)

Adult
Alternative

RADI010fioMedi
aPartners.inc. /
PosverStream

www.radioio.com

481,027

107,742

KING-FM/98.1

Classical

Classic Radio Inc.
Real Broadcast
Networks

www.king.org

464,227

67,302

6

(Seattle)

Not
available

7

ESPN Radio
(Internet-only)

Sports Talk

The Walt Disney
Internet Group

www.e.spnradio.com

415,621

95,334

8

MED1Amazing
(Internet-only)

Listener
Formatted

MEDIAmazing

www.mediamazing.com

361,028

129.378

9

Radio Margaritaville
(Internet-only)

Classic Rock

Radio
Margaritaville

www.radiomargaritaville.com

314,120

47.547

10

KNAC.COM
(Internet • 0nly )

Pure Rock

KNAC.COM

www.knac.com

310,740

92.416

Not«
1 Total ( Si ( Total lime Spent listening) is the total number ot hours streamed by tire broadcaster in the reported tune period
Currie Persons is an estimate ot the total number of unique hsteners who had one or inure listening sessions tasting five minutes or longer during the reported tune
period this estimate is derived using an algorithm that lakes into account unique media player GUIDs. unique IP addresses and oilier variables during the reported
turre period

measurecast

Alford MeasureCast, Inc.

MeasureCast , lire is the lust company to provide internat broadcasters, advertisers. and media buyers with true thml-parly audience sae and demographic information
with tire MeasureCast Streaming Audience Measurement Service MeasureCast employs patent- pending kin& Event Monitoring

aunique sever- side technology. to record

the exact number of streams requested from Internet broadcasters' streaming servers. Accurate. secure reports are available to customers within 21 hours of a
wehcast ara a password protected web Fate MeasureCast supports Microsoft Windows Media Technologies. RealNetworks RealSystem servers and other proprietary
streaming technologies MeasureCast products and services are available through its direct sales force, and through Nielsen Media Research as pad of a strategic
partnership with Nielsen Media Research and NetRahrigs MeasureCast issues a weekly MeasureCast Top

- Craig Johnston

323.500

Internet Radio ' Staying Afloat,' Researcher Says

Copyright Fee Calculation

Had the station kept records of the
actual sound recording played to the
actual number of listeners, it could have
come up with an actual number of performances and carried out the math
from step two on. A station with such
records might still want to calculate fees
owed using the Librarian's 12 sound
recordings per hour figure. Stations
have the option of paying the lesser of
the two fees.

853,500

A

e

of sound recordings per hour ( 12), yielding the number of performances,
9,634,248.
2. The number of performances is
then multiplied by the copyright fee
(seven one-hundredths of acent per performance), yielding $6,743.97.
3. There is one additional computation, adding 8.8 percent of copyright
fees for ephemeral recordings (incidental
recordings made to hard drives in the
process of streaming over the Internet).
Multiplying $6,743.97 by 1.088 yields
$7,337.44, the copyright fees to be paid
to the designated receiving agent.
SoundExchange. The instructions for
where and how to send it are expected to
be posted at www.soundexchange.com.

www.z100.com (Clear Channel
Worldwide)

10 WHIZ-FM

Sample Webcaster

The following is an example of how
a Webcaster would calculate the fees
owed to copyright holders for sound
recordings Webcast during the period
from Oct. 28, 1998 through Aug. 31,
2002. The example assumes it is now
September 2002.
Station W!!!(FM) began simulcasting
its broadcast programming over the
Internet in January 1999. According to
bills received from the station's bandwidth provider, it streamed 802,854
cumulative hours of programming from
that date through Aug. 31, 2002. (That's
an average of 25 listeners an hour
through that three-year, eight- month
period.) The 802,854 hours of streaming
is defined as the station's Aggregate
Tuning Hours.
The station did not keep careful
records of all sound recordings played
over that three-plus year period, so it has
chosen to use the formula supplied by
the Librarian of Congress. For aterrestrial station simulcasting its broadcast
programming over the Internet, the
Librarian has established 12 as the number of sound recordings played per hour
for copyright calculations.

www.mediaamazing.com
(MEDIAmazing)
www.radiomargaritaville.com
(Radio Margaritaville, LLC)
www.kplu.org ( Pacific Lutheran
University)
www.knac.com ( KNAC.COM)

6MEDIAmazing

Am
1,217,900

Format
Hot Adult
Contemporary
Jazz

2r

ranking ol Internet radio broadcasters. a weekly

MeasureCast Internet Radio Index' . which tracks the growth of on•line radio hstening and a monthly Top 50 ranking of Internet radio broadcasters For addihonal
,nlorinallon and ademonstration visit www measurecast corn Corporate headquarters is located

at

921 SW Washington St

Suite 800. Portland, Oregon 91205
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SATELLITE - ANTENNA SYSTEMS

AM TRANSMITTERS - 1 kW & 5 kW

RECAST

Identical & on-line hot plug-in amplifiers, fully protected
Built -ir modulation monitor and audio processor ( option)
Dicital & AM stereo compatible
Covers AM & extended AM band
Hich accuracy synthesized oscillator

•High quality, cost-effective turnkey solutions
•Covering your fixed satellite needs, including:
. Prime Focus and Offset Antennas
•TVRO anc VSAT Antennas
•Transmit¡ Receive Antennas

Built -ir remote control interface
Assembled in USA - 2 year warranty
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AUDIO EDITORS -

POWER GRID TUBES

."Fastest Audio Editor on the Planet"

•The leader in innovation since 1934, Eimac products include:

• Edits, saves, and records simultaneously!
•Audio- card independent Handles all audio- formats
• Multi- Track Editor only $ 299 ( Reg. 5349)
•Dual- Track Editor now only $ 49!! ( Reg. $ 69)

•Rugged grids made from proprietary Y3 TM wire
• High efficiency cooling characteristics
•Laser- cut pyrolythic grids
•Made ii the U.S.A - 1509001 certified
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Call Today! 800-737-6937
More than 60 locations worldwide to serve you.
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RICHARDSON
A Division of Richardson Electronics

Integrated Solutions
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Web Watch
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Continued from page 35
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part of the antidote to peer- to- peer
music piracy.
Among the five majors labels and
numerous smaller ones with which Listen
has done deals, the Webcaster now offers
185,000 songs online, a number that's
still growing. Why was the company able
to beat the label owned MusicNet and
Pressplay to the punch in licensing all
the majors?
"We represent the obvions choice,
we're not owned by arival label group,"
Ryan said. Though many he spoke with a
year ago told him the only successful
online music businesses would be labelowned, he said, "Our view was actually
we think we'll be more successful if
we're not part of one of the label groups
because you don't run into those competitive issues."
Feeling the heat
Ryan thinks the labels are feeling the
heat from the Department of Justice, and
that this may be contributing to their
newfound cooperative spirit. No matter
the cause, atrend toward more cooperation from labels is a good sign for
Webcasters.
Web Watcher wonders if the labels
have sent amemo to the RIAA yet about
this sea change?
Okay, okay, the news really hasn't
been all good for Internet radio. Just
ahead of the Librarian of Congress'
determination that Internet radio operators will pay seven one-hundredths of a
cent per-listener per-recording, Entercom
Inc. pulled the last of its station streams
off the Web.
Following the Librarian's announcement, agrowing list of stations, both terrestrial broadcasters and Internet-only,
pulled streams from the Net (see page 54
for a commentary on this issue as it
affects college broadcasters).
Web Watcher has seen no definitive
list, but it appears at least several hun-

tats (gourt of 4peals
FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT

BONNEVI LLE

INTERNATIONA L CO RPORATION . CLEAR

CHANNEL

COMMUNICATIONS ,INC ., COX RADI O.INC ., Emurs COM MUNIC ATIONS
CORPORATI ON, ENTERCOM COMMUNICATIONS CORP.. SUSQUEHANN A
RADIO CORP., and NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS ,
Appellants,
—against—
MARYBETH PETERS ,in Her Official Capacity as Register of Copyrights

mendations and the Librarian of
Congress' determination of copyright
royalties.
Yahoo reminded Web Watcher that
Cuban was involved neither in the final
negotiations nor in Yahoo's business
planning at that time.
It is worth noting that the CARP
and the Librarian were only following
the law of the land. The need to establish rates based on a "willing buyer
and seller" as well as other elements
of their conclusions come straight out
of the governing Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, passed by Congress
in 1998.

for the United States Copyright Office at the Library of Congress. and
RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATI ON OFAMERIC A.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRI CTCOURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

BRIEF FO R APPELLANTS

W EIL, GOTS HAL & M ANGE SLLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153
(212) 310-8000
Attorneys for Appellants

Broadcasters attacked the copyright decision on another front
in mid-July, in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
dred Webcasters have decided the
Librarian's determination has set the
price too high.
Some Internet stations wanting to
stick it out in spite of the level of copyright fees are finding their enabler leaving the business. Yahoo! Inc., which
bought Broadcast.com in 1999, is shutting down the free-stream operation that
carries the programming of hundreds of
radio stations.
Robert Robach, general manager for
Music at Yahoo, told Web Watcher, "We
are in the process of phasing out the
retransmission of terrestrial radio stations
through Yahoo! Radio and focusing

The Wizard

exclusively on LAUNCHcast, our
Internet-only radio property. This transition is consistent with our strategic and
financial goals to focus the organization
on initiatives that are expected to drive
long-term profitable growth."

has gone

STEREO!
The new DinITFIL FMSA-1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. .

E

BELAR

E

Fil E

Robert Robach
wizAtto

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And—with the RS- 232 port--operation on site or off
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

BELAR

unic.

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.0 BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 667-5550 • FAX (610] 687-2686
Call, write or FAX for more information on Bekr AM, FM, Stereo, SCA, arid TV monitors.
~ AV.
belar.corn

Radio stations carried on Yahoo got a
chill when early press reports of the
shutdown said the service would cease
in a week. However, Yahoo reassured
the stations it would honor its existing
contracts.
Just days before Yahoo's plans were
revealed,
the
man
who
sold
Broadcast.com to Yahoo, Mark Cuban,
made the admission that Broadcast.com's
negotiations for licensing sound recordings for Internet streaming from the
record labels was aimed at shutting out
small Webcasters to reduce competition.
Those negotiations were concluded
successfully by Yahoo following the
sale, and Yahoo's license agreement
became the sole example of a willing
buyer and seller for the CARP recom-

Dennis Wharton
Which leads to the concept that if
Congress can pass abad law, Congress
can also fix it. A group of congressmen
promises to do just that.
Disappointing decision
U.S. Rep. Jay Inslee, D-Wash., told
Web Watcher, "While Iwas disappointed
with the Librarian's decision, the flaw in
this process is the DMCA. Rick Boucher
and Iwill be introducing legislation that
creates a ' fair but not free' rate for
Internet radio." Boucher is aDemocratic
representative from Virginia.
"We will change the ' willingbuyer/willing-seller' standard, and make
it financially possible for small businesses to participate in future CARPs. We
will also eliminate royalties for ephemeral recordings:' Inslee said.
Broadcasters attacked the copyright
decision on another front in mid-July,
in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit.
Bonneville, Clear Channel, Cox,
Emmis, Entercom, Susquehanna and the
NAB appealed last year's U.S. District
Court decision.
That ruling lumped together broadcasters who simulcast their terrestrially
broadcast programming on the Internet,
with Internet- only Webcasters, for
sound recording copyright payments.
Broadcasters contend they should be
exempt from paying copyright fees on
their simulcasted Internet streams, as
they are on their terrestrial broadcasts.
NAB's Dennis Wharton, senior vice
president for Communications, told
Web Watcher, "We're hopeful that the
appellate court will overturn the lower
court opinion. It's our belief that the
Copyright Office seriously erred in
finding that streaming an over-the- air
See WEB WATCH, page 39
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radio station over the Internet subjected
stations to anew performance fee."
It shouldn't be surprising that the
recording companies take an opposite
view of the situation.
The Recording Industry of America
Association's Senior Vice President of
Business and Legal Affairs Steven
Marks told us, "We are hopeful that the
court will reject the broadcasters'
appeal for the same reasons that the
Copyright Office and the district court
did. Rather than seek special treatment
from the courts, we encourage the
broadcasters to work with the labels and
artists as our industries transition into
new businesses."
In spite of the copyright rates and the
sour economy, Web Watcher has heard at
least one voice from the Internet radio
side of the equation who believes this
business model is livable. And he's got
some numbers to prove it.
Profit potential
HiWire Inc., through its HiWire Ad
Network, now represents about 41 percent of the available online audio
inventory. HiWire CEO Steve Goldberg
told Web Watcher that the CPMs his
company is getting for that inventory
more than cover the copyright fees.
Speaking specifically of HiWire's
client Clear Channel Communications,
he said, " With CARP, with streaming
costs, with everything else, with our
fees, still, they can go into the marketplace, and to answer your question
specifically, with the rates they're getting
on June 21st ... have an enormous potential for profits."
In addition to ClearChannel, HiWire
reps Internet advertising and inserts those
ads for hundreds of radio stations nationwide as well as Internet-only streamers
such as Live365, SurferNetwork,
StreamAudio and Beethoven.com.
Why does Goldberg think Internet
radio is such agood buy?
"They are frequency products that
tend to do well during the workday, and
that's always been a frustration of a
radio buyer. As aguy who bought radio
in the Carter and Reagan administration, Ican tell you that you look for
places to achieve frequency during the
hours of 10 to 5. What avery good deal
for advertisers."
Goldberg is not shy about his advice to
Internet radio streamers.
"Some companies will be bold, and
some companies won't, and you know,
there are radio stations we deal with, and
they're not closing up shop in general.
It's asmall investment they have to make,
and it's arelatively small investment that
needs to be extended for 180 days in
order to let things get back in sync from
the predicted patterns. From my perspective that's an easy question, that's not a
lot of money."
Web Watcher had been eagerly awaiting Internet listening ratings for the
post- Library of Congress copyright
determination period. It seemed that
with the exodus of stations from the
Web, there might be acorresponding listening fall-off. Unfortunately, the results
aren't conclusive.
MeasureCast Inc.'s June 24-30 and
July 1-7 Internet listening numbers
were indeed down from prior weeks,
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but the Internet ratings company noted
that it came as no surprise " because
summer, particularly the Fourth of
July holiday week, finds many people
outdoors and on the road rather than
perched in front of their computers."
Clear Channel Worldwide and
Radio Free Virgin took first and second place respectively in the
MeasureCast Top 10 Internet Radio
Networks chart for the period.
Britain's Virgin Radio and JazzFM
finished the week of July 1as the two
most- listened- to radio stations streaming their programs over the Internet
and measured by MeasureCast.
Truly small Webcasters may have
trouble selling ads for enough to cover
copyright fees, but lain McLeod, a
computer game developer in London,

suggests Webcasters follow the example of Great Britain's famous pirate
radio operators.
Toward that end, he's developed
Streamer software that makes the PC
originating the Webcast " fairly"
untraceable. The version of Streamer
available on McLeod's Web site at
press time was still in the beta stage.
"I'm publishing it in response to the
closing of Audiogalaxy and the imminent closure of many U.S. Net radio stations," McLeod states on his Web site.
"I never did like bullies, and it's just
plain silly behaviour anyway. Vote with
your feet U.S. citizens! Show your
'leaders' how stupid you think the
CARP royalty rate nonsense is by using
Streamer."
Streamer is not, however, a way for
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large Webcasters to hide their identity.
He told Web Watcher, "For them its use
is as alow-cost reliable broadcasting system; low-cost because it needs far less
server power.
"The stealth aspects of Streamer are
intended for the small, low- budget
broadcasters of eclectic music, the
competition the RIAA are trying to
eliminate with the CARP rates. When
money buys bad legislation, then us
clever coders have aduty to run rings
around it."
How has the CARP decision affected
you? Tell us.
Send e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
Craig Johnston is a Seattle- based
Internet and multimedia developer.
Reach him via e-mail to craig@
craigjohnston.com.
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OF SPARKLING DIGITAL

AUDIO BOTTLED AT
THE SOURCE DELIVERED

CRYSTAL CLEAR

You went all-digital and spent $ 10K on a processor
for asignature air sound, right? So the last thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compression.
Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio of the
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There Has to Be aWord for It
by Alan R. Peterson

I've always been abig fan of Sniglets,
even after they stopped being cool.
Remember Sniglets? These were words
created for those moments where no other
word will do. Words that were not in the
dictionary but should have been; when
there should be aword to explain or define
something, but there is not.
PRODUCT

Words such as "Milkdudes," which are
two Milk Duds fused together in the box,
or "Bathquake," when abathtub spigot is
turned off quickly and the resulting water
hammer rattles the house.
Sniglets were the invention of TV performer and author Rich Hall around
1984, when he too noticed a scarcity of
words to define or explain something
adequately. The Collier Books division of

EVALUATION

Tools & Toons: Sound
Effects From the Edge
by Michael Parks
TGIF? Yeah, right. If you work in radio production, Idon't think so.
Who hasn't got the call at 4:30 or 5p.m. on aFriday afternoon from your favorite
salesperson or ad agency, saying they need to change a spot or need anew one for
Monday morning?
The latest for me was from the local ad agency who needed audio cut for anew TV
spot for alocal car dealership. As is always the case with acar dealership, they were
doing some wacky theme — this time featuring a "spitting-sputtering" old car. And
despite almost ahundred sound effect CDs in our library, Ijust couldn't find the one
Iwanted.
A broad selection
Then Iremembered Ihad in my office two sound-effect libraries for review. One
just happened to contain "cartoon" tracks. Aha! The perfect opportunity to see if this
was alibrary Iwould actually use.
Igrabbed the catalog and began the search for the sputtering sound effect. Auto —
no; car — no; uhhh — jalopy — yes! There were several cuts, and after combining
two of them, Ihad apretty cool effect.
See

HOLLYWOOD,

page

Macmillan Publishing did anice turn of
business by publishing Sniglet books in
the mid- 1980s. Everybody, it seemed,
had afavorite Sniglet.
In a way, it's too bad that radio has
never had acollection of Sniglets to call
its own. This way, jocks could fill out
engineering discrepancy sheets with
more accuracy and creativity. Account
executives could use new buzzwords during the Monday morning meeting when
"ramp-up cycle" and "customer-focused
strategies" got overused. And new words
could be used over the phone to bamboozle and confuse annoying callers with
their speed dialers.
Sniglet revival
Well, fret not. Once again, it is Radio
World to the rescue, reviving the art form
known as Sniglets with some brand-new,
radio-specific ones you are welcome to
use, abuse and generally have fun with.
While Ican claim originality to pretty
much all of these, it is possible some may
have been independently created and
used elsewhere. If this is the case, drop
me an e-mail at alanpeterson@ earthlink.net and you will receive credit where
credit is due.
Let us start with recent history, before
the digital revolution did its thing on us.
How about Cartastrophe, which would
be any error or disaster befalling acart
machine in the studio? This would
include jammed tapes, phasing issues, or
total loss of amotor.

4\s.:

§

ARP

dib

Getting specific, there can be
Unbearingable, which describes the grating, metallic, repetitive sound of adrive
shaft bearing slowly dying. Or perhaps a
case of the Lupdups: When aworn pinch
roller has aflat side causing the audio to
sound as if it is driving over railroad ties.
My old college radio station used to
suffer from the Jigglemurps — when you
would fire acart, which would immediately stick, then jiggle it to loosen the
tape. The on- air result would have a
"murrp-munp-murrrrtp " quality.
You would show Fortytude when you
could not find the proper length cart to
put a30-second spot on, and had to resort
to dubbing the same spot four times on a
2:30. Or you would suffer from the
Thumpwallabangs, which meant you
recorded something over the cart splice
(the thump part), and then hurled the cart
against the wall (the wall and bang parts).
Then there is Darkarts, which literally
means "dark carts." Not one illuminated
See SNIGLETS, page 42
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24- bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."
-Pro Audio Reviera
April 2000

"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."
-Recoi dine Magazine
February 2000

"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."
AUDIO QUALITY:5 [
out of 5![
Ilectronic Musician
august 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. 0468. NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92660 06.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudlo.com/rw
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STUDIO SESSIONS
has a Lincoln head penny taped to the
cartridge for extra tracking weight. A
CherryTree is the same, but with a
Washington quarter taped down for additional weight. Both work fine until they

Sniglets
Continued from page 41

button works on any on-air cart deck, so
you do not know which tape is the one
that is running on air at that moment.
Don't think the rest of the studio is
immune to Sniglets. Believe me when I
say there is aword for everything.
Lupdups?!
Turntables also suffered from Lupdups.
If you failed to disengage the idler puck
on the old QRK platters when they went
idle, the jock after you had to let them
warm up for about 15 minutes to work out
that flat spot the drive shaft dug into it.
A LincolnLog is one of the old laminated wood Micro-Trak tonearms that

RemoteAroma:

loud and slams the speed lever to
shift to the proper speed. A Curshift Call
is when the jock is fired for cursing with
the mic open.
Of course, the day had to come when a

es out

the sweaty, greasy smell

inside the station remote van or giant boombox
weeks after the live appearance at a McDonalds.

cause Spiro Vinyl, along, curly thread of
material gouged out of the record by the
unnaturally heavy stylus.
A Curshift happens when a record is
started on the wrong speed, the jock curs-

tape-based automation rig was hauled in.
That was the day that gave birth to these
Sniglets.
A Midnightmare is when the log rolls
over at midnight of the next day and the

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in Radia World's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!
\

Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for ayear- long sweepstakes
extravaganza that resulted in almost $ 50,000 in prizes given away.
Due to the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to do
it all again in 2002 as a way of showing our appreciation to our
loyal readers.
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Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 random drawing .e._ etftS
Prizes and winners will be announced in every issue of Radio
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World. That's 26 chances to win!
To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.
3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!

This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes from these fine Radio World supporters:
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expires Dec. 4. 2002 Final contest prize announcement on Jan 1, 2003 One prize per winner . All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid
mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however, actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing
Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees and affiliates of IMAS Publishing are not eligible.

system does not follow along. The silence
sensor goes off to nobody in particular and
there is dead air until 5:30 a.m.
The dreaded Muifietwist happens when
a staffer loads a music reel onto the
automation system, not noticing the tape is
twisted by 180 degrees and the wrong tape
surface contacts the heads. Not only is all
of the music muffled, but the 25 Hz trip
tone is now on the wrong channel so the
reel plays out to the end in about an hour.
The same staffer is considered
Musiclueless if he or she loads all decks
with the wrong music genres. Where
Deck No. 1should have the Hot Currents
and Deck No. 2is loaded with the Power
Red- Dot Retro Recurrents, both decks
are loaded with Downtempo Lunar
Oldies. Not exactly proper programming
strategy for aHot AC, huh?
Fingerfood is a rather entertaining
Sniglet. Remember the old Audifile automated cart machines that had three
columns for cart placement, and atrio of
mechanical actuator arms resembling fingers that would shove the carts into play
on command from the computer? This is
the term that defines acart that gets "eaten" by the machinery.
Each one of these rigs also came with
a Tacnic, acheap printer that would be
used to reconcile the log; so named for
the sound it would make when printing
characters ("tack-tack-tack") or advancing by spaces ("nic-nic-nic").
This is a variation of the Sniglet
assigned to the big old AP and UPI wire
machines — the ClackTick — for the
same reason. Not to be confused with a
Zickzick, the dot matrix printers from the
early 1990s.
Repetitive sounds also play well into
Sniglets of the digital age. A NepNep is a
defective CD that gets stuck on one
frame of playback ("nep-nep-nep ").
And let's not forget Reelicule, amolecule-sized, three-inch reel containing a
60- second spot or an aircheck, totally
unplayable on any tape machine in the
house.
People who need people ...
As for the employees, there is always
one YeahButter working at every station.
This is the person who can deflect any
crisis or explain away any incident with a
simple, "Yeah, but ...."
The Medusalamander is the person
who changes hair color on their snakelike locks every couple of weeks to
match their environment. Sometimes an
assistant to the sales department, but
more often a40-something middle management dude going for "the blond look"
a week before his 25th high-school
reunion.
A Phibb is aphonetic pronunciation of
PHB, or Pointy Haired Boss from Scott
Adams' marvelous "Dilbert" comic strip.
Face it, we have all worked for one (or
more) in our careers.
Lastly, there is RemoteAroma, which is
the sweaty, greasy smell inside the station's remote van or giant boombox weeks
after the live appearance at aMcDonalds;
the Swag-gerer who won't leave you alone
until he or she gets astation T-shirt; and
Firerrhea, which is an indescribably horrible collection of crud left behind by aformer employee, discovered long after the
dismissal took place.
These should be enough to inspire
you. Remember that there really is a
word for everything, even if you have to
make it up yourself.
Sniglets of your own? Send ' em to
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
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Hollywood Edge

'Cartoon Wax' and
'Sound Designer Tool Kit'
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Product Capsule:

Production Sound Effects Sets

Now one would think after this quick
and successful experience, this review is
through. Iwould write and wholeheartedly recommend that no radio station
should be without these incredible sound
effects libraries, right?
Well, before going that far, let us take
acloser look.
Imust admit Iwas impressed with the
fact that they came from a company
called The Hollywood Edge. Igot my
first taste of "The Edge" way back in the
old millennium when they sent me a
demo disc. It blew me away.
Granted, it was ademo, but the actual sound effects really jumped out at
you. The effects were the kind of stuff
you would only hear in a blockbuster
film. Little did Iknow then, but that is
exactly how The Hollywood Edge got
its start.
That 'Hollywood sound
Irecently spoke with John Moran,
managing director from the company,
who explained that its sound effects
primarily were used in major films. In
fact, Ialso learned that their parent
company recently won an Academy
Award for effects they created for the
film " Black Hawk Down." What the
company basically does is gather up
sounds from its vaults, create some new
ones, put them on CD and offer them
for sale.
The two libraries Ihad the chance to
review were The Cartoon Trax and
Sound Designer Tool Kit. Each only had
five CDs, but they were crammed with
cuts. In fact, the catalog that came with
Cartoon Trax has hundreds of pages.
Iinitially thought that Iwas missing a
bunch of CDs, but not so. All the cuts in
the catalog are on these five CDs, meaning that most of the cuts are just afew
seconds long. No big deal. If you
need longer lengths, thanks to digital
editing, extending or looping is not really
aproblem.
You will have access to an assortment
of those kooky comical sounds you hear
in most any cartoon. According to the
Web site, alot of these effects came from
cartoons we old geezers grew up watching when we were kids; but because of
contractual obligations, they can't reveal
exactly which studios and cartoons they
came from.
There are all the "boinks, bonks and
zaps," along with a huge assortment of
other sounds and musical cuts. You can
check out the catalog of cuts and download the cut list from the company's

Radio World

.4. Thumbs Up
IMotion-picture

audio quality
= ,/ Large selection of cuts on five CDs
/ Catalog of cuts easy to use and
details each sound effect

—

Thumbs Down
Most cuts are quite short
Not the library one would use
every day
,,/ Tool Kit contains many cuts foun
on most any similar library

Price: Tool Kit: $ 495; Cartoon Trax: $
For information contact the company
in California at ( 323) 603-3259 i
orll
—
(800) 292-3755 or visit ,
www.hollywoodedge.com. ..

comprehensive Web site ( see product
capsule).
Ireally liked this library because it
provided what was missing in the other
sound-effect libraries we have. While we
produce avariety of spots each day, there
always seems to be afew of those funny,
kooky-type ads.
The cuts on these CDs can add that little zip and zing that transform a typical
somewhat funny script into areally nice
piece of production. Ialso liked the way
the catalog makes an attempt to describe
the cuts and what they sound like. That
was helpful — any production person
knows that not all " raspberries" or
"spins" sound alike.
The tool kit
The other Hollywood Edge package I
tested was the Sound Designer Tool Kit.
Initially this one did not excite me as
much as the Cartoon Trax. Perhaps this
was because Ialready have access to a
number of CDs with similar-sounding
production elements.
After going through the catalog and
the discs — again there were five — Idid
find some some really cool sounds. This
library also features quite a number of
musical effects.
Iput it to the test while Iwas producing aspot for yet another car dealer. This
spot was to promote the appearance of
"Bigfoot" the monster truck. Ifound an
effect that would fit quite nicely. So in

rapid succession Ihad two instances
where Icould not find anything in my
other libraries but was able to find aeut
quite quickly on these two from The
Hollywood Edge.
One thing you will discover when
you visit the Web site is that The
Hollywood Edge creates specific
libraries for almost every production
theme.
They also point out that they don't rush
to put out anew set every month. Much
like those "picky" Hollywood producers
and directors — the folks who create and
produce these libraries — put a lot of
time and effort into their stuff to make
sure it comes out just right.
What Ireally like about the libraries
from this company is that most, if not
all, the cuts have that Hollywood movie
sound.

Those of us who write and produce for
radio know the importance of creating
that "theatre of the mind" effect. How
many times do you search out agunshot,
explosion or punch, only to be disappointed because the actual sound of
something does not come across or sound
as good as one you hear in a movie?
That's why this stuff has that box-office
quality, that " Hollywood" edge.
According to Moran, the company has
the largest private collection of
sound effects.
While the two libraries featured here
are not the major blockbusters of their
library, there is some good stuff on these
discs. If you can find room in your budget and would like a whole bunch of
great-sounding effects featuring cartoon
sounds and production elements, these
would enhance any sound effects library
you already have.
Michael Parks is creative director for
the Clear Channel Harrisburg Radio
Group, and can be reached at ( 717) 5408800 or e-mail him at michaelparkse
clearchannel.com. 4111
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Royalty-Free Music
From Groove-Doctors
Groove-Doctors Music Production Sets are an integrated collection of royalty-free
performances.
Edited one-bar patterns from real performances allow producers, arrangers and songwriters to produce radio-ready tracks. The Sets are boxed by genre, and include rock/country,
hard rock and R&B.
Each set includes separate CDs for drums, bass, guitars and piano; all sets include GrooveDoctor's True Rehearsal audio/data audition tracks, Two-Tier Loop Process, Multitier
Melody Method, Pinpoint Pattern, File System and the Quickstart video tutorial CD.
The product is available in AIFF or WAV format for use in Pro Tools, Digital Performer,
Cubase and Sonor.
For more information contact Groove-Doctor's distributor PM! Audio Group in
California at (310) 373-9129 or visit www.groove-doctors.com.

"You can do it yourself, or we can do it for you!
Developed over two decades, our AM, FM, TV and DTV software is in constant use
by some of the top broadcast engineers in the business. Why? Because it's easy to
use and it provides top-quality results We have a program for each of your needs
from coverage and interference mapping to frequency searches and RF hazard
compliance. What's more, our telecommunications division uses our programs
every day as we provide broadcast ng engineering
consulting services to a wide variety of broadcasters
in the U.S. So, whatever the project, you can do it
yourself or we can do it for you.

www.v-soft.com

( 800)743-3684
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Control Solutions by CircuitWerkes

REMEMBER THE CORTANA
FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.

Control your world with CircuitWerkes
DTMF Tone decoders and controls

The SEN 6Subaudible Tone Encoder
The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible tone

IT FEATURES...

The DEMF-16 and DS-8DTMF tone decoders provide
economical remote control over audio lines. The
DTMF 16 decodes single or dual codes while the
programmable DS-8accepts up to 8four-digit sequences.
lencer option removes DTMF tones from audio.

encoder with integral audio filtering that can
produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones
from external closures.

Moerieterre;gre
j e

• BROAD BANDWITII

3 SUbaudible

Tont

coder

ALSO
DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR
AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

Perfect for Studio & Automation Control

The SUb-03 is a single channel subaudible

remote control with audio interface lets you

tone decoder that can detect 25Hz, 35Hz
and combination tones on audio channels.

control anything over regular phone lines. Interfaces
with most studio automation systems.
Control
it from a dial-up line or external audio path. The

Each tone gives a distinct relay closure.
Integrated filters strip each tone from the
SUB- 03's audio output so no one hears it

DR- 10's
you

active, balanced,

do

recording

live

in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

THE DR 10
The L

for lightning & static electricity,

•EMIRATES I
SOCOUPtERS
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for better sound,

•GROUNDED ANTENNA

remotes,

telco audio output
remote

.
much, mu

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.
FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

lets

4001 La Plata Hwy

announcement

Farmington, NM 87401

•

phone 505-327-5646

Affordable, Flexible,
and Dependable???
eYou

tax 505-325-1142
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•Dual and Quad, 1x3 or 1x4 each
•Transformer or active balanced outputs
•XLR inputs and outputs ( DA206/DA412)
•Barrier strip connections ( DA208/DA416)
•Individual smooth log taper controls
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(For real protection

•Jumper inputs to multiply outputs

Mil 011AM
800.327.6901
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Call el- write for free detailed brochure

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 • TEL: ( 215) 443-0330
(800) 959-0307 • Fax: ( 215) 443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com

www.autogramcorp.com
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BROADCASTT,1
Innovative

ICM-16 - 16 Station Intercom System

CCII Console Controller

Each workstation has unique features. Visit our web site for complete details.

The CC 11A provides a ( Mackie) non- broadcast mixer with three charmers of
microphone switch ingrAddit ional features include; monitor level control monitor
mutiag; warning light relay; remote control of channel switches and status re,ays.
Work with most ( M1) mixers and/or DAiS"s with microphone channel ins. its.

PSC-II

- Programmable Schedule Controller
With 512 events intended tor controlling up to two RS- 232/05-422 serial deviœs; 16 SPITf relays; auxiiary serial ports and days all inasiiw3erachsxwe.ThePSCIlcsolrvils
ftinct ionA by ekhersdteduled time and date,timerand day of week, serial port commands
and irmote input contact dosures.

SSM - Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural sources and generates alarms
indicating loss of carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

ICM-16/MHI

Time Sync il
The This Sync 11 provides four separate GPS time references] outputs. The first is
aSPOT relay which pulses once every IS minutes.lhese times are programme)! for
1300.28:00,4300 and 58:00 after each hour.The second SPDT relay pulses at the
"Top of the Hour" ( 00:00).This time may be user programmed. lhe third output
is an open collector with a100 ms pulse every second while the ktrth output is an

¡CM- 16/Controller

¡CM- ¡ Wool-Box 2

Check out

Time

Problem Solving Tools for Broadcast

art00 - baud, RS-232 serial port pmviding UTC time in HH: MM: SS format.The final
feature is the "SIG" led and SPDT Hay, fumiled as fail-safe for either loss of satellite
or power and invalid time. The lime Sync 110 supplied in asmall profile chassis,
along with aCarmin 12 - Channel GPS receiver with embedded antenna.

ICM-16/DT-2

PSC-II

Sync II

our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!

studio tools

give you the functionality you need for your facility.
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Fostex Mic Departs From Tradition
by Ty Ford

larger metal plate that clamps the web to
the microphone body. The web also
guides the capsuleleads below the base
The first professional microphone into
plate to the cylindrical 600-ohm output
which Ispoke at the first radio station for
which Iworked was an RCA 77DX. It
transformer.
was big. It was heavy. This was the late
That transformer gives the M88RP an
output level of -58 dBm. The published
1960s at an AM station, so high-frequenfrequency response specs of 40 Hz to 18
cy response was not an issue.
By the early 1970s, Iwas working at
kHz do not quite tell the same story as
FM stations using a pair of Electro - those printed in the brochure. According
to one of the published graphs, there is a
Voice 1751 electret condenser microslight peak around 3 kHz and another
phones on the air. A few years later, at
Hearst- owned
WBAL(AM)
and
less-prominent one about 6 kHz. At 8
kHz, however, the response is -2 dB, at
WIYY(FM) in Baltimore, we used
Shure SM7s and RE15s, with the RCA
18 kHz response is -6dB.
ribbon mics stored safely away by Chief
Sturdy mount
Engineer Rowland Kraft.
The microphone comes with asturdy
Igraduated from Hearst radio in 1986.
mount and 5/8-inch threaded metal pipe
That same year, Fostex brought to market
connector. The connector resembles one
its line of five Regulated Phase ( RP)
of those handy knurled pieces that do not
printed ribbon microphones, including
require the microphone itself to be rotatthe figure-eight M88RID. At that time they
cost $650, they now run for $ 1,399. That
ed as it is attached. Unfortunately, this
threaded part still requires that you twist
may seem like abig price jump, but when
the microphone or boom shaft to attach
you consider what aHonda Accord sold
the mic to aboom.
for 16 years ago vs. what it sells for
Hearing some strange muffled sound is
today, the increase is not far off.

The term

'
printed ribbon' refers to the

Fostex-patented process of etching a fine
aluminum coil directly onto a 4-6 micron
polyester diaphragm.

The term "printed ribbon" refers to the
Fostex-patented process of etching afine
aluminum coil directly onto a4-6 micron
polyester diaphragm. The diaphragm
then is suspended amid Samarium Cobalt
magnets.
Departure from tradition
The addition of adiaphragm is quite a
departure from the traditional ribbon concept. RCA and beyerdynamic microphones use crimped or folded strips of
thin metallic ribbon with no diaphragm.
Using a diaphragm presents some
interesting challenges. Resonant frequency, damping and transient response are
related to the mass of the diaphragm and
how it is suspended. As a result, the
diaphragm may not be as compliant as
with traditional ribbon designs. It is,
however, more durable.
Fostex posits that its magnet array
keeps tiny ferrous particles that float in
the air from coming in contact with the
ribbon. Iremoved the head grille to get a
better look at the capsule. A chrome
mesh screen covers the diaphragm on
each side of the capsule. Metal disks,
each about one-half inch in diameter, presumably acting as mechanical filters, sit
centered on top of the mesh.
The top-end frequency response opens
up abit without the single-ply metallic
head grille, but the capsule becomes
more vulnerable and easier to pop. The
diaphragm assembly is mounted on a
sturdy metal base plate that is suspended
within arubber web.
That assembly is held in place by a

to be expected when testing the back of
any figure-eight mic with your own voice
and headphones. This is because the
reversed polarity of the rear side is opposite to that which you normally hear.
Not all figure-eight mics are designed
with equal front- and back-side responses, however. To get to the truth, you have
to record your voice and listen to the
playback.
Irecorded narration through an Aphex
1100 preamp into aDigidesign Digi 001
workstation and found on playback that
the two sides sounded different. The rear
response made me sound like Ihad a
slight head cold, with slightly more low
end and/or slightly less high-frequency
response than from the front.
Curiously, the difference was less
noticeable when the polarity switch on
the Aphex 1100 was switched so that the
reversed polarity rear signal was electrically flipped to correct for the polarity
change. Igot the same results when I
used aMillennia Media STT-1 preamp. I
cannot explain this other than to note that
the negative peaks of my voice always
are greater than the positive peaks.
A few years back, Iconsulted with a
company that wanted to recreate the
sound of early 1960s AM top-40 radio.
They wanted to recreate that sound by
using ribbon microphones, CBS
Audimax and Volumax processing.
To be sure, agood part of that sound
was due to announcers with great voices.
The ribbon microphones were part of a
recipe for asonic signature that took listeners back to the period. If you were not

there to hear the original sound, and
therefore lack that crucial emotional connection, you might just dismiss it as
"old-timey."
If you have found ribbon microphones
too soft or too boomy, remember that a
good EQ can tailor that response.

Irn

-uct Capsule:

Fostex M88RP

Ribbon Microphone

Thumbs Up
'Thick sound
= / Tight nulls

Thumbs Down
ffl

lBoomy on some voices
/Lower output than most
condensers
Price: $ 1,399

For more information contact the compan
in California at ( 562) 921-1112,
fax ( 562) 802-1964, e-mail [Duda)
fostex.com or visit www.fost

Usually, the best way to proceed is to
roll off abit of the bottom and find good
spots around 3kHz, 6kHz and 12 kHz to
add adB or two. Because most ribbon
microphones have outputs that are lower
than most dynamics, marginal preamps
probably will be too noisy when adjusted
for proper gain.
Good mic preamps with step-up input
transformers can bring a ribbon to life.
Some of the best results Ihave obtained
with ribbon microphones have been with
Jensen Dual 990 and Amelc/Neve 9098
preamps.
An Aphex 1100 and Millennia Media
SIT- 1also do a nice job. You can hear
some 44.1 kHz MP3 samples of the
M88RP at 128 kbps through the Aphex
1100 preamp on my Web site at the
address shown at the end of this review.
Comparisons
Comparisons with my RCA 77DX ribbon were interesting. Retired RCA
microphone engineer Clarence Kane
restored my 77DX about 10 years ago.
Icurrently have it strapped for 250ohm output. Iadjusted it for a figureeight pattern and used no LF rolloff. The
77DX had a bit more output, but was
boomy to the point of being unusable at
four to six inches.
A close inspection of the two waveforms with Pro Tools LE indicated that the
Fostex ribbon was either tracking transients more successfully than the 77DX or
not being damped as much as the 77DX.
Adjusting the pattern control of the
77DX also alters its frequency response.
as does the two-step LF rolloff. Regardless
of my attempts, Iwas never able to get my
voice to sound better than through the
M88RP and, in every case, the M88RP
waveform showed greater detail.
If you have been using dynamic mics
and have tried condensers only to find
them too bright or too sensitive for studios
with alot of hard reflective surfaces, aribbon microphone may work better. The
M88RP microphone has afigure-eight
pattern with deep nulls on each side, much
more so than some cardioid patterns.
As such, you will get the best sound
separation by placing these microphones

at right angles to each other, or side by
side, providing the mics are more than a
few feet apart. Having these microphones
directly across from each is not good positioning because they hear almost as well
from the back as they do from the front.
You would be bucking the trend to try
aFostex M88RP in the studio instead of
an EV RE20, but it can do nice things for
the voice.
The M88RP always gave an extra
thickness to the voice and tended to
ignore sibilance. Try one on your thinnest
voices or if you want an exceptionally fat
sound. Do not forget to tweak the LF
rolloff for best results.
For Ty Ford voiceover demos, audio
services and equipment reviews, visit
www.jagunet.com/—tford.
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ESE Introduces NTP
Time Servers Line
California-based ESE is shipping its
line of network time protocol ( NTP)
time servers.
NTP is a method of sharing time
information on anetwork. According to
the company, the ES- 104, ES-289, ES299 and ES-911/NTP provide accurate
and synchronized time throughout a
network.
The ES- 104 uses an internal GPS
receiver as its time reference providing
the user with a source of Stratum
1accuracy.
ES- 289, ES- 299 and ES-911/NTP
receive their time reference from external sources of time code. The ES-289
accepts SMPTE/EBU time code or ESE
time code while the ES-299 references
IRIG ( A, B or E), NASA 36, XR3 or
2137 time code ( AM or ITL).
ES-911/NTP is designed to accept
ASCII time code in many formats
including NENA ( format "0", " 1" or
"2"), ESE (format "A") or NMEA 0183.
List price ranges between $895 and
$1,995.
For more information contact the
company in California at (310) 3222136 or visit www.ese-web.com.

Got a problem? We Build Solutions...

,
2rs & rAntenná,
Power
,
j

Since 1982, Henry Engineering's
"blue boxes" have been
solving your problems!

wwwptekpowerco ' _
Exciters 25VV, 50W, 150W
Power Amplifiers up to 3kVV
Antennas 1to 8 bay up to 6kVV

• Audio Interface
• Audio Mixing
• Audio Distribution
• Telephone Information
• Digital Audio Storage

FACTORY DIRECT SPOrAl_
25W FM EXCITER $950

• Control Interface
Over 60,000 units in use worldwide.
How can we help you?

or further in ormation check our We
site or call 408 448 3342
!'TEK. 1814 Schooldale drive, San J
CA 95124 FAX 408 549 9991
E-mail salesgptelcpower.

wwvv.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656 ¡
Fax: 626.355.0077
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The Complete Radio Station...

IN A BOX!

Everything You Need

r

e

rrc dà;.f.m.se!

r
fSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions
352-336-7223
www.rfsoftware.com

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
r

Everything you need to get on the air FAST!

V Integrated cassette player
V Integrated audio mixer
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V 35 watt FM stereo transmitter
V Integrated CD player
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V Professional microphone and cables
V Omnidirectional antenna and coax

Pre
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One of the most requested FM broadcast products over the past year has been a
"radio station in abox" Overseas customers, as well as some of the new LPFM
licensees have aneed to quickly "get on the air" at temporary locations or in the interim to their installed studio/transmitter setup A number of overseas customers also
had to originate short term programming from various remote origination sites for disaster preparedness broadcasts! Well, here you go aradio station in abox!
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
(800) 446-2295 • ( 585) 924-4560
www.highpowerfm.com
fmsalesgramseyelectronics.com
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V Installed and prewired in a high impact road case!
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DA design is asnap!

SF1000 SERIES

Calculate population vithin contours and overlaps.
Analyze STL inicrol,,
ave paths ith terrain profiler
Includes 30

""" dt"" 1
"data. 3.sec available.

SF3000 SERIES

$3,995

$5,995
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INDUSTRIAL GRADE MELAMINE VERTICALS
REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
43/8" KICK BASE
30" HIGH TABLE TOP ( 38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7.12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT REAR PANELS
CABLE WIRE TRAYS
OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

2 t
RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
43/8" KICK BASE
30" HIGH TABLE TOP ( 38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7-12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT REAR PANELS
CABLE WIRE TRAYS
OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

USA
(847) 487-7575

S..11
RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
43/8" KICK BASE
30" HIGH TABLE TOP ( 38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7.12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
POP OUT REAR PANELS
CABLE WIRE TRAYS
OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

www.ramsyscom.com

CANADA
(705) 722-4425
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REVIEW

FezGuys Provide Streaming Info
by Carl Lindemann
Although the legal issues of online
audio are still up in the air, the technology is well past the "bleeding edge" stage.
Although Webcasters lately have been
turning their signals off, thanks to rights
and fees issues, online audio eventually
will become a part of every station's
operation. That means those standing
on the sidelines are well-advised to get
up to speed.
"The FezGuys' Guide to Streaming
Audio" provides an overview as well as
hands-on advice. The FezGuys, Jon Luini
and Allen Whitman, have worked in and
around online audio since the early days
of the Web. Luini is known in Internet circles as aco-founder of pioneering music
Web sites the Internet Underground
Music Archive and Addicted to Noise.
Whitman's music background got him
into the game.
Although neither had radio experience,
their Internet, musical and journalistic
endeavors have exposed them to the
issues important to stations.
This "guide" is something of ahash. I
got the distinct impression that the text
had been cobbled together from many
shorter pieces written over along stretch
of time.
Four sections
It seems to switch between addressing
completely unsophisticated readers and
those with afair level of technical sophistication. The result is abumpy read that
manages to deliver some valuable information for station management and technical staff.
The book is divided up into four sections. Part 1covers the basics, including
some rudimentary ground like the difference between audio downloads and
streams, live vs. on-demand.
Some of these basics are oversimpli-

fled. Given the few references to broadband connections, much material here
seems to come from the dial-up modem
era. This slightly dated feel continues
into adiscussion of required equipment.
For example, talk of needing a system
with 2GB hard-drive space seems rather
quaint now that 60 GB drives can be had
for less than $ 100.
It may be that the intended audience
is the interested amateur with limited
hardware.

Igot the

based systems as well as Mac.
An issue is how much longer such version-specific instructions will be useful.
Those who already own these packages
are likely to do as well by consulting
the manuals.
The chapter "Serving Your Audio" is
worthwhile for those wondering whether
to go the do-it-yourself route by hosting
their own streaming server or to opt for
remote hosting.
Throughout, the material seems more

distinct impression that the text

had been cobbled together from many shorter
pieces written over a long stretch of time.

The suggestion that SoundBlaster
audiocards are adequate will strike
sophisticated readers as dubious. While
an aside mentions that professional cards
use "pricey" XLR cabling, there is no
discussion as to why balanced connectors
are important when dealing with anoisy
PC environment. Those wondering about
high-pitched howls and the like contaminating their audio will not find a clear
answer here.
The second section, "How To Do It
(Processes)," gets into the nuts and bolts
of encoding and uploading the most popular formats including RealMedia,
Windows Media, QuickTime and MP3.
The detailed step-by-step information
illustrated by ample screen shots could be
useful for those sitting down to encode
files for the first time. Here, the material
seems fresher, with pointers on working
with Sound Forge, RealProducer,
Audiograbber and various other audio
processing packages for both Windows-

geared to those interested in setting up an
audio- enabled Web site rather than
broadcasters looking to extend into
Webcasting. The section containing case
histories bears this out.
Behind- the- scenes looks at guitarist
Joe Satriani's Web site and Webcaster
SomaFM are of peripheral interest. But
the story of KPIG(FM)'s pioneering
work is required reading.
The technical details remain pertinent
despite KPIG.com's recent decision to
suspend streaming due to the unsettled
issues surrounding Webasting royalties.
The authors provide adetailed description of the KPIG story as well as the
financial/legal issues afoot with the
CARP proceedings. The possibility of
creating aviable business model through
ad insertion gets anod. Most of this will
be familiar to dedicated Radio World
readers.
The closing section "Extra Credit" is a
fair overview of audio optimization in

general and for streaming in particular.
Much of what is presented here will
seem commonplace to anyone who has
spent much time with Sound Forge or
other audio processing packages.
Of greater potential interest are the
"Advanced Authoring Techniques" covering various hardware encoders and
batch processing packages. Like the
"how-to" guide to using popular authoring software, this focuses on Telos
System's Zephyr Xstream and Discreet's
Cleaner 5.
Again, users who own one of these
would do just as well to read the manual
that it came with. For those who do not,
this information probably is not as helpful as going to the company's Web site to
understand why you might need such
atool.
After wading through, Ifelt that this
first book- length project from the
FezGuys was fuzzy. Think of them as
sort of the audio equivalent of the Motley
Fools. Those looking to invest in streaming audio may start here. But the serious
will quickly move on to more comprehensive solutions.
This 336-page paperback from New
Riders Publishing retails for $ 34.99; it
was available in June on Amazon.com
for $24.50. Its ISBN number is 0-73571280-8. 411,

HOW/CASE

Products & Services

I

Couplers won't hang up on your phone line?
No problem with CircuitWerkes call progress decoders!

Advanced
Call Progress Decoder
TelePhonics , Delav,

• Pwr
eCPC

e

raduga.automation

.1UST GebT EASIER IAA

•

Automatically disconnects auto-answer
couplers & hybrids when calls are finished.
Works with most PBX analog ports & POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones.
Many PBXs and afew telco COs do not provide the end-of-call
battery signalling that makes telephone couplers and autoanswering hybrids hang up. CircuitWerkes call progress decoders
listen for diallone and or busy ( reorder) signals and force the
attached unit to hang-up if they are detected. The CP-1 is installed
as adaughter board in CircuitWerkes products & the CP-2 is astand
alone decoder that interfaces with any automatic coupler device.
Call us or visit our web sde at WNW circurtwerkes com for more info'

CircuitWerkes, Inc. (3521 335

Automate your station in minutes

WITH

...No Degree Required

EAScriber Pro
.\wesome NEW SOFTWARE for Broadcast Engineers
Connect up to Eight EAS Receivers to aSingle PC
Automatically Log All Activations to aDatabase
Generate Hard Copy EAS Reports
Soothe those Part 11 woes Ill
NO MORE MANUAL LOGS Ill
Join stations in CO, MD, VA, and TX that are saving
time and enjoying the benefits of using EAScriber Pro-,
Order today for EASier EAS logging!!!

$392
for up to four stations
5or more please inquire

111111à1b tht
o

w

re e

info@tdmdatasolutions.com
www.tdmdatasolutions.com

•Great for Music Formats
•LPFM, NCE, Small Et Medium Comms
•Live Assist or Full Blown Automation
•Schedule Spots, IDs, Build Rotations
•Plays Ínp3, way, wma

•

Did we mention... Free Support

www. raduga. net/ rw . htm
Download your FREE Demo
(513) 887-0714

$649 Buyout
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Telos Makes Talkshow
Enhancements
Telos Systems has launched Version 2.0 software for its
Series 2101 and TWOx12 Talkshow Systems. Several of the
upgrade's enhancements are the result of client feedback, the
company said.
Version 2.0 for Series 2101 offers better integration with
Telos Assistant Producer call-screening software, including the
ability to change shows remotely. Enhancements include the
ability to generate DTMF tones using Studio I/0 keypads and
remote system monitoring via added Telnet capability.
Version 2 of TWOx12, pictured, allows eight Assistant
Producer connections and supports the use of eight Desktop
Directors. A new Auto record mode allows automatic start of a
dedicated recording device.
The updates are available for free.

For more information contact the company in Ohio at (216)
241-7225, e-mail info@telos-systems.com or visit www.telossystems.com.

Attractive, Functional Acoustical
Wall Treatment
The Wallmate from Fabric Wallmount
Systems allows studios to control errant
sound in an attractive and customizable
manner.
Suitable for "fishbowl" studios, Wallmate
is a surface-mounted extrusion that aligns,
stretches and provides tension to user-supplied fabrics on walls without the need for
staples. Edges are clean and finished. Fabric
with station logo and ID silkscreen provides
acustom look for astudio.
When applied to awall's perimeter, the
hinged Wallmate track opens to accept fabrics of varying thickness. When the hinge
closes, the patented fabric interlock snaps
shut and holds the fabric under tension.
For more information contact the company
in California at (818) 772-7770, e-mail
milt@wallmate.net or visit www.wallmate.net

Arista Compact Servers for Broadcast
The Power Racer 201 Series from Arista is acost-effective, compact series of servers that occupy two rack spaces.
The RS-201 has adepth of 18.5 inches. Configurations can be equipped with dual high-performance processors including Intel P4
and P4 Xeon, up to two integrated 10/100
Ethernet and up to three 32- or 64-bit PCI slots.
Three flavors of power supplies are available.
The servers are compatible with Microsoft
Windows NT and Windows 2000, Solaris versions 7 and 8, BSD and Linux. Optional Ultra160 SCSI or RAID controller provides alarge
storage capacity and data protection.
Price: from $999.
For more information contact the company in
California at (510) 226-1800 or visit www.
aristaipc.com.

Talk to All the PCs
In Your Operation
The CyberKVM is arackmountable keyboard/video/mouse
system from CyberResearch. It fits in 1RU and includes up to
eight internal KVM switches and ports, as well as display and
daisychain ports. The unit can control four or eight PCs directly;
teamed with seven slave 16-port KVM switches, the CyberKVM can
control 120 PCs from asingle spot.
It offers password-protection to permit system administrators to control access. An autoscan function displays only PCs that are on, allowing
active systems to be monitored visually; when any key is pressed, autoscan
stops on the current channel.
For more information contact the company in Connecticut at (203) 483-8815
or (800) 341-2525 or visit www.cyberresearch.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION

Afflilicsritsr

888-785-211111

rul product line for sound
cort,rol & noise elimination.
VAVW.8COUsticsfirstcom

Want to Buy
Hughes & Kettner tubeman preamp. $ 150, very little use. Will
Douçherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

Want to Sell
Shure FP 410 automatic 4- input
mic mixer, used only afew time, in
box, $750; Ramsa WR8210A 10x4
mixer, $200; WBS 8205 ADA's w/*1
DA's in tray, $ 150; Hedco ADC
patchbays, solder, punch-down 8i
screw terminals, $ 50-$150/ea.
Derek LeDoux, PixMix Video, 156
Western Ave, Boston MA 02134.
617-254-3388.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Rohn 100' SSV tower, new, never
erected, 90 MPH basic wind speed,
1/2" :adia ice load, Call for additional
specs $5500.
Scot Mathews,
KSFliSimmons Media Group, Salt
Lake City UT 84102. 801-524-2600 or
scot@simmonsmedia.com.

ATC DCU-S 25Hz tone detector,
$25. Jim Feasel, WHBG, 13549
Morse Rd SW, Pataskala OH
43062. 740-927-2592.

wvoivamgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Andiew HJ7-50A, 1-5/8" air heliax,
300' an original shipping spool, still
pressurized, $ 1500.
Bruce
Campbell, KORQ Radio, 1740
North First St., Abilene TX 79603.
915-i3.73-5289.
Pirod 100' galvanized free-standing
tower. never erected, on ground
with 11 parts & drawings in Western
PA, $4750. Gerald Meloon, WDBA,
28 W Scribner Ave, DuBois PA
15801. 814-371-1330.
Rohrt 65, 440' tower with lighting,
on çround, $ 18,000. Ken Diebel,
KHIvEl, 1707 Louisa St, Rayville LA
71769. 318-728-3578.

Want to Buy
RDS Phantom digital broadcast
automation &
switcher.
Dick
McGraw, WELK, 228 Randolph Ave.
Elkins WV 26241. 304-636-8800.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Telex 36 chassis w/heads, no
electronics, rack mtg kit in factory
boxes, $ 25 + UPS. E Davison, 217793-0400.
Audicord 1265 stereo recorder, gd
cond, $ 150; ITC PD2 mono player,
gd cond, $50 ea; ( 3) stereo ITC
Premium players, gd cond, $ 100 ea;
ITC Premium stereo record unit,
$50; mono ITC Premium player, gd
cond, S50; ITC Delta 3- play stereo,
gd cond, $350; BE 900 3- play
stereo, gd cond, $350. David Rose,
KSOR, 1260 Siskiyou Blvd, Ashland
OR 97620. 888-380-7423.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/Si-I/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Advertise in
Radio World's
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
ter more information,
Simone Fewell @
103-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail:
sfewell@imaspub.com.

Digitech DSP-256XL digital multieffects processor/reverb/delay 100
presets 100 user presets, $ 175. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

Want to Sell

TOWERS/CABLES

Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

Want to Buy

AUDIO PROCESSING

AUTOMATION

AM Ground Systems

FURNITURE

LIMITERS/

ANTENNAS/

Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Emai: contcomm@fiastl.net.

Harris Stereo 80 console, call for
price. Joseph Bahr, POB 6556, San
Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

Cetec 8000 broadcast console, 16
modules, 3 buss plus phone, p&g
faders, spare parts, integrated 50W
amp, monitor, $ 2000. Pat Wahl,
WWIB, 2396 Hwy 53, Chippewa
Falls WI 54728. 715-723-1037.

Orban 8100-A/1 Optimad, in
excellent condition, call for price.
Joseph Bahr, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
EV644 with shockmount & cable, very
nice, $ 180. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

Radio World.

Equipment Exchange
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
RCA44 $2200; 77D $2000; 77DX
$2000; 74B $ 800. Take all four
$5500. Can Email pix. 303-9732829. Jray718@aol.com.
Want to Buy

Two boxes ( 19 total) of new motors.
Oriental motor, Japan S-301
motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800 rpm,
$20/all. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box : 548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-9S8-2681.

Want to Sell

Silver Lake Audio

ROTRON BLOWERS AHD PLAIT BLOOCERS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

SCA trim, McMartin TRE5, Erko
T4A, $50/ea + LPS. E Davison,
217-793-0400.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.corn Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.
71 17

Olivia Rd., Ba'rimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
iriforMavcountry.com
Member of BBB

Want to Buy
Old audio/audio eng magazines
prior to 1953. M Stosich, 630-9609137.
Sports remote amp, Max- 2 &
similar. T Kamerling, 479-968-6816.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Belar.
Many to choose from, tuned & calibrated
on your frequency full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent 402-493-1886.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

TFT EAS monitor, almost new, call
for price. Joseph Bahr, POB 6556,
San Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

Motorola TA-42 input & output
terminals, T&R 2-25 amp fuses, 1-15
amp fuse, $20. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

Space is
available!

Check out the web site!

Want to Sell

MISCELLANEOUS

TFT 845 FM SC t monitor, brand
new, $2000/B0. Gag Hilton, KSOP,
POB 25548, Sak Lake City UT
84125. 801-972-1043.

Switchcraft A3F XLR 3pin fema e
plugs ( 28 new), $ 30/all. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

&

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-352 ,
3456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com..

SAMS Project Studio Blueprint by
Greg Galluccio, 236 pages; The
Studio Business Book by Jim
Mandrell, 335 pages, $ 25/both. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

REMOTE

MICROWAVE

STATIONS
Want to Sell
CHRIST1ANGOSPEL Radio Station.
1000 watt AM 1080. Good location in
the Virginia area, 45 minutes from
Lynchburg, Virginia and Greensboro,
North Carolina. Room for expansion.
Contact Van Jay at 718-541-6214 or
fax at 718-658-3090.

(516) 763-1776
sllwerlakeaudio.com

WE RENT FOR LESS
FM Exciters
Sft's

Hotlines
lepers
Heim

FM Pwr Amps

Andki

Test Equipment

It we don't have k, we wilt get it!
SCIVIS, INC. ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Want to Buy

Want to Purchase
or Lease
Small Market
Radio Stations
1-800-330-7292

Without advertising a terrible
thing happens...

(

\

M

NOTHING.

To advertise call 703-998-7600. ext. 154.
SATELLITE

TAPES/CARTS/

EQUIPMENT

REELS/CD's

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Microphase MP20305 demodulator,
$250: Comstream ABR200 Ku
satellite receiver, $800; Crown
DR2000 Ku- C satellite receivers,
$1000; Wegener 1806 satellite
receiver, $250; Cal-Amp C- band PLLLNB, $ 150; 1.2 meter prodelin Ku
Band dish, $350. David Rose, KSOR,
126C Siskiyou Blvd, Ashland OR
97620. 888-380-7423.

Fidelipac carts & racks, new, BO.
Greg Hilton, KSOP, POB 25548,
Salt Lake City UT 84125. 801-9721043.

GET USED TO IT!

Radio World
Equipment Exchange

Buying Or Selling
Used Equipment?
YOU'RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE!

'NPR West'
MovesAhead
In Catania

To advertise call
703-99E-7600,
ext. 154.

Avellogar. 141.
»mod ' nap*
5•••••••••

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want Io Sell
Vertex VX200 5 UHF hand helds 6
channel, can pogrom, charger
included, $75 each. Peter Russell,
Boudoin College, Si Is Mall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-72E-3066.
RECORDERS
Want Io Sell
Eventide VR320 digital audio
logger with DVD, new in box,
$7000/B0.
Jake
or
Scot,
KSFI/Simmons Media Group, Salt
Lake City UT 841C2. 801-524-2600.

For more information, call
Simone Fewell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154 or
email:

sfewell@imaspub.com.
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SERVICES

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

RADIO
EXECUTIVE NOW
AVAILABLE ON
CONSULTING
BASIS!

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

1988

2.4KW

FM

1995 0E1 Quantum Solid State Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984

Hams FM 2.5K Single Phase

25KW

FM

1980

Hams FM 2.5K Single Phase

Contractual Basis ONLY!

5KW

FM

1992 Continental 815A

For information it fcc schedule contact

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM10H4(

Background includes: Management.
Sales. Promotion ar On- Air expertise.

For more details,
call Simone Fewell at

Al Campagnone
410-524-6278

703-998-7600, ext. 154 or
e-mail:

email:
camp1260@msn.com

sfewell@imaspu.com
TRANSMITTERS

Harris Gates lI, 2500 watts, solid

Want to Sell

state Am transmitter with lots of
extras, 1510 kHz, never used,
excellent condition, $21,500 or BO.
Angie Sugalski, Wilkins Comm, POB
444, Spartanburg SC 29304. 888989-2299 or angie@wilkinsradio.com.

OFF THE AIR?

Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STU FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

AEI. FM-25-KE 25KW grounded grid

BE FM-30-B 30KW FM. Continenta

Continents! Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm @fiastinet

FM. Continental Carimunicales, 314664-4497. Email: contcomm@fiasti.net

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
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Convnunications
Engineers

AM-FM-TV-LFTV
•FCC Applicationaig Exhibits
•Experimental Atahontations
•AM Directional Antennas
•High Power Antenna Amyx
•Frequency Studies
•Claw Cpewile.
•s'il.
•Swine Icp,

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
858-5413-8008 - Fax EBB-54134841
E-mail ted@radiotechniques corn

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. Scheer, PE
Member AFCC:E

cer

'

detswopld

AFT-

I
NC.

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/AUTX Service,:
Field Work;Antenna and
Facilities Design

912-638-8028

FAX: (301)915.5799
Itiver Rd. 0460. Beth,91)), MI) 21»116}

202-393-5133
v,'ww.grahambrock.com

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM $
250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5-{

info ' aJelin% mid.com
fax: 301-656-5341

E-mail: info0owleng.com

& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION

5rtinirs

site ••
FELD WOFIK ASKCIAUT Y
adustment

dement & proof
41 meaStse.
•

Sona
•Fa0105 C.
i
14 -.F'.3saitwars,
“

ELECTROACOLST1CS
OSHA measurements
311446111-1921 • Eas34M-2511-7127

AM

1986

Nautel Armlet 50- Sold State
EXCITERS

Harris MX- 15
BE FX30

Harris FM2OK

20KW

FM

1900

Harris FM201-11K

25,04/

FM

1980 CSI T-25-F

25KW

FM

1978 Collins 831G-2C

25KW

FM

1987

Harris FM 254-1

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

Ophmod 81004 (cards 3, 4, and 5only)

50KW

FM

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher

Dummy Load 25 KW air cooled

Harris MS- 15
Miscellaneous Equipment:
Potomac tes. M51 Audio Anyl. (new)
Mosekey TAC1h Remote ye Hallikainen
Moseley TFIC-15-A Remove Control System
SCA Generator (MS- 15 Module)

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

1 "' 800 - 797 - 1338 Fax (763) 785-4631

'FM FREQUENCY SEARCH

- $ 250
FCC FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1350

Amendments 6' Upgrades
Reid Vietk • Site Construction
New Allotments • Petitions
Duopoloy Studies 4
, Maps

MBC Consulting
800-219-7461
eAvmbcradio org sengmeer4mbcradio org

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 78S-4115 • m•

13oug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AAVFAVTV/LPTV/DTV

Custom mapping service
Frequency searches

Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Vr

oft

oftware for your PC

74 3 - 3684
www.v-soft.com

(8 00)

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design 8 Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM-FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS)MMDS/11-FS/OFS)
Environmental Radiation Analysis
field Work
Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Communications Technologies. Inc,
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis
•
P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 080s •
Phone: (856) 985-0077
Fax: (856) 985 8124
Internet: commtechrEcom
•
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura NI. Mizrahi

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.

Continental 317C2

50KW

McMartin BF15.000

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

Over 35 years engineering
and conSulting experience

1-301-913-9287

le

1982

• [ MC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

210 S Main St . Thitesvelle. WI 53092. (262) 242-6000, FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http://vArmevantassoc.com
Member AFCCE

GRAHAM BROCK,

AM

1974

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Trassition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

www.sawyer.com

Continental 316F

506W

1980

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

ÍTechnical
T. Z. Sawyer
Consultants

Harris MW5A

1982

FM

•FCC Applications and FR- Id Engineering

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

1980

AM

FM

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

C°nsuning

AM

10KW

15KW

CONSULTANTS
jM EVAI\IS

5KW

20KW

Communications, 314-664-4497
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

System One Communications

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Bermik.wl l'orictr lletttr. & I. o'INDIUMS
Ilouston. Texas

888-625-5648
ai• AM-FM Site Construction

Specialists
Complete Tower Service
I> Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

FASTER...

NIE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3•D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Vie us on the he web at www.radiosoll.com
109 West Knapp Ate • Edgewater • FL . 1396(428-2521

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

email: I
mkesurconn.com

web: www.surcom.com

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about ¡t. .. dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS!!
To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnetattnet

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Roam

To advertise in
Radio World
e-mail:
ell@ imaspub.com

systems starting at $2695!

PRE-BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE!
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACEWISE®
"It fits as well into your budget...
As it does into your studios!"

800-775 -3660

spacewise.com

BEE
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51

POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

112 THE

cosT

vivAv.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

OF NEW!

Continental 816-R2-C 25KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@flastnet.
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

Harris MW-1A 1kW Am transmitter
for sale. Station went dark.
Transmitter was working fine, $4500
or BO. 321-427-3512.
Peter Dahl, three phase to single
phase plate transformer & filter
choke for 10 kW FM transmitter, call
for price. Joseph Bahr, POB 6556,
San Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.
RCA BTF-20E1
transmitter with
exciter, $ 15,000.
WCCN, W10273
Humbird WI 54746.

20 kW FM
Harris MX15
Jon Zecherle,
Walkers Rd,
715-984-2515.

Rodi* Uorlc.J
Equipmeill Exclialige
PTek FM25E exciter, like new,
w/manual, $600 + UPS. E Davison,
217-793-0400.
BTF 20E transmitters (
2) plus
combiner & harmonic filter good for
parts, good power supplies. You
ship. Make offer on entire package.
Pat Christensen, Miller Bdctg, 603 F
St., Eureka CA 95501. 707-4458104.
CCA-1000-D FM transmitter, no
exciter, new IPA tube, $4500.
Joseph Bahr, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164.
McPherson
Radio Corporation
Specializing in pre-owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency, 6month warranty included!

TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
24 Hr service on transmittinq tubes
8 sockets/parts, new 8 rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or ni ht, FAX 402-493-6821.
8,

Gates 10G service manual, new,
$50. Herman Gibbs, WCWS, Box C3177, College of Wooster, Wooster
OH 44691. 330-263-2212.

32

RF
PARTS
COMPANY

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

GET
USED
TO IT!
Buy and sell your
used equipment
right here!

'Radio World.

"el
•EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA
Also
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS-Thomson
8 Mitsubishi Semiconductors
Se Habla Español • We Export
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp©rfparts.com
Western Electric 274B w/engraved
base, $300; 301A, $20; 310B, $30;
Amperex & RCA & GE 6146B, $20.
EDavison, 217-793-0400.
C Electronics Co.

NEW TUBES
We have the

61
:4

ditematweS

for all your needs, at the
lowest pnces chrect from

Svetlana

OUR STOCK ,

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: [ 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352] 683- 9595

le

For more information. call

WWW.VOICES4HIRE.COM - FREE
Voice Production — FREE Gift —
FREE
Call
800-434-5488
—
WWW.VOICES4HIRE.COM.

e-mail: stewell

imaspue.com.

available!

To advertise call
703-998-7600,
ext. 54.

HELP WANTED
Growing radio group in EastCentral Illinois university city
seeking committed, experienced
broadcast engineer to repair &
maintain our facilities in ChampaignUrbana and assist our engineer in
Bloomington- Normal. We just moved
to new facilities with ( mostly) state-ofthe-art equipment. Knowledge of
networking and computer automation
a plus. Send resume to: John
McKeighan,Entertainment LLC, 4108C Fieldstone Road, Champaign, IL
61822.

RADIO BROADCAST ENGINEER, CITADEL
BROADCASTING COMPANY Citadel has
an immediate opening for a qualified
radio broadcast engineer in Lafayette,
Louisiana. Responsible for the technical
operations, repair arid maintenance of
three AM and 5 FM radio stations.
Looking for highly motivated hands-on
individuals with good organizational
skills and the desire to get the job done
right. Candidates must have at least
five years responsible experience
maintaining and repairing high- power
AM 8. FM transmiter systems, AM
directional arrays, analog and digital
studio equipment, computers and
computer networking. Deadline: Open.
Salary: Commensurate with experience.
Application: Cover letter, resume and
references to Mary Galyean, General
Manager,
Citadel Communications
Corporation, P. 0. Bon 3345, Lafayette,
LA.
70502.
FAX: ( 337) 232-1311.
E- Mail: mary.galyean@citcomm.com.
Citaadel Communications Corporation
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

ADS GET POSTED THE
NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN
FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

POSITIONS WANTED
Distinctive on-air personality with
a whatever- it-takes attitude, ready
for you, are you ready for me, will
relocate. Artie, 918-808-2075.

Recent ABS grad. looking to
become an
important asset,
proficient in cool edit pro, energetic,
fast learner, great sense of humor. L
Stokes, 972-293-5819.
So good it hurts...painfully creative
copywriting master w/ccol edit, natural
promo genius & recent ABS grad, willing
to travel. Laura, 405-376-1990 or
Evardim@aol.com.
The hottest rookie DJ on the planet
will provide you w/copywriting, board
ops, on-air & digital production, willing
to travel. Adam, 405-359-1632.
Clifford A. Potts, on-air talent news,
sales. Rookie. One year weboasting.
Digital production specialist. Will relocate.
817-797-4843 or 817-798-7972.

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial- 1s t Class with Radar,
amateur-extra racio licensed, CE,
asst CE, seeking FT, PT, contract
work, Am/Fm, cele, TV, within 75
mile radius of metro NYC area. 718969-5224 or write: Mitchell Rakoff,
81-12 Roosevelt Ave #702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email to:
MitchellRakoff@Yahoo.com.
Help! I've graduated from radio
school & Ineec a job. Young &
ambitious,
seeking on- air or
production position. Call Joe, 918437-1936.
Recent broadcasting graduate,
looking for production job. Willing to
relocate. Contact Lance at 918-6502472 or bloodlust6@aol.com.
Contract Engineer North East
Florida or relocate to your facility full
time. AM, FM construction or
maintenance. Currently employed as
Chief Engineer 1st Class FCC & other
certificates. C,ontact Chuck @ 904680-1101, mychuckefunportnet.

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
-Look no further, you're in the right place!

COMBINE THIS WITH AN
AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD
NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION
AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

Rill O
'nline
www.rwonline.com

Call Simone Fewell
for all the details at

J(!J
adi.J W.:orld

VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

VOICEOVERS

Space is

EMPLOYMENT

SE HABLA ESPAb1Ct
WE EXPORT

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

703-998-7600. ext. 154. or

Technics SP- 15 complete with
PRD tonearm/cartridge 8i shock
mounts, $200. Pat Wahl, WWIB,
2396 Hwy 53, Chippewa Falls WI
54729. 715-723-1037.

On-air producer & production talent,
willing to relocate, reliable hard worker
w/experience. Larry, 918-483-5502.

Catalog: www.rfparts.com
Harris 10-H 10 kW, no exciter,
$10,000; CSI 5 kW AM, call for
price; Energy-Onix 15 kW FM xmtr,
$12,000 +shpg; Continental 316-F
10 kW AM xmtr, call for price.
Joseph Bahr, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

Want to Sell

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

MRC has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.
Bob Brown
Phone: 856-232-1625 • Fax: 856-232-2075
Email: rjbemetbaol.com.

TURNTABLES

•-•

Broadcast Equipment
change

Call today for current rates and dea
703-998-7600, ext. 154

nos!

between 9-5 EST

BEE
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Radio World's Broadcast Equipment achange provides a FREE listing service kir radio staluons only All other end users will be charged This FREE service
iloes not apply to Employment Help WeNed ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling out
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Please be aware that it takes one month ton listings to appear. The listings run tor two consecutive issues
and mast be resubmitted in order to run again Thank you
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23

Aphex Systems

22

Associated Broadcast Group

44

ATI

55

Auditronics/Wheatstone

44

Autogram Corporation

Zip Code

32

BALSYS

Telephone

38

Beier

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings 8.£ display advertising are available on a
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17

Broadcast Electronics

www.marti-electronics.com

37

Broadcast Richardson

www.broadcast-richardson.com

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

44

Broadcast Tools

28, 29

BSW

4

Burk Technology

44

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

47

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

7

Comrex

35

Conex ElectroSystems

20

ESE

32

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

15

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

46

Henry Engineering

27

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

33

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

21

Klotz Digital AG

25

Logitek

41

Lynx Studio Technology

31

MediaTouch

39

Moseley Associates

44

Nott Ltd.

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

46

PTEK

12

Radio Design Labs ( RDL)
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all information:
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

Wedd.
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2002

www.conex-electro.com
www.ese-web.com

www.henryeng.com

www.klotzdigital.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.lynxstudio.com/rw
www.omt.net
www.moseleysb.com
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.ptekpowercom
www.rdlnet.com

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

47

Raduga Automation

www.raduga.net/rw.htm

46

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

www.ramsyscom.com

46

Ramsey Electronics, Inc.

1x

6x

13x

26x

46

rfSoftware, Inc.

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$100

95

90

85

3

S.C.M.S.

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$85

75

65

55

24

Scott Studios

Distributor Directory

$125

120

115

110

96

Sierra Automated Systems

Professional Card

$95

90

85

80

10

Sine Systems

Station/Studio Services

$185

157

133

113

14

Stardraw

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

47

TDM Software

www.tdmdatasolutions.com

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

13

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

43

V- Soft Communications

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

56

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
in the next issue. Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.highpowerfm.com
www.rfsoftware.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.scottstudios.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.stardraw.com/radioworld

www.v-soft.com
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Copyright
Continued from page 54
find itself with abill that it can't afford to pay 10
months from now.
At KTRU we will have to consider the implications of this decision carefully and make a
decision. It would seem not to make sense to
encourage students to succeed if the outcome of
their success, reaching alarger audience, causes
them to be penalized with higher fees.
The problem does not stop with fees going
forward. Stations that have already been streaming audio on the Internet owe fees retroactive to
1998, when the DMCA was passed, with the bill
coming due on Oct. 20.
Ihave been following this issue for some
time; as aresult, KTRU has set aside money in
order to pay the retroactive fees. But this is troubling. Even though we have set aside enough
money to cover the retroactive fees, we did so
because we were aware of the issue. Stations
had no effective formal notice of the fact that
they might be liable for new fees.
Even if the government or the copyright holders had informed stations, no one could tell us
what the final cost would be. Stations that knew
about the fee assumed it would be equal to what
we must pay to composers for broadcasting
Now it turns out the recording rights fee is
much more, and the composer fees for
Webcasting also exceed those for broadcasting!
The audiences are smaller, the audio quality is
poorer — and they want more money?
Sandra Wasson of KALX(FM) at the
University of California- Berkeley adds,
"KALX might be able to handle the retroactive
fees and pay the current fees due; but what
about those smaller stations that can't handle
the retroactive fees? Are they to be required to
shut down because the process did not provide
them notification that they would be liable for
fees at an undetermined rate?"
Concerning the future, Wasson said, "While
we are struggling with how to pay the retroactive fees, we are also threatened by the cost of
reporting what we play."
Wasson refers to yet-to-be-defined requirements for stations to report data concerning the
songs they play and how many people listen on
the Web.
"If the expense of record-keeping exceeds
the costs of the royalty, we will need to examine
our ability to provide this service to the public."
So what is it that college broadcasters are
seeking? According to Joel Willer, aprofessor
of mass communications at the University of
Louisiana at Monroe, "All we are seeking is a
means to continue to provide an education to
our students in this emerging technology." He is
the faculty supervisor for KXUL(FM). That station's Web site has been honored with afirstplace award and other commendations from the
BroadrAst Education Association.
"In short," Willer said, "what we need is a
parallel to the copyright legislation covering our
broadcast operations. This includes a flat fee,
reasonable reporting requirements and freedom
to develop programming that is not restricted by
content restrictions. With such asolution, we
could compensate the copyright holders and
proceed with our mission, which is to educate
students and deliver diverse programming."
Speaking for CBI member radio stations,
Kozireski said, "We need emergency legislation
from Congress to stop this process until legislators have achance to fully examine the issue and
enact an appropriate solution. We need to
encourage the continuing development of the
Internet at the very institutions where it began, at
colleges and universities. We need to protect the
education of our students."
For more information, please contact me at
(713) 348-2935 or willr@lanc.org.

FORUM.
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Engineers' staying power
Ijust finished reading Aaron Brodbar's
thought-provoking editorial letter in the July 3
edition of Radio World (" Self-respecting
engineers").
While it's no secret that nearly all engineers
in radio are incredibly underpaid, Ifor one
continue my 35-year love affair with radio,
despite the low pay, for at least one very good
reason: Ilove what Iam doing, and Iam doing
it for the most terrific group of folks for whom
I've ever worked.
Aaron refers to "better positions," citing the
cable TV industry as one. Apparently, Aaron,
you've never worked in cable! Most cable
MSOs start their technical staff at around $6to
$7 an hour, insist upon unlimited, on-demand
overtime and think that the "perk" of getting
free cable TV makes up for it.
Time-Warner proudly puffs out its corporate chest and announces, "We pay competitive wages," which translates into "We look at
what everyone else is paying, and pay our

problem was fixed quickly by the replacement
of the all-too-commonly-available Chicago
lock on the Optimod's door.)
As for "self-respecting" — well, Aaron, 1
respect myself plenty. Ihave two college
degrees, and Iam damned good at what Ido,
as Iam sure you are at what you do.
When Istarted in radio in 1967, the engineering staff usually was the largest department
in the building. Today, one is lucky if he or she
even has adesk, let alone an office or ashop.
Will this issue ever be resolved? Probably
not, or at least not until management realizes
why a full-time — or even more than one
full-time — engineer is to their benefit, as
opposed to a very overpaid programming
insultant.
Iam sorry you were treated like an errand
boy or janitor, Aaron. But that appears to be
something that you experienced, where Idid
not. As for " skilled engineers working
in radio" — please color me in that column now.
Jerry Arnold
Director of Engineering
Bright Tower Broadcasting

employees according to that instead of (God
forbid) experience, training or ability."

WWSY(FM), WMGI( FM)

Like Aaron, Itoo have often put in 20-hour

Terre Haute, Ind.

days rewiring acontrol room that had to be
back online by 6 am. However, my reward —
not counting what Iam paid — comes from
my general manager, my sales manager and
my programming staff, all of whom usually go
out of their way to thank me for my hard work.
Would Ilike to be earning more from this
profession? You bet. But sometimes rewards
are not monetary.
What bothers me most about the low pay
radio engineers receive is that many, if not all,
medium- to large- market stations think nothing of paying $50,000 to $ 100,000 ayear for a
programming "consultant" (known in the trade

Ifigured you guys would be the right people to ask about this.
Most all of my radio/production clients
have converted to digital media and authorized
the disposal of their analog media — tape,
reels and boxes. So my question is, do you
know of arecycling program to take this stuff?
It seems a shame to literally throw it all
away, but Ihaven't found any other alternative.
Alfred B. Grunwell
Audio Engineer

briefcase, more than 75 miles away from
home, who somehow has convinced the management that he or she somehow knows more
about your ADI than you do, despite the fact
you've worked there 25 years.
Our own insultant got so totally immersed
in his own sense of self-importance that he felt
it was his place to adjust our Optimod until we
were running 155-percent modulation, because
we were "not sounding loud enough!" (The

Heritage machines
In response to my recent article
"That Old Program INever Wrote"
(June 19), engineer Tim Starliper sent
in these impressive photos of classic
ITC and Tapecaster cart machines still
in service out in Three Mile Island
country, at high-school radio station
WMSS(FM) in Middletown, Pa.
The ITC triple-decker shows lots of
wear, with almost no lettering left on
slot No. l's Play button, while the model 700 Tapecasters sit smugly in their
wooden shelves, waiting for the next
weather jingle or student- produced
PSA.
Imentioned in the article how hard it
was to find pictures of heritage
machines. Not only did Tim find them,
he took them himself, and has a career
just keeping these old babies running.
Thanks, Tim!
Al Peterson
Radio World
Falls Chard:, Va.

Computer

Recycling

Programs

at

www.microweb.com/pepsite/Recycle/recycle_in
dex.html. Check there; if recommended recycle
sites in your locale do not also accept media,
your next step would be to run aGoogle or other search to narrow it down to media recycling.
Readers are invited to send other ideas to
radioworld@imaspub.com.

Ad has the wrong values
This letter was addressed to Eventide and
copied to Reader's Forum.
As a broadcaster for over 35 years and a
public-school broadcast educator for over 25
years, Iam offended by your use of the woman
flipping the bird in your magazine ad (July 3).
Iunderstand your point, but your method is
offensive. Iuse trade magazines in my highschool and college classes, and attempt to teach
industry standards. Ifind this one more example
of the lack of common sense and good taste in
the commercial broadcast industry.
You are contributing to the crude behavior
and indifference toward any standards by our
youth. Idon't want to hear any more complaints about the job public schools are doing

Recycling radio

as an " insultant"). This is someone with a

programs, we found The National Directory of

Organic Digital
Greene, N.Y

in trying to instill "values" in our youth. With
communication industry examples as counterproductive as yours, teachers and parents face
an impossible job.
Keep your role-modeling in mind next time
you are confronted by some obnoxious, misbehaving teens at the mall. By the way, we won't
be recommending or purchasing your products.
Jim Grimes
Comm. & Media Instructor/
General Manager
Capital Area Career Center/WQNA Radio
& Illinois Student News Network
Springfield, Ill.

RW responds:
In the April 24 issue, the editorial on page
54 covered ways in which to recycle old computer gear
Opportunities for recycling vary by location.
While researching computer gear recycling
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Crisis

Webcasting Fees
Hurt College Radio
by Will Robedee
The author is vice chair of College
Broadcasters Inc. and general manager of Rice
University's KTRU(FM) in Houston.
The copyright royalty rate determination
released on June 20 by the Librarian of
Congress provides virtually no relief for threatened college radio Webcasters.
The ruling leaves unchanged the principle
fees previously recommended by aCopyright
Arbitration Royalty Panel, or CARP, to be paid
by noncommercial educational broadcasters.
These new fees, which will go to owners of
sound recordings, were created as required by
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.
This most recent outcome is disappointing,
but not surprising to the CBI board.
"While we realize that students and educational opportunities are not exempt from the
copyright laws, the U.S. Congress has traditionally worked to craft legislation that allowed students achance to learn new skills. The result of
the DMCA does not meet with the historical
legislative precedent," said Warren Kozireski of
the State University of New York-Brockport.
Kozireski is chairman of Collegiate
Broadcasters Inc., anational organization representing college radio and television stations that
has been representing its members in the controversy over the new Webcasting fees.
Some college radio stations use Internet
Webcasts to extend their reach to new audiences. Other educational institutions have used
Webcast-only stations as the solution to scarce
broadcast frequencies or extremely limited budgets. All college stations will suffer immensely
under this ruling.
Radio stations receiving federal taxpayer
funding funneled through the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, many of them affiliated
with National Public Radio, will have this new
fee paid for them by that agency. CBI member
college radio stations, unlike CPB-funded stations, will have to find away to pay the fees
from their students' pockets or from traditionally under- funded academic budgets, or shut
off the streaming audio, thus causing the college students to lose avaluable learning tool in
the process.
The real irony here is that these students are
trying to reach an educational goal; yet the better they attain that goal of reaching an audience

More Letters
On Page 53

Planning
Essential

Does your station have aplan in place if another Sept. 1l
were to happen? As radio stations, serving the public interest
should be the No. 1priority. We are, after all, service
providers. A crisis protocol is essential.
Holland Cooke, news/talk specialist for Cleveland-based
McVay Media, is quoted in Ken R.'s Sept. 11 commemora-

tion story on page 27. Cooke said some stations were caught
short-handed by this big news story.

with diverse and educational programming, the
more it will cost them in real dollars. There is no
motive to succeed in an educational setting;
what could be more counterproductive?
Icreated the "Save Our Streams" Web site to
track the issue of these new regulations and fees
and the resulting impact on college radio stations. You can see it at www.rice.eduichisos.
A quick look at the SOS Web site reveals that
the "death toll" already is alarmingly high. The
site as of late July listed more than 30 stations
that had ceased Webcasting due to the new regulations. Among the casualties are Internet-only
stations. This means that entire stations and educational programs will be lost. Educational
opportunities for future broadcasters will be lost
in the process.
Still other stations that decided from the start
to not stream their over-the-air signals are not
pleased with the outcome thus far. This conservative stance taken early on does not mean their
stations, student staffs or listening audience
haven't suffered aloss.
The faculty manager at Marshall
University's WMUL(FM) in Huntington,
W.Va., decided not to stream his student station's highly acclaimed programming due to the
uncertainty of royalty rates and accompanying
regulatory requirements.
Said Dr. Charles Bailey of WMUL(FM) at
Marshall University, "There is no telling how
many stations such as WMUL have opted to not
stream their audio on the Internet due to the
uncertainty of rates, retroactive fees, reporting
requirements and content restrictions. It is a
shame that the students were not allowed to
reach a larger audience with their award-winning programming." WMUL has won 473
awards since 1985.
John R. Bennett, director of student media at
the Savannah College of Art and Design, works
with the students at SCAD radio, an Internetonly station.
"If the fees remain outrageously expensive
and the reporting requirements impossibly complex, we'll be forced to shut down the station.
Unlike other college stations that will simply
pull their streams and go on broadcasting as
usual, this will mean the complete elimination
of our station.
"Web streaming is not an enhancement to our
station. It is our station."
Ironically, stations like this will pay arate
three times higher than other college stations,
because they don't have an FCC license.
According to Bennett, obtaining abroadcast
license is out of the question due to alack of
available frequencies. He adds, "We have no
central campus. Our 40 or so college buildings
are arrayed throughout downtown Savannah.
Therefore, carrier current or Part 15 broadcasting is an expensive and difficult proposition:'

"I'm afraid that, in radio as in life, too many people have gone back to business as usual,
and barely managed clusters will miss the boat," said Cooke.
How can your station prepare?
Jim Farley, vice president of news and programming for WTOP(AM-FM) in Washington,
said his station has astrategy in place for the next horrible news day.
"We have several plans plus an alternate facility to broadcast from in case we cannot get
aeries to our main studios," said Farley.
He also has instructed staff to be prepared in matters more practical. "We've asked our folks
to keep things like achange of clothes, blankey, teddy bear and aspare toothbrush in their car."

As we are all aware since September 11", Washington is a potential terrorist target

possibility that a terrorist attack could occur, and that the nature of such an attack could render our
facilities useless, or at best, in accessible.
facilities as a backup.
Although the
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In such an event, we intend to use our

facilities are small and our capabilities and news resources would be severely

limited, at least we could get on the air.

Iam working to upgrade the facilities all the time.

At present

we could get CBS on the air, phone calls and carts. There is one computer with a printer, a makeshift
production room, fax machine, copy machine and dial-up Internet access. There are no showers and
the water in the building is not drinkable, but there is an ample supply of bottled water.
In the unlikely event you are instructed to report to
'or work, complete directions are attached.
As Bilhas previously instructed, you should bnng a change of clothes, pillow, toothbrush and any
other necessities for spending the night away from home.
Reporters should also bring all their
equipment, including laptop computers for those who have them.

A VVTOP Radio memo prepares staffers in the event of an emergency.
WTOP even lined up its food reporter, Chef John, to come and prepare food in the event of
another emergency situation. That's thinking ahead.
The station has prepped staffers for an emergency in other ways, with memos and discussions.
"We debriefed everybody after Sept. 11 and asked them, 'If something like this happens
again, what else do you need?' They came up with great ideas," said Farley.
"We have abunch of really terrific part-time and free-lance news people we can bring in in
the event something like this happens again," said Farley. "Plus we have sales and marketing
people who could and would pitch in."
Radio could learn alot from TV News Director Angie Kucharski of KCNC(TV) in Denver.
Kucharski sat on apanel at an RTNDA@NAB session inspired by the events of Sept. 11. In the
KCNC newsroom, amap on the wall indicates, by way of colored pushpins, where staffers live.
If there's abreaking story, it's clear who can reach the scene the quickest.
Dave Isaacs, news director at KLBJ(AM), also sat on the panel. His station prepares nonnews staffers, such as salespeople and receptionists, to handle phone duty in acrisis, freeing
news staffers to do their jobs.
At the Associated Press in Washington, crisis planning is in place on several levels. AP
maintains dial-up ISDN connections in several locations in greater Washington in the event
downtown HQ has to be evacuated. Reporters keep "grab-and-go" kits at their desks filled with
items including afacemask, water bottle and gloves.
Many stations have not taken such cautions. They should. A disaster can't be planned, but
planning for adisaster is essential.
—RW
Most ironic is that recording artists also will
be injured. College radio has long been the
venue where new artists have found their first
broadcast audiences. Artists flocked to the
friendly programmers of college radio in order
to receive airplay, while commercial radio outlets always have been apprehensive to chance
playing new music.
Many of the same artists that owe their
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Although police

say no specific threats have been received regarding July 41h or beyond, we have to accept the

success to college radio now are effectively
pushing those stations off the Internet with these
new fees and oppressive regulations. As aresult,
the next generation of artists will have fewer
opportunities to be discovered.
Even more troublesome is the future.
Internet use doubles every 10 months. A
station that can afford to Webcast today might
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Introducing our NEW flagship radio console:
the D-8000 Digital On-Air Board

T
HE D-8000 HAS IT ALL:
• UNIVERSAL INPUT MODULES accept analog or
digital signals— no upgrades required
• W HEATSTONE'S EXCLUSIVE BUS- MINUS®gives you
an individual MXM feed ( w/talkback interrupt)
from every Bus- Minus - input module
• ALL INPUT CHANNELS have alphanumeric source
displays above each fader
• BUILT-IN SERIAL COMMUNICATION interfaces with
W HEATSTONE BRIDGE network router and many
automation systems
• CHOICE OF MASTER CLOCK RATES: 32, 44.1, 48KHz
or external reference

PRODUCTION VERSION ADDS:
• PROGRAMMABLE SENDS: every input generates
two aux sends; each selectable pre/post-fader
and pre/post-on/off
• INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL DSP :each input has its
own four- band EQ, HPF, compressor- limiter,
ducking and digital level trim
• EVENT RECALL: up to 99 preset snapshots of all
channel settings

When it comes to digital, EXPERIENCE COUNTS
WHEATSTONE'S TRADITIONAL CONTROL INTERFACE gets your
operators up and running in minutes— not days.

THE W HEATSTONE D-8000
Digital that WORKS!

VI/h

t_x-Con

tel 252 - 638 -7000/scileswheatstone.corn/www.whecitstone.corn

copyright © 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation

ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS- 232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain. We
r.,.\\
•
All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from , worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of lug- in \
connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal - technologies and
standards all within the same cale. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive ç
,.40%0 00•1
graphic based
setup software handles system con iguration, matrix selection \0"--._
and salvo presets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles \ I!
for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000/soles@wheotstone.corn / www.vvheatstone.corn
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